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PREFACE 
A tone for th is kind of study must be established in 
order to properly .address the. significance of black 
ne~1spapers in various commur1ities acr·oss this cou_ntr>'· 
Recorded history states that blacks have come a very long 
way in this world. The heritage and cultur~ of blacks can 
be traced to the ''mother country" of Afr'ica, where -- over 
two hundr·ed years ago innocent Africans were stolen 
from their native land and brought to Amer-ita to be sold 
into Amer-ican :.laver>·· C1bv i c11Js 1 y, many bl acK-Amer i cans. 
in search of re 1 i ef outlets to· overcome th i =· 
oppression. For many, faith served a vital role in 
fulfilling this need. Never-theless, as blacks progressed 
tc1~.i..1a.rd freedom and equal it>·, a nt?ed became more appar·ent 
for· -'" blacK line of communication. The bl acK ne• . ispaper-
then came into existence, expr·essin1;i all of the emciticinal, 
sc•cia.l, economica·l and educational unrest:. and cr·ie:. of 
t•lack citizens. For obl.Jious r·eas.on:., this. kind c•f :.tud)'' 
serves a significant purpose because studies. address.ing 
bl acK net<Jspaper:. are rather insufficient in quality and 
inadequate in number dur·ing this d·a./ and age. 
Fur"ther-mor"e, it is e•Jen safe to sugge:.t that the number· of 
blacks doing studies of themselves can always stand 
impr"ouement, and per"haps substantiates why mor"e blacK 
scholar's should be inter"ested in studying themselves. Now 
this is not a suggestion that tt"re •Jalidit>' Or' r·eliat>ility 
of white res~arch studies on blacks j.~ erroneous or 
invalid; hor;.1e 1 • .1er, a gr· eat deal of v.:i.1 ue thrciugh cul tur·al 
as.soc i at ion a:.nd aff i 1 i at ion is :.tr·c1ngl y ccinn.ec ted 1.1.1 i th 
:.t1.Jdi es c1f :.uch an eth171 i •: a1 ..... 1ar·eness. As a ;:lol.Jng bl acK 
scholar· and ._ioUr"nalist in toda;v·'s competitive educational 
.;..,..ena, it is.;.. p·ar"t c•f my cultur·al and e-thnic duty to 
research every aspects of my profession as it pertains to 
rrr>' r·ace. "In the gr"and str·uggl e f•::<r" l i ber"ty .'l.nd equal i t;v 
novJ l1..1aging it is meet, r-ight and esse-ntial that ther"e 
:.hcruld a.r·is.e in our· ranks .:r.uthor·:. and editor~, as 1,0.Jell a-:. 
or-ator-:., for' .. i't,.":is. in these C8.paci ties ·that the most 
per·rna·nent gc11:~d can be rendere•j tc• our· cau:.e·.· .. !1 <Apthe~~er, 
par- t 1, p. 266)_. · Ther·E.·fore, th i ·:. s.tud)'' i =· offer·ed becaus.e 
it obviousl:-' 1..0.Jou;l·d not be crf a,n::.-· .. s.i1~nific'an~1:e, c1n 'fir·st 
glance~ to sorr1ec1ne l/,tho is nc•n-bl ack. Th i ·;;. :. t Udy sh OU 1 d 
bi!<~ and mus.t be·, 1joni? as. s.ug.ges.ted b)' the embar·r·as.s i ng 
nurnbi?r c1f references a 1,1ai 1 able on the ·:.ubject crf trl acl< 
net.o..tspaper·s in BlacK media have beccirne a 
substantial part c•f the rna.ss rnedi a; ther·e'for·e, each one 
has some kind of influence at the level it ser·>..>e: .• 
Consider-ing this fact, this r-esear-ch study of "Black 
t..tew:.paper-·s 









con tribute to, and s.uppor t, further understanding of 1>-.•h>' 
black nevJspapers are significant in this country, and 
specificall)' in black ccirnrnunitie-:.; the role:. they play in 
develcrping and dir·ecting the -:.ocial 1~r-c11.~.1th of blacKs; and 
the influences. the>' h.:r.ue on the til ack'. cornrnun i t::-·· .... s 1,tJa)'' of 
thinl-<ing and feeling abciut therr1-:.el 1..Je:., .3.nd ~Jar-ious. issues 
that affect their life stylas. 
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A justification for this study becomes quite 
apparent when you can count the number of related sources 
on the fingers of your hands. Obviously, more and more 
studies on black newspapers are needed. This need is even 
more apparent from the perspective of the black scholar 
because a stud·,·. of a specialized group of people should be 
done by a member of that specialized group. Jn the 
forward of Henry G. LaBrie's book, A Survey of Black 
Newspapers in Amer· i ca, he wrote " ••• after a fet~ weeks of 
1 i brary work, it became apparent that the bl acK press had 
received little if any attention in the major vJorks on 
journalism in the United States. Further st i 11, the 
material that was available was often contradictory, 
superficial and authored by a mass of pr·ess researchers, 
few of whom stopped 1 ong enough to contribute a second or· 
third article on the place the black.press has had in the 
American media mix ••. In short, it seemed at first 
glance, that the black press had been a victim of shoddy 
analysis"<LaBrie, p.4-5l. With this thought in mind, this 
study is offered as a contribution to resear·ch on black 
newspapers in the 20th century. 
2 
1.1 THE PURPOSE 
The purpose of this study is tc• addr·ess bl acK 
newspapers and the extent of their inf 1 uence on publ i c 
opinion in the black community. Such a study is needed 
because so few studies of this nature exist. The lack of 
adequate studies, in itself, is a problem which needs to 
be addressed. Of course, this study al one wi 11 not solve 
al 1 of the prob] ems surrounding an inadequate number of 
studies relahd to black newspaper·s; however, this study 
will contribute to the reduction of the inadequacy. 
1.2 THE PROBLEM 
Conventional wisdom suggests that American mass media 
have a very strong impact on public opinion. This 
influence comes basicall>' through radio, television, and 
the newspaper. "Present concepts of what is going on in 
the community and the world are shaped to a large degree 
by what the mass media, including newspapers, say is going 
on " <Hynds , 1 970 's, p • I 6) • Perhaps the most convenient of 
these three media outlets is the radio. Today's 
technology has made radio the most transportable device 
for news and entertainment. 
Although television has not bo>en able to maintain 
competitiven~==· with the convenience of radio, man>' 
advancements ar·e apparent through this medium as wel 1. 
3 
When addressing the convenience as a factor of influence, 
obviously, the radio is a leading method. The newspaper, 
likewise, is a convenient medium and one is much more 
1 iki?ly to find a newspaper left lying around, than a 
television. On the other ~1and, radio and tel e\' i si·on are 
ahead of the newspaper in their abi 1 it i es to r·each 1 ar-ge 
gr-oups of people ir1 as.mall amount of time. One has to 
search and read. news from a newspaper, whereas with 
broadcasting, the nei,,1scaster- te 11 s you VJha t you need to 
Knol1..1. All one has to de• i :. isten. The issue of "who 
influences l•.lhO the mo:.t" i S important when addressing 
accessibility; but, other- consider-at ions must also be 
taken into account. Not everyone can afford a radio, and 
even :.o, radio~-~·require batteries. The· s.ma 11 er and more 
compact the radio, the more expensive ar·e the batter· i es. 
IJnfc1r tuna te 1 }', technol og>' ha.s not r·eached the point 
wher-eby electrical outlets are conveniently available 
wherever one may be. On the other hand., a television may 
A television -:.et is. 
exper1si 1.Je and the mos.t i ncon 1 ... 1en i ent to tr·ansport. ~·Jot 
surprisingly, the nei..•Js.paper is the most eccinom i ca 1 c1f the 
three media devices --- and, to a certain extent, the most 
com,enient to tr-ansport. Of cour-se, cir-culation pla:>'S a 
ver·y vi ta 1 r·ol e in a..ccess i l::r i 1 it~ .. · 
comparing influences, especially there ncr 
newspapers readily available at the newsstand, where 
• 
4 
people may be waiting to purchase them. 11 t.JelJJSp aper s 
provide information, entertainment and guidance for many; 
their impact reaches even those '"'ho as yet cannot or do 
not read them"<Hynds, 1970·'s, p.11). Therefore, it ~Jould 
seem 1 ogi cal that the medium of the mass media that 
influences the public's opinion the most is the newspaper. 
Newspapers don't need batteries, or run the risk of 
per i cid i c rna in tenance repair: .. 
is the oldest of 
For otcv i ou-:. reasons, the 
the various news media; 
therefore, i t has a r·a ther tr·aditional of 
communicating net ... is and influencing the opinions of its 
11 The nev.J:.paper perserves the past, ch rein i c 1 es 
the present, and helps as.sure the prc•babi 1 i ty of a better 
future for those it serves ... The newspap~r.'s basic roles 
are to inform, influence, entertain and foster deuelopment 
of the nation's econorny thr·ough advertising 11 (Hynds, 
1'?70"'s, p.11-12). 
Amer· i c2.n rie1A1spaper·s ha• . .)t? bt?en tr-aced tee thE< early 
seventeenth century; hovJe~)ef', l:1l 2.cK nev .. 1:.papers hai..1e a 
shorter track record. They can be traced only to the year 
1827, v ..1hen Freedorn' s ,Journa 1 t.....ia.s first . p~trl i sht?d. Black 
newspapers have always had a distinctive purpose for 
existing -- the>' ser·ve blac~: communities. ·Although, the 
histc•r>' of bl.:i.ck, net.o..isp.:i.per·-:. is. r·ather· di'fficult to as.·:.es.s. 
pr· i or tcr the J 9p0' -:. , st.i 11 a nurnber cif til acK nev.,1-:.papers 
have been in cir·culation in this cc1u.ntr·>'· 11 0 1.Jer 1,500 
5 
black newspaper-s wer-e star-ted dur- i ng the th i r-d gr-ot<•th 
per-iod [1927-77]. Today, 165 continue 
aver-age weekly cir-culation of just over-
5 of these paper-s have hi stor- i es which 
to publ i sh '·'·' i th an 
2.9 mill ion. Only 
can be tr-aced to 
befor-e 190D"CLaBr-ie, 
the black newspaper-, 
p. 12) • Dur-ing the ear-I ier- )"ear·s of 
a need and pur-pose for- its existence 
had to be established. Ther-efor-e, many black newspaper-s 
spent much of their- time t<•or-king to develop community 
at1 . 1a.r·enes:.s as a basis:. for their· existence a.s a vital part 
of the tot a 1 bl acK community. "Dur-ing the fir-st six 
decades [1827-87] of its existence, the black pr-ess 
established 
de•Je 1 c;p i ng 
itself 
black 
as an i ndi spens;.abl e par·t of the 
community 11 (Dann, p • 8) • The black 
newspaper- then took on a r-ole as an educator- of the black 
cornrnun i ty. Much c•f wha. t the bl acl< community kne~J and 
I ear-ned in the pa:.t came fr-om th<- bl acK newspaper-. This 
stud;.· on black net•Jspaper-=· and the affect:. they have on 
public cipinion in the blacK communit>' t1.Jil1 contritiute to 
OU r· of the black pr· es-:. in Arner· i ca .• 
Specifically~ this study is intended to measure the degree 
of influence bl aci-1 newspaper-:. have on public opinion fr-om 
the cornmunit~.' ... =· point of uie1.1 . .1 •. 
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1.3 THE HYPOTHESIS 
The findings in this study :=.hould show through a 
statistical survey t.<.•h at influence:=. blacK owned and 
operated nev_1spapers ha\.'e on public opinion i r1 one bl acK 
southside Chicago, community; .~nd ho"·' they affect the 
thought pr·oce:.ses. and behavior.~ 1 pat tE'rns in that bl acK 
commun i t~v. The r·esults of tt"1is. stud)' v_1ill contribute to 
the understanding of the significance of blacK newspapers 
in the blacK community, and 1.,1i 11 lend insight to the role 
black ne1.1 .. 1spaper·s s.er·ve today in directing a.nd de 1Jelopir1g 
the ideas, concei:•ts, opinions, and attitudes of blacks on 
is·::.ues crf local, national, and international scope. 
:•. 
CHAPTER I I. 
RElJ I E~J OF LITERATURE 
The literature review for this study initi'ally 
began with a search for other studies. on or simi 1 ar to 
the topic. A search through Dissertation Abstract 
proved fruitless. Ho1..•Je 1.Jer·, thr·ee separ·ate :.tudi es 1,.1..1ere 
loca.ted that l'-'ill ser-vE' ·"-S the foundation fr·om which to 
build this specific r-esear-ch study. These three studies 
ar- e : 
I. AN IN'..!ESTIGAT!ON OF BLACK PRESS AND WHITE PRESS 
USE PATTERNS IN THE BLACK INNER CITY OF SYRACRUSE, NE~! 
YORK: A FIELD SURlJEY. 
(by Robert Devon Bonte-ager-, Ph.D., Syr-acuse Uni~., 
1969) 
--Bon tr ager"'=· r·e:.u 1 t·:. s-.hoi..·J hovJ 11 Lcica1 1.tJh i te 
net1..1spa.per:. -:.erved a limited i nfor·mat i can./i nfl uence role 
for· blacK inner· city r·es.idents on a -:.elected communit>' 
issue." Fur·ther stud}' 1.1..1as r·ecornrnended ti::-' E:ontrager· 11 to 
provide d.~t.:r. frc1m a numtier· of cities. of di1Jerst-
chara.cter·i-:.tics before gener-.:i..li:::ations c.:i.n tie made 
regarding the current s.t.:r.tu:. c1f the black an1j of the 
1..oJhite pre:.s in til.:i.ck ur··ban cornrr1unities. Also. 
lc1ngi.tudinal or p.:i..nel stuijie-:. 1A1c1uld he·lp tc• rr1aKe val id 
observations on any changes or trends that may be taKing 
pl ace in the til ack:.... u:.e cif their· 01;.Jn rne1j i B.. .:r.nd in 
their- use of the white media." 
II. ETHNICITY, SOCIAL STRATIFICATION, AND 
FORMAT I ONAL: At'.J ANALYSi S OF ETHNJ C PORTRAYAL 
l)ANCOlJER NHJSPAPER PRESS, J '?05-1 '7'76. 





Lin i 1,) • , 
8 
--Indra's results shot•• how "Vancover newspaper had 
a very influential role in constantly structuring 
opinions of readers about certain ethnic groups over 
three different periods of time." 
I I I • THE EFFECTS OF NEklSPAPER ACCOUNTS OF NUCLEAR 
PO~JER INCIDENTS ON READER UNDERSTANDING AND ATTITUDE: AN 
EXPERIMENT. 
(by Alice Loi:. Gagnard, Ph.D., Univ. of Tennessee, 
l '?82). 
--Gagnard,.. :. resu 1 t:. s.hov..1 11 effects of di ffer·ent 
net1Jspapers. account of nuc 1 ear pot1,1er accidents on 
readers' understanding and attitude.'' 
2.1 THE RATIONALE 
~ach of these three studies is very significant to 
the topic of this research study because of their 
logical extension. However, the results of any one 
alone ar·e not sufficient to . justify the 
significance bf this chosen topic. Therefccre, the 
collective results of all three studies '·'·'i 11 be u:.ed to 
validate the need for r-E>search on 11 81 acK t-Jel~1s.papers 
Effect on Public Opinion in the E:lacK Communit;>'," 
Tt-1e results reported in the fir·st .abstract clear·l>' 
indicate a di fferer1ce in nev,1spaper·:.' s.er· 1J ice in the 
communities. Bontrager ... s study shows that white presses 
do not ·•-erve the bl a.ck community sati,;.f.;..ctori ly. The 
obvious question then is whether, ''black presses serve a 
significant purpose in the black communities.'' 
The results reported in the second abstract suggest 
that newspapers do have influences. Indra.'s study shows 
• 
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hot•• the power of the press controls the way the 
community thinKs, acts, and reacts to•.>Jard •,iarious ethnic 
groups. Of importance from Indra's study is the concept 
that "the pr·ess has the po1,Jer to control behavior 
patter·ns of a given community." 
The results reported in the third abstract b;· 
Gagnard have proven by using a specific issue 
•
11 nuclear power accidents" how various newspaper-s 
affected the under-standing and attitude of one classroom 
of s.tudents. If a classroom of students can have their 
opinions e<.ffected, then on a broader scale, an entire 
commun it>• ma>· be able to be influenced by nev.Jspapers. 
with regard to specific issues. 
Therefore, given the results of these three studies, 
a stud;· of "Black Nev.•spapers. Effect on Put.J ic Opinion in 
the Black Commun it;·" can be justified. Furthermor·e, 
si nee ther-e is a 1 acK C•f research addre:.·:.i ng the i ss.ue 
of publ i c opinion in the bl acK community, a s.tudy of 
this nature is uery much needed. 
CHAPTER III. 
METHODOLOGY 
A study of the bl acK nei,,ispapers.. effect on public 
opinion in the black communit>• can only be accomplished b>' 
questioning the subject -- the black community. Effor-ts 
to find and touch base vJi th the bl acK community can be 
accomplished in sever-al Al though per-son a 1 
inter-viewing is definitely a possi bi 1 i ty, as is telephone 
inter-vie•"ing, this par-ticular- study questions the subject 
group thr·ough the technique of mai 1 surveying. In order 
to better under-stand the total methodological process for 
this Kind of study, we shal 1 discuss four- important 
categories of this approach: 1) Subject; 2) Design; 3) 
Materials; and, 4) Procedures. 
3.1 THE SUBJECT 
This study was designed so that such factors as sex, 
age, socio-economic status, educational' level, and 
nationality, could be properly identified for statistical 
purposes. The subjects for this study come fr-om randomly 
selected h'ouseholds in the 60643 zip code area of Chicago, 
111 inois (see appendix D). The 60643 zip code ar-ea 
consists of two subsets Known as Morgan ParK and Bever 1 y 
1 1 
<see appendix B and C) • Because of the obvious 
complications of receiving a mailing 1 ist of black 
residents exclusively, or perhaps the addr,sses of readers 
or subscribers of black newspapers specifically, an 
alternative method of identifying the subject group for 
this study had to be used. Many black newspapers in 
Chicagc• ''Jere simp])• not cooperative or· understanding of 
this. st•Jd;, enc•ugh to re 1 eas.e the pef"'s.ona l infof"'mation 
needed. After talking t••ith the Chicago Urban League's 
f"'eseaf"'ch depal"'tment and one Mof"'ehead State University 
studer1t from Chicago, an a!"'ea in Chicago having one of the 
1 a!"'gest concen tr· at ion of black ho•Jsehol ds '-''·"-s located. 
The Morgan Paf"'K-Beuerly area was originally identified as 
having neaf"'l >' a 99% b,l ack popu.l at ion according to the 
Chicago Urban League. Hc•t>.•evef"' for clarity purposes, it 
appears that the actual black population in Mof"'gan Paf"'k is 
62.17% based on ,the 1980' U.S •. Cens.us. Report for the Mof"'gan 
Pal"''~; af'e.;. of Chicago. The actual population for Morgan 
Paf"'k was reported to be 29,315. Dut c•f the total 
cc1mmunity population of 29,315, -~total of 18,22·5 t~Jas 
l"'epol"'ted as being member's of the black community. Sinceo 
the methodological appl"'oach in this st•Jdy concerns its.elf 
v,1i th r1ousehol ds, it is impor·tant to note the total number' 
of hous.eholds in this sub.ject .;.r·ea. The total n1Jmber of 
households in the Mof"'gan Park af'ea is B,866. Out of the 









households. This represents' 
household population. This 
to note because· the households 
for this study were taken from the 1986 U.S. Po&tal 
Directory for the Chicago 60643 zip code area. To clarify 
the complications that ha•Je arisen from this method of 
approach, it i =· neces:.ar» tc• indicate that the 60643 zip 
code area is inclusive of most of Morgan Park and most of 
Be<,ierly <see appendix H). Hoi.1ever, it is al:.o important 
to note that there is a portion of Beverl» (on the north 
side and on the I/Jest side), which extends outside of the 
60643 zip code area (see appendix G). Furthermore, there 
i s a port i or1 of Morgan Par K (on the i.1e st =· i de) , wh i ch 
e>dends outside of the 60643 zip code ar-ea as well (:.ee 
appendix F). To add to the. complexity, the 60643 area 
i n c 1 u des :.ome a.dd i t i on a 1 areas on the northeast and 
:.ou theast sides; however, the, Postmaster· Gener-a 1 for the 
t·1c1r·gan Par·K Station s.t i 11 i dent if i'e:. thes.es area:. ~=· a 
part of the Morgan Park-Beverl» area. The 60643 zip code 
ar·ea is primar·il>' a resid12ntial area, accor·ding to the 
1986 U.S. Postal Directory. The Chic ago Dai l v Defender· 
serves. as the pr imar» newspaper for this area, al though 
se 1Jeral other· black nei..o..rspaper:. are in cir-culatior1, and 
probably- contribute equal!» ·to the 




t<l <>.ck new·=.papers" 
commun it>'. The Chicago Dai 1 Y Defender is the I argest of 
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the blacK newspapers in circulation in Chicago, Illinois, 
today <see appendix A). 
3.2 THE DESIGN 
The survey questions were designed so that the 
results '''ould clearly indicate het\I much or hovJ ittle the 
respondent=- be 1 i eved their 1 oca I blacK newspapers 
influenced their opinions. Since thi:. 1..r.Ja-:. a mail sur•Je>~, 
it v.1as necessar>· to be able to identify respondents '''ho 
participated. Each of the 317 surveys were coded with a 
corresponding number, which matched a code number for the 
randomly selected address. This enabled me to determine, 
'"'hich respondents had participated •. This coding method 
'later ·proved ·useful and convenient, when r·eminder letters 
•A•&r·e s&nt to subjects. ·This avoided the harrassment of a 
second letter going to reipondents who had 
returned their original sur".ieys. The 317 addresses were 
cr·eated, based on the total number of streets .jn tr1e .50643 
~.re a . According to the 1986 U.S. Postal C>irecton·, ther·e 
. o.re a total of 119 actual ;;.treet;;. in the 60643 ar·ea. 
11 Actual" streets in this instance refer to streets having 
a different name. However, when considering the number of 
continuation streets, then ther-e are r·eal ly 124 tota.1 
str-eets. ''Continuation'' streets in this instance refer to 
those str-eets that stopped, and continued at another-
1.ocation C<Jithin the same zip code ar-ea, and still car·r-ied 
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the same name <as though it were one street). Of the 124 
total streets in the 60643 area, there 1}Jere 23 streets 
that were identified as major streets. 11 Major 11 streets in 
this instance refer to those streets running through the 
Morgan Park-Bever 1 y area. These 11 Ma.jor 11 str·eet:. 1 . r..1er·e, 
obvious l )', 1 onger than the nor·rna 1 ne i ghbc1r-hc1od :.tree t:., 
according to the 1986 U.S. Postal Directory. In order to 
make this study effective in coverage of the 60643 ar·ea., 
two addre:.ses were randomly se 1 ec ted from each street in 
the 60643 area, excluding al 1 "major" streets. Therefore, 
t\>,10 addresses fr·om each of the 101 street:. gave a total of 
202 addresses. In addition, five addresses from each of 
the 23 major streets gave a total of 115 addr·esse-:., for· ?< 
grand total of 317 addresses for this study (:.ee appendix 
!,) • Thi=· method assur·ed that a more e><haust i ve and 
i?xpansi ~Je cover·age of the subject had been 
effectively selected. 
The 1986 U.S. Postal Directory provides a number range 
for each street in a given z.ip code area. 
11 11800-12699 Honore Stree-t :=: 11 is. listed a:. being in the 
60643 zip code area. If 11 11940 Honor·e Str·e-t?t S. 11 l1,1as 
selected, then a val id address for the 60643 area had been 
random! y selected; or cr·eated for technical purpc•::.es (see 
appendi·') E). An>' addre:.s out:.ide. of thi~: nurnber· r·ange 
would be an i n•.Jal id a.ddress, according to the 1986 U.S. 
Postal Di re.ctory. Subsequent l >', a s~rvey. mail t?d to an 
• 
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inval id;_addres.s in the 60643 zip code area could not be 
delivered. Once the mailing list had been compiled, seven 
l"eeks vJere all owed for the return of the surveys. This 
••ol"'ked out quite well at the end of the fall semester, 
because it allovJed a portion of the Christmas holiday to 
cal"'l"'Y most of th i =· 11 time-:.pan'. 11 Therefol"'e, no 
unneccessary semester time was wasted aw~iting the return 
of survey responses. 
The su!"'veys VJel"'e mailed fr· om Mol"'ehead, Kentucky, on 
Tuesda;-, December 16, 1986, according to Jeff Crump in 
MSU' s. Alumni Center·. Each e-n 1.Jelope cont2.i ned · the 
following items: An introduction lett<?r; a -:.urvey 
questionnairer; a self-addressed stamped envelope (for 
retur·nl; a per·sonal name car·d; and a biblical bookmark. 
The introduction letter served as a greeting 1 et ter·, with 
an explanation of the enclosed materials (see appendix Jl. 
In this cove!' letter, the resear·cher VJas identified as 2. 
student at the Llniversity, 1A1orKing tcit.i...1.ci.rd a. master-'s 
d&gr·ee in the area of communications. Fur· ther·mor·e, 
details. l"'egarding their· selection as s.ub,jects for· this 
study t-Jer-e ali::.c1 given in the co•Jer- letter-. 
questionnaire itself consisted of a 3-page 8.5 by 11 
sheet, containing a total of 20 questions <see appendix 
Kl, Some C•f the questions contained A, 8, and C pal"'ts. 
i 
For statistical purposes, other questions ~e~e included in 





income 1 evel, and occupational status, This would later 
enable me to deter~ine results under differing variables, 
i f necessary. A 11 of the questions were relevant 
questions, geared at helping determine the validity of my 
hypothes.es for this study. The self-addressed stamped 
·enve 1 ope 1;Jas included in each surve>' for their 
convenience, and to help assur·e a better return. Jn 
addition, each stamped envelope was se 1 f-addres.sed. 
Providing the self-addressed, stamped envelopes proved to 
be e:~pens i ve. Postage for the re turn enve 1 opes cou 1 d not 
be obtained through a cheaper method; therefore, 317 
postage stamps had to be purcha.sed at .22 cents each and 
affixed to the self-addressed stamped envelope. For 
acces.s. i bi 1 i ty an·d inquiry purposes, a persona 1 name card, 
' containing· the campus address· and telephone number, as 
r·esea.rcher, was er1closed in each envelope (see appendix 
Ll. By.providing this i·nformation to the ~a~ticipant, any 
r·e sponden t might have curious about the 
researcher, .:i.s a :.tu dent, c•r this ·:..tudy 1 l~.ias 11.Je 1 ccimed to 
call or· t"rite for- verification and/or further- information. 
A biblical bookmar·K was also enclosed in each survey 
envelope (see appendix Ll. The bookmark was given to each 
parti•:ipant as. a token of appr-eciation for his./her time in 
completing the survey que:.t i onna ire, and proper· 1 >' 
returning it in the return envelope provided. 
• 
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All· of these i terns were grouped together, and stuffed 
into an outside enuelope, which contained the address 
label o.f the randomly selected participant. The envelope 
stuffing procedure took sever«al hours once all of the 
materials for packaging had been properly secured. 
Approximatel>' 15 hours (periodic) of physical labor went 
into pr·epa.ring the en•Jelopes for mailing, vJhich included 
folding, 
stuffing. 
stapl i'ng, numbering, stamping, licking, and 
3.3 THE MATERIALS 
The survey could not have been conducted without the 
necessary materials. The cos.t is outlined on table 3.41. 
Those materials included: A· = .. ~ t of 3 co 1 umn l abe l s f'or 
computer generated addresses; 317 #10 envelopes for 
outside mailing; and, 317 #9 envelopes to go inside the 
#10 ~nvelopes to serve as return envelopes for the survey 
quest i c1n n .:.. i re . An address stamp and i nK pad t,,ias the 
simpliest method of =·upplying a s.elf-addr·ess.ed ret•Jrn 
enveloP.,e. Other materials included 317 copies of a 3-pa~e 
survey questionnaire and cover letter·s. Later, 317 
reminder letters and more 3-pa.ge survE->· questic•nnaires 
,,..,ere obtained to be mai I ed in .... r.~nuary 1987 <see appendix 
M) • The- r·eminder -=:.ur 1 • .,eys also required ancither 317 #9 and 
#10 envelopes; however, the r·i?turn enl.Jel opes of the 
.Januar·y reminder· :.ur·ve:-_...:. did not ha~.Je postage stamps c1r1 
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them due to limited funds. Also, enclosed in the initial 
mail survey was 317 biblical booKmarKs to serve as a toKen 
of appreciation to each of the survey participants. In 
addition, a complete copy of the 1986 U. S. Postal 
Directory, containing all of the Chicago, Illir1ois, zip 
codes was needed -- fr· om t>-Jh i ch to effect i vi: 1 y create my 
survey addresses of all streets in the 60643 area. 
3.4 THE PROCEDURES 
The procedure used in this study is r8.ther 
interestingj yet, very time consuming. A lot of time was 
initially spent during September, October· and November, 
refining my r·esear·ch topic and selecting an appropriate 
ar·ea, in t'Jhi~h to conduct this· study. Ch i c ago, I 1 I i no i s, 
was chosen because it has a rather large blacK population, 
and becausi: 
Uni 1Jer·s. i ty 
Lr.lash i ngton, 
it t.ias the 
C•f the other 
D. C. , Atlanta, 
closest to. 'Morehead State 
c i t>' po:.:.i bi lit i es (i.e., 
Georgia, t,le~.o._1 "(or k c i t>·' 
California.). Sever·al telephone cal 1 ·s to bl ac~; ne•t.J:.papers 
in circul8.tion in Chicago proved rather unsuccessful in 
effor·ts. to secur-e a mai 1 ing 1 ist of their· :.ub:.cribers .. 
However, the Chicago Urban League's resear·ch department 
wa:. able to help identify a black communit>· in Cr1icagc• 
based on the zip code index, r,..Jhich 1.1,.1c1uld best ser 1,,e as a 
subject group for· this stud)'. In addition, Chicago's 
Urban League and U.S. Census Bureau, both, provided 
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factual.~ information regarding t.he various populations in 
th• Morgan Park-Beverly area. ·Once these matters had been 
taKen care of, a search began for the most economical 
method of getting the mail survey to the Chicago residents 
in the 60643 zip codL area -- since this study could not 
be conducted personally. The deadline for r·etu.rning 
surve~vs ~1,,1.as set for Sunday, February 15, 1987. 
The cost to successfully conduct this mail survey came 
to a total of $300 .01. A breaK down of the expenses are 
as follow: 
<Table 3.41) 
ACTUAL COST TO CONDUCT SURVEY 
MATERIALS 
PRINTING OF 310 COVER LETTERS 
( 8. 5 x. 11 ) PAPER AND 31 0 SUR\-'EY SHEETS 
(8.5 X 11) PAPER (3 PAGES) 
TOTAL COPIES 1200 
317 STAMPS/FOR RETURN ENVELOPE 
(FOR RETURN I NG SUR\-'EY) 
317 SIZE #10 ENVELOPES FOR BULK MAILING I BOX 
<PURCHASED FROM KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY) 
317 SIZE #9 ENVELOPES FOR RETURN MAILING 
<MSU PRINTING SER\-'! CE) 
BULK MAILING OF 310 THIRD CLASS LETTERS 
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION SHIPPING 
<MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION) 
COST OF 317 "BIBLICAL" TOKENS 
PERSONAL NAME:/ADDRESS STAMP .. 
<FOR OUTSIDE 't1AIL ENVELOPE 'AND INSIDE 
RETURN ENVELOPE) 
317 ADDRESS LABELS 
(3 COLUMN TYPE) 
COST 
'$21 • 70 
•$6'?. 74 
$ 3. 17 





COST OF REPRINTING 308 COVER LETTER 
AND 308 "REMINDER" SURVEY SHEETS 
COST OF 308 SURVEY TO RE-MAIL REMINDER LETTERS 
AND SURVEYS BULK-RATE AND THIRD CLASS 
COST OF I BOX OF 500 #10 ENVELOPES 
FOR REMINDER MAILING 
COST OF 1 BOX OF 500 #10 ENVELOPES 
FOR RETURN OF REMINDER SURVEY SHEETS 














ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In spite of the advance preparations in this study to 
prevent errors in the anal>'Sis of the data, only a small 
amount of the target audience participated in this study. 
Out of the total 317 sur•.ieys mailed to randomly selected 
memt•ers. of the Morgan P·ark-Beverl y commuri i ty, only 17 
sur•.ieys were completed and returned <see appendix P-FFl. 
This r·epresents a 5.36;~ return rate on this study, and 
definitely supports previous research that has proven mail 
surveys to have extremely low return rates. Since the 317 
surveys for· this. st•Jdy only represent 1.36'.,:'of the postal 
delivery or household pc•pul at ion, obviousl>' using a 
sub-sample of results, from an initial sample open.s doors 
to unwanted errors. Ther,efore, resu 1 ts from 17 re turned 
surveys are not adequat• in number to represent the Morgan 
ParK-Be~.Jer-1 )' commun it>' .ci.rea. HovJever·, the resul t·s fr· om 
.. ' 
the surveys of those persons w~o did participate, despite 
the shortcoming of my rese.~rch ef.forts, are 
nevertheless -- interesting enough for a discussion. All 
of the survey questionnaires contained a code in the 
upper, t•ack, 1 ef t hand corner of the s.e.:ond page of a 
thr·ee-page survey. The ci::rd i ng 
2Z 
enabled the researcher to identify the corresponding 
addres.s of the s.uro.Je:>' r·espondent for 1 ater use in mai 1 i ng 
reminder 1 etters. The res.ponses from returned surveys 
were transferred onto a bubble sheet using a coding guide 
sheet (see appendix N and 0), and wer·e computed by a 
scan-tron compu ti:rr· at the Atlar1ta University 
Computational Center. Al 1 bubble sheets· were triple 
checked to be c"r· ta in the data fr· om the ques.t i onna i r·es. had 
been accurately t·ransferred. 
4.1 THE STATISTICAL IDENTITY 
Since it is ver:~· impc1r·tant tc1 indicate th12 general 
background identity of subjects and research participants, 
'Ati thou t i n\.JB.d·i ng their· per·.sor1a l i der1 tit i es, some genera 1 
background i nfcrr·ma ti on ~-e 1 ec ted that VJC•U 1 d bi? 
significant fol' identity pur·po·:.es in thi:. ·study. These 
i ncorne 
1 eve l and current status. 
b" tv,1.,en the «.g"s of 21-30; 3) those b" t•.-•e"n th" ag"'=· of 
31-40; 4) thc1·:.e bet1_1.Jeen the .~ge~. c1f 41-=,o; .;r.nd, 5) those 




participants show that 11.76% were under the age of 20; 
11. 76% were be tween the ages of 21 and 30; 17. 64% v.•ere 
between the ages of 31 and 40; 11. 76% were between the 
ages of 41 and 50; and, 41.17:~ were over the age of 50. 
Five point eight percent of the respondents did not anst.oJer 
this question. 
Another very imp or tan t indent i ty factor to note is 
What percentage are males and what percentage are 
females? Out of the 17 respondents, the results indicated 
that 41.17:~ "''ere males and 41.17% l-\•er·e females, while 
17.64% of the respondents did not answer this question. 
EDUCATION LEVEL 
.Educational level is. impor:ta.nt in this. ;;.tudy because 
degree of influence is -=-aid 





education level~ "the respondents 1,1ere identified as: 1) 
having less than a high school education; 2) having a high 
school education; 3) having fur·ther stud>' beyond the high 
school level, but not holding an advanced degr·ee; and, 4) 
ha•,, i ng earned at 1 east one advanced degree or· more. Out 
the 17 survey participants, r·esponden t <5.8X) 
reported ha<1 i ng 1 ess than a high school education. T1,10 
respondents (11.76%) indicated having a high school 
education. Five respondents (29.41%l reported having 
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educational training beyond the high school le<1el -- but 
did not hold an advanced degree, while 6 surveys C35.29%> 
showed respondents holding at least one advanced degree. 
Three surveys C17.64%> had no responses to this question. 
INCOME LEVEL 
Another· •.1ariable to cons.icier in giving identit;' to 
the sub.ject:. cif thii:. :.tudy i~ the sc•cio-economic or· income 
1 e•./e·l . Whether respondents represent lower class, middle 
clas.s, or upper·-middle class. is r-ather· significant in 
focusing on th<? public's opinion. Therefore, responder1 t·s 
in this categor·y have t•een identified in the follo1>Jing 
income- r·anges: I ) be I ow $8, 0 0 0 ; 2) be tV<1e en $8, O O 1 and 
S15,000; 3) between S15,001 and $25,000; and, 4) in excess 
of $25,000. Out of the 17 survey participants, 2 Cll.76%) 
repc•rted they had incomes of 1 ess than s8,000. Three 
r·esp1:ir"jents (17.64~~) inc:Jicated incQme:. crf betlt.Je-en $8,001 
and $15,000. T1,.10 r·esponden ts ( 11. 76;:> rep or· ted incomes. 
between $15,001 and $25,000, while 6 respondent~ (35.29%) 
r-epor-ted that they had incomes in excess of •25,000. Four 
surveys <23.52%) were unmarked in this category. 
STATUS 
The status. of survey r-es.pondents 11Ji th regar·ds. to 
certain •,Jariables i:. also ·significan.t. A -:.tudy of this 
Kind of outreach ne-eds to in•jicat'e the s:.t.atus of 
' r-espondents who have part·icipated. Are they employed or 
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unemployed? Some respondents who may have indicated 
••unemployed" may be students, housewives, retired, or 
disabled per-sons. For- this categor-)-', r-espondents wer-e 
placed in the following categor-ies: !) Employed; 2) 
Unemployed; and, 3) Other- Csuch as -- student, housewife, 
This vJould. hE?lp alle•Jiate the 
mi sunder-standing of respondents identified being 
11 IJnemp1O)'ed. 11 Fr-om the resu 1 t:. ccf the 17 surveys. 
r-etur-ned, 10 (58.:32>;) indicated that they ,,1er-e employed. 
Tt'-!O C!l.76%) of indicated they wer-e 
unempl O)''ed, 3 respondents (!7.64%) indicated 
11 0ther·." The ... Other· 11 option allowed respondents to 
clarify that they were out of worK for legitimate reasons. 
Two respondents <11.76%) did not answer in this category. 
It i :. irrrp.ortant 1_ ... 1hen repcirt i ng results. of :.tudi es to 
g i t)e ·:.pee i al .:i.ttention to such 
Fcir ti?chr1 i cal it>• 
it serves for a much more clearer picture of the 
' 
actu.:i.l results of .:r, stud)' a:. ccinc1 u-:.i cins .=r.nd .a:.sumpt ion-:. 
from results of collected data are made. 
4.2 THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The most tedious analysis of the data collected for 
th i -:. -:.tudx cornes. l/Jhen a.d,jr-e-:.-:. i ng the .:i,c tua l question-:. cin 
the survey questlonnaire. Af ter·al 1, thes~e ar·e que-:.t ions 
that were carefully cr-eated and selected, wor-ded and 
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or·gan i zat i onal ly structured lM j thin the survey 
quest i onnai r·i?, t•:• meas.ure the truth about th i :. research 
effort. Resu 1 ts of the findings in this study are then 
used to conf i r·m deny the res.ear~her·,..s .stated 
hypothe:.i s. 
The questionnaire for this study contained 20 numbered 
research questions, with some questions having A, B, and C 
part: .. tc• a fe1.1J of the r·esearch 
questions requjred respondents to skip to another specific 
numbered question, ~1hile one question required respondents 
to gi1,Je an e1.);i.lu.:i.tic1n-rating on the impact of specific 
i .;:.sues i :.ted. Sorne of the r·e:.earch questions. required 
the respc1ndent tc1 1.J.Jr i te in a per·s.onal response. In cases 
wht?re a 11 free-will 1' answer was given by a respondent as an 
11 1..vorse, 11 ccr· ·:.irnpl':,.. an 11 unclE.·B.r· 11 a.ns1 ... Jer to the que:.tion. 
l i ·:.ted on 
<Table 4.31) 
F~ESUL TS OF SUF.l.)EY 
An sv.1e r 
lA. Are you black? 
'les 
4.31 as fc1l l Ol'-'=· 
I 1 
6 
<NR ~epresents No 
18. Dc1 ;.·ou 1 i 1 • ..ie in 2. blacl< cir· pr·edominantl)' blacl< 





2. Do you feel blacK newspapers serve a significant 




3. Do you read your local black newspaper? 
Yes 10 
Ne• 4 
4. How long have you been reading your local blacK 
n et<.•sp aper·? 
Less./ one ::-~r. 0 
1-3 years 0 
3-5 >'ear·s 3 
more./5 yr·s. 9 
5. Why do you read your local black newspaper? 
.s. 
More blacK-related issues 4 
Issues on ho~J tol acks are effected 3 
Entertainment 0 
Cost O 
All of the above 3 
None of the above 0 
Other 1 <better) 
Do you read 
Yes 
No 
other bl . _cK 
8 
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?. How would :You feel if >~ou did ncit h.:i.ve a local black 
8. 
net1,1-:.paper? 
Less informed on black issues 4 
[)epr i ved of social i nforrrrat i cin 1 
Unaware/issues effect on blacKs 4 
All of the above 3 
0 None of the above 
Other 1 <unclear) 
[)o >~c1u fee 1 tt-1e new=. cover.~ge- in 
newspaper is informative? 
Yes 10 
No 1 
Don't Kno•1J ! 
black 
9. Do you feel your local black newspaper negatively 
influences your opinion on issues of local national 




Don't Know 2 
10 Do you feel general newspapers lack adequate coverage 
of the black community? 
Yes 9 
No 2 
Don't Know 2 
II. Have you ever changed you opinion about an issue of 
local, national or international scope after· having 
read a news story in you local black newspaper? 
Yes 7 
No 5 
Don ... t Know 2 
12. Compared to major newspapers, do you feel your local 




Don't Knot" I 
13 How would you evaluate the impact that your local 
black newspaper has on your opinion about the 
follot.<.•ing is-:.ue:.? <5=strongest impact) 
I s:.ue · Impact rate Respc•nden ts. 





Economics 5 4 
4 2 
3 4 .., 
~ 0 
I I 




























Sp cir- t :. 5 2 
4 I 
3 6 ,., 
~ 0 
l 
Re 1 i g ion 5 2 




















1 ,., ~ 























14. Do you feel the influences. fr·om news stories in your 
local black newspaper have caused you to react 




Don't Know 0 
If you moved, would 
current local black 
Yes 
No 
Dori' t Know 
:--~ou continue 




to subscribe to your 
16. Does your local black newspaper cover issues 
involving apartheid in South Africa? 
Yes 11 
No 1 
Don't Know 0 
17A. Does your local black newspaper suggest how you 
should react to businesses with ties in South Africa? 
'(e-:. 5 
No 6 
Don't KnooJ I 
178. If yes, do >'ou? 
Yes 4 
No 0 
Don't Know O 
for better 3 
for worse 0 
unclear 0 
18. Do you have another source of reference, other than 
you local t<lacK news.paper, for val id facts about 
aparthied? 
Yes I 0 
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No 2 
1 9. Does your local blacK newspaper Keep you 




Don't Know 0 




Don' t Kn ot--.1 
208. l,Jhy? 
for better- 3 
for l••or- se 4 
•Jnclear· 3 
4.2 THE RESULTS 
Again, the r-esul ts from the 17 survey respondents l<•ho 
participated in this s.tudy are not adequate in number to 
r-epr·esen t the tot a I popu 1 at ion in the Morgan ParK-Bever 1 Y 
area; however, the r·es.pondents participating. in this study 
.3.nd their- r-es.ponses ar-e still significant to discuss. 
Henc>?, tho? statistical proc>?dures us>?d in this study ar·e 
not ver-y comp 1 i ca ted. Evero though most of the quest i ans 
.. 
on the sur• .. •e-y were on the no·minal le 1Jel of ·:.tati-:.tical 
anal;·sis, s.ome of the questions "'""e c•n the :or·dinal le<)el 
of data anal >~-:.is though the or-dinal level us.ed could t•e 
easi1>~ descr·ib·ed as the inter\.Jal level c1f data anal: .. ~sis, 
cons.is.ting of a limited type of par·.,.metic s.tatis.tics. 
Most of the que·sti6ns 11.Jere in 11 .yes - no" fc•rm.:..t, a sirnple 
method of c·lass·i·fying responses. Therefore, the r-esu 1 ts 
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. ' 
of th i =· study are not too complicated or intense, because 
who have participated. Thus, the sur<Jey questions have 
been analyzed in the order· that they appeared on the 
survey questionnaire. 
This 1A1as 
one 1.1..1a}' of identifying if the respc•ndent •.J •. •a:. a i.,Jal id 
subject for thi,;. ,;.tudy, Sixty-four p·oint seventy percent 
of the r·esponder1 ts reported the>' black. A 
supplem<.>ntal question to my first que,;.tior1 th<.>n read, "Do 
>'OU live in a black or predc1rninantly black cc1mmunit>·? 11 
This question allowed those who may not have been black, 
yet i<.•ed in ~. black community, to participate in this 
stud>' as l1.1e11. After al 1 if they 1 ive in a black 
cornmun i ty, then ot•viousl>', they are affect<.>d by the 
inf 1 uence c1f til .3.cK ne•.Nsp-3.per·:. -;.er·l.J i ng tha. t community. 
Thirty-five point twenty-nine percent answered 11 yes, 11 
while 11.76% answered 11 no. 11 There were 9 respondents who 
did not answer this questlon; however, the respondents who 
answered '1 yes 11 to question #1A, were also given the option 
'to :.Kip que:.tion lllB. G~ue·:.t·i on #2 aE-Ked, 11 Dc1 )'OU feel 
black newspapers serve a significant purpose in the black 
ccimmun i ty? 11 Fifty-eight point ei•;iht;;-t1.-10 percent .felt it 
did, 1;1hile no r·es.pondent:. felt it did not. However·, 
to .:i.n-:.1.1Jer the ques.t i •:in. 
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)"OUr l ota l black ne1J..1spapers_? 11 Fifty-eight point 
eighty-t11Jo pi?rcent res.ponded 11 )-'es, 11 l!.Jhile 23.52/. E.aid 
n no. n Seventeen point sixty-four percent did not respond 
to this question. Oue:.t ion #4 then asked, "Ho"' long have 
you been reading your 1 ocal black ne•JJspaper·?" Fifty-two 
point ninet}·-fc,ur pi?r-cent cl.:r.irned they tiad tieen reading 
their· lcrca.1 tilack net.•,1spaper for· mc•re than 5 >'ears, ltJhile 
11.76% said they had been reading their local black 
newspaper between. 3 and 5 years. No respondents answered 
the r-emaining chccices. And, 35.29% ga•.)e no answers. tc1 
this question. G>ues.t ion #5 aE.ked, 11 t..Jhy do )·'C1U read your 
l •:ica 1 bl ac~~ r1-:i1..t .. 1-:.paper·-::.?" Twenty-three point fifty-two 
percent said because it addresses more black-related 
issues, while 17.64% said because it presents issues based 
on how lt affects the black community: No respondent felt 
the cost· was a~ ih~luencjng ~actor; however, 17.64% chose 
"Al 1 C1f the -~bc1 1.} e 11 a-:. t t-r'.e i f-· re.as.on-:. for· r-eadi ng tr1e i r· 
local blacV ne1~spaper, which also includ~s the cost. Five 
pc• int eight pt-r·cen t selected 11 oth~r, 11 c1f 1.1Jhich the 
1_,_1rite-in r·e-:.pon·:.e v .. 1as fc,r· the "t•etter·." And, 35.2'7'% did 
not re-:.pc1nd to the que~.t i ccn. The 6th que:.tic1n re.~d, 11 [)C1 
you read other black newspapers?'' Forty-ieven point five 
one-hundrE-th per·cent said 11 ::,'e:.~ 11 1. ••. 1hile 17.64~/. s.;r.id 11 nc•. 11 
35.29% did not respond to this question. 
11 Hol1,1 1..«1ould ?'OU feel if :Yc!u did not ha 1.Je -~ lcical black 
r1e11J-:.paper·? 11 i :. hc1tM que·::.t i i::in ~7 re.:._1j. Twenty-three point 
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fifty-two percent said they would feel less informed about 
black-re1ated issues, while 5.8% said they would feel 
de pr i·ved of social Twenh'-three point 
fifty-h~o per·cent :.aid tt"1ey ~·Jould feel 1Jnaware of how 
current is:.ues affected the black community, '"'hile 17.64/: 
chcrse 11 Al l of the above 11 as the·ir response to this 
quest i c•n. Fii..Je pc1int eight per·cent mar·Ked "c•ther, 11 and 
•.1.Jr·ote in their c·~··Jn an:.1.1 . .1er·:., 1..._1hich 1.1,1ere not clear. And, 
23.52% did ncrt r·e':.pc1nd tc1 this questicin. G!uestion li8 
ne1,ospaper· i =· i nfor·rr1&.t i VE-?" Fifty-eight point eighty-tt,,10 
percent responded 11 yes, 1' while 5.8% said 1'no. 11 Five point 
eight percent also -:.aid the>·· 11 didn~t kno\.',1, 11 ,_ ... _1hile 29.41% 
did riot an=:.11.Jer this que:.tion. G~uesticcn #':T' read, 11 Do >'OU 
feel your· local blacK newspaper negatively influences your 
SC C•p e? 11 :=:eventeen pc1int :-i>~t}·-four· percent ·::.aid 11 >1e-:., 11 
while 52.95% said ~no.~ Eleven poiht seventy-six percent 
-=: .. :..id the:'.I'' ''didn···t Knc11_.\1, 11 v . 1hile 17 •. 54;.-: did ricrt respond to 
this. que~.tion. 
11 Do you feel general newspapers lacK adeq·uate 
cover·.;r.ge c1f the bl .Er.ck cornmun i t;-.·? 11 is hor . .i..1 question :t:tl 0 
read. FiTt-;..·-tt.• .. 1c1 point ninet;:.··-fc1ur per·cent =:.aid 11 )-'es," 
Also, 11.76/~ s.aid the>" 11 didn"t 
Kno1.tJ, 11 i..·.Jhile 2~:.52/·: ha•j no r·e-=:.ponse to this questic1r1. 
Que:.tion #11. re.ad, 1!Ha.ve yc1u ever· c.hanged >'our opinion 
' ' 
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about an issue of local, national or international scope 
after having read a new~ story in your local black 
net.rJspap er·? 11 Forty-one point seventeen percent said "yes" 
they had, vJh i 1 e 29.41;< said "no" they had not. Eleven 
point seventy-six percent said they 11 didn"t Knov...1, 11 while 
clue st ion Ii! 2 
then a:.Ked, 11 c:c1rr1par·ed tc• rna.j or· net1,1spapers, dc1 >'OU fee-1 
your local black ne~•spaper best meets your cultural and/or 
SCcC i a 1 needs?u Forty-se~1en point five one-hundredth 
not. Fi•.}e pc1int eight pt?r·cent said the)1 11 didn"t Knot1..1, 11 
while 29.41% had no response to this question. 
1]ue:.tic1n #13 asked, 11 Hot1._1 1.. .. 1ould yc1u evalu.e.te the 
impact that your local blacK newspaper has on your opinion 
-:tbou t the foll c11.\1 i ng issues ( 5=stronge:.t) '? On i s.s.ues of 
politic.3] cc•ncE-rn, 17 •. £4/: r::r.ted t:he impact at 5, tiJhile-
1 7. 64~-; r· a. t e.d the i mp ac; t at 4 • Dn the other r1and, 29.41/. 
And, 35. 2'?% had ncit r·esponded in 
this cB.tegor-:-.'. 23.52% 
r· ate d the imp ac t a. t 5, t},1h i 1 e 1 1 . 7 6% r· ate 1j the imp ac t at 4 • 
On the cith.:i·r- h-3.nd, 23.52/~ r·ated the irr1pact 3.t 3, and 5.8% 
r·ated the impact B.t 1, Thi r-t>'-f i ue point t•1.Jerrt>'-n i ne 
percent ha•j no r·espc1nse in this categc1r-~,.... (In issues of 
natic1n.;i.l concern, 11.?.:.~,~ r·:i.teij the irnpact at 5, i..~Jhile 
11.76/: alsc• r-ated the irnpact .~t 4. Hc1u . .1e 1 • .'er·! 35.29% rated 
the impact .:r. t 3, and 5. 8~,: r·a. tesj th.e i mpac +. at 1. 
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35.29% had no response in this. category. On issues of 
international concern, 5.8% rated the impact at 5, 1,<Jh i 1 e 
1 7. 64% rated the impact at 4. On the other hand, 35.29% 
rated the impact at 3, and 5.8% rated· the impact at 1. 
Thirty-five point twenty-nine percent had no response in 
this category. 1Jn issues of 1 ocal concern, 23.52% rated 
the impact at 5, t,Jhile 11.76/: rated the impact at 4. 
Howev6'r, 23.52% rated the impact at 3, .arid 5.8;~ r·ated the 
impact at 1. Thirty-five point twenty-nine percent had no 
response in this categor·>'· On issues of state conc6'rn, 
11.76% rated the impact at 5, while 11.76% also rated the 
imp ac t at 4 • HoljJever, 35.29% rated th6' impact at 3, and 
5.8% rated the impact at 1. Thirty-five point twenty-nine 
per·cent had no response in this categor>'· In isstJes of 
education al concern, 23.52:--: rated the impact at 5, '·'·'hi 1 e 
17.64/: r.ated the impact at 4. On the oth6'r hand, 17.64;-: 
also rated the impact at 3, and 5.8% rated the impact at 
1 • And, 35.~9/~ had nee r·e:.ponse in this c.:i.tegory. On 
issµes concerning sports, 11. 76;-: rated the irnpact Oi. t ~ '-' ' 
1.-.Jr1il6' 5.8% rated the impact .at 4. C1n the either t-1and, 
35.29;.-: rated. the ,impact at 3, and 5.s;.-: ro.ted the impact .:i.t 
1. .'Fc1r- ty-one po .. i n t s.l?t)en teel-1 ·p~·r·~en t had no r·espons.e in 
this category. C1n i :.sues concerning r.:- 1 i g ion, 11. 76% 
rated the i mp.;..c t at ~ '-' ' r.1...1h i le 11 .. ?.:.;.-: al s.c1 rated the irnpact 
at 4. Hol1Jever, 23. 52'./. rated the irrrpact at 'j -· ' and 11.76/: 




1; 1.,1hile 35.29'./. had .no response i n th j s 
On issues concer.n i ng drug=., 23~52/~ rated the 
impact at 5, ''Jh i le 5.8/. ra_ted the ill)pact at 4. However, 
23.52/. rated the impact at 3, and 5.8/. rated the impact at 
2. Five point eight percent al so rated the impact at 1, 
On i !1.sues 
concerning sex, 11.76/. r;..ted the impact &.t 5, VJhile 17.64:~ 
rated the impact at 4. Hc1wet .. 1 er, 2:3.52% r-ated the impact 
at 3, and 11.76/. rated the impact at 1. Thirty-five point 
tt1.Jent)•-n i ne per·cent had no r·e-sponse in this categor-y. On 
issues ccincerning rnarr·ia.ge, 5.8% rated the irr1pact at 5, 
1;._1h i 1 e 23. 52~~ r-a ted the i rnpac t -~ t 4. On the other 1"1and, 
23.52/. ;..l so rated the impact at 3, and 11. 76:~ rated the 
impact at 1. Thirty-five point twenty-nine percent had no 
response in this c.~tegor·>'• 1Jn i:.:.ue:. concerning cr·irne, 
23. 52% r·a ti:d the i rnpac t at 4. On the other· hand, 23.52/. 
r·ated the impact at :::, &.nd 5.K': rated the impact at 2. 
Thir·t~.'-fi 1 •• 1 i? point t1;Je-nty-nine perci?nt h.:..d no r·eE.ponse in 
C1n issue:. ccincern i ng nuclear~ 11. 76~-:· rated 
the impact. ;.,t 5, •Alhi le 17.64'./. r·ated t1"1e impact at 4. 
Hot.\•ever, 2:=:.52~ ... ~ r·ated the irnpact at 3, and 5.8/~ r-ated the 
irnpact at 2. Fi• . .Je point eight per·cent al·:.c• r-ated tt"1e 
impact at 1, and 35.29% had no response in this category. 
Ques.tion #14 .as.Ked, 11 Dc1 ;:. .. ·1:1u feel the ir1fluerrce::. frorn 
nel.i.JS :.tori es in )·'Our local til acK net1...1spapi:ir·s have caused 
)'C1U ,jiffer·.,ntly in var·ious 
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environments? 11 Five point eight percent said "yes" it 
had, while 64.70/: said "no" it had not. TvJe.nty-nine point 
four percent had no response to this question. Question 
1115 asked, "If you moved, vJould you continue to subscribe 
to your current local black newspaper?" Thirty-five point 
tt.t..ient;.'-nine said 11 )'es 11 the)' 1,i..1c1uld continue tc• sub_scrit1e, 
fort~-.·-one per·cer1t -~n:.1,. .. 1ered 11 1jon't knov .. 1. 11 And, 29.41% also 
did not respond to this question. 
involving aparth.ied in South Afr·ica? 11 is hot.i.J queE.tion #16 
re.ad. Sixty-four point seventy percent said 1'yes, 11 while 
5 o s;-; :.a j d II n 0 o II Twenty-nine point forty-one percent had 
your local black newspaper suggest how you should react to 
businesses with ti~s in South Africa?'' Twenty-nine point .. 
fcir-ty-one percent said 11 ::--·e::., 11 v ... 1hile 35.29>: :.aid 11 no. 11 
And, 
.;i.n-:.t.• .. 112ring ! 1 y:es. 11 ti:. que.:.ticin .!f17A, 
1
thi·:. l/Jas their· r-es.pc•nse 
to que;;.tion 11178 '''hich read, "If ;>'es, do you?" Eighty 
percent said they do react, based on the suggestions given 
by their· 1 oca l black newspapers on apartheid. The 
remajning twenty percent did not wish to further elaborate 
on th e i =· -::.u e • Then, .:i.s -~ par·t C of que::.tion #17, those 
t.1.Jhc1 re-::.p 1:inded 11 :/e·;. 11 1 .... 1ere .:i_-:.ked 11 l1.Jh>~? 11 Sixty percent 
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responded with an answer that was for the "better" (or in 
support of), while 40/. had no response in this category. 
Question 1118 asked, "Do you have another source of 
reference, other than your local black newspaper, for 
va 1 id facts about apartheid?" Fifty-eight point 
e i gh t y-two p e I' cent sa i d " >'es, " wh i 1 e 11 • 7 6/. an s~Je red "no. " 
Tt,,1en ty-n i ne point forty-one percent had no response to 
this q•Je:.tion. 
"Does your local bl acK nelh•spaper Keep :>'OU informed on 
our gover·nment·'s position on apartheid?" is how question 
Ill'? r·e&.d. Sixty-four point seventy percent said "ye:.," 
And, 29.41/. had no response in 
this category. Question 1120A asked "Do you feel good 
about OU!' go1 . .iernmen t ,I=· po:. i ti on on aparthied? 
Twent>·~three point fift>·-two percent said '')·es," r-<Jhile 
47.05;<;; said 11 no. 11 Howe 1Jer, 11.76% answered 11 don"t Knot1J, 11 
and 17.64/. had no response in thi:. categor·y. Gluest ion 
11208 then asked, 11 J1.Jh }'?II Seventeen point sixty-four 
per·cent re::.por.ded -1,.o.Ji th an::.(1.Jeir·s that 1.1Jer·e ·for the 11 better, 11 
and 23.52/. responded with answers that were for the 
11 11.Jor :.e . 11 Seventeen point sixty-four percent responded 





Before an effective discussion of the results of this 
stud;>' can be held, it is necessary to pull this entire 
study into perspective with an understanding of the black 
nev.Jspaper, once referred to as the Negro ne1,1:.paper, from 
its beginning. It is nece:.:.ary to account for Negr·o 
net,,ispapers prior to the I 980' s; and, of course, bl <>.ck 
newspapers since the 1980's. Once a firm foundation of 
11 under"standing 11 has been establ is.hed, ~I.Ji th regards to 
where the black newspaper has come, then -- and only then 
-- can a study of this natur·e be effectively di scus:.ed, 
and have val U<>.bl e recommendations for fur·ther research 
efforts. 
one. 
5.1 THE NEGRO NEWSPAPER BEFORE THE 80'S 
The hi st or>' of Negro newspapers i :. an i nter·est i ng 
It, in essence, is. the .i:.tcir}~ of the ex i :.tence of 
Negroes in this country since the Negro newspaper's 
inception. l'Jegro newsp.:i,per·s r·epres.ent the '..JOii:e of an 
oppressed and downtrodden people. Recorded histor·y 
documents that any person born of the Negro race prior to 
1865 in the United States was born a slave -- unless he or 
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she was born to Negro parents who were already freed as a 
resu It of escape (few of whom existed). Al though Negro 
newspapers did not come into existence until 4 years 
before his death, it was one famous black American, 
Richard Allen (1760-1831>, who raised $2,000 and purchased 
his freedom in Philadelphia. Furthermore, it was another 
famous black American activist, Harriet Tubman 
(1820-1913>, who escaped from slavery in the South in 
1849, leading some 300 slaves to freedom (in the North) 
through ",:;,at came to be Known as "the under·ground 
r a i 1 road. " Later , i t wou 1 d be 
such famous black Americans 
the emotional 
as Dr. W.E. 
writings of 
8. Dubois 
( 1868-1963) and Pau 1 Laurence Dunbar < 1872-1906), which 
would afftrm the soi cal, educational, economical, and 
political conditions existing in this countr>' for· blacks 
during these times. Re a 1 i st i ca 1 1 y, i t is the very 
existence of the Civil War in 1861, which is evidence 
enough that Negroes have come a very 1 ong way in this 
cour1 try. Perhaps, the most important means of motivating 
the Negro race came 
pr i mac>' of r ac i a 1 
through religion. 
pride and thus 
"By st~essing the 
forging ethnic 
sol i dar· i ty, the bl acK press became, a 1 ong with the church, 
a central institution in the blacK community"(Dann, p.13). 
God has been and always will be the "guiding light" for 
blacks, and other ethnic groups. It is necessary to cite 
this means of motivation because to a.degree, there has to 
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be a means o.f communicating this motivation. 
' Communication is a key· word as the origin of Negro 
n~wspapers . is understo9d. The earliest means of 
comm'un i cation initially began with singing. Singing 
communicated faith. It was a method of releasing burdens 
and pressures, and finding courage to contiriue on while in 
the bondage of slavery. Therefore, ~ correlation between 
"singing for faith" and the initial founding of Negro 
existed. Actually, Negro 
conceptually supplemented 11 singing for faith" as an 
extention to the main outlet from oppression. Obv i OU s l )', 
a printed ducument has a far greater outreach than a 
single voice. Therefor·e, black net>Jspaper·s were destined 
to come into ex i =:.tence, in order to effect i <Jel y 
communicate the needs .and t,1an ts of the black commur1 it>·. 
"The Negro seems to have newly discovered his fourth 
estate," accor·d i ng to Freder· i cl<; D. De tim~ i 1 er. "To have 
rea 1 i zed the ex traord i nar·y po1,_1er of hi~- press.. • His 
This sugge~ts that Negro newspapers evolved as a result of 
a need for Negroes to express themselves, 
themselves, 3.nd to undE-rstand thE-ir plight in America. 
Mar·tin E. Dann has 1,1r·itten, "The main themE- '"'hich runs 
through thE- entirE- history of the black press is the need 
for self-definition, for self-determination, and most 
important, the need to ;;.peak for themsel•.JE-s"(Dann, p.33). 
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With such a growing need for the expression of ones self, 
the fir·st t-Jegro newspaper came into exis·tence in 1827. 
5.1.1 ITS BEGINNING 
The first Negro newspaper, "Freedom's' Journal " 
appeared in New York City on March 16, 1987(Apetheker, 
part 2, p .82). Its wry title is an expression of the need 
Negroes in this country felt during that time period. The 
publ i sher·s were: John Russwurm, a graduate of Bowdoin 
College; and Reverend Samuel Cornish, a young militant 
minister. These two black men published the paper in Ne•~ 
York as an expression of force and energy that could no 
longer be contained in the Negro race(Dann, p.16). This 
is the starting point of growth for· Negroes and their 
newspapers. Several Negro ne•~spapers began to appear in 
various states, such as California, New York, and 
Illinois. "Cornish vJas responsible, in part, for the 
survival of the black press as an effective instrument of 
protest. Before the civil war, some twenty-four 
newspapers sprang up to cnampion the cause of men Cornish 
ca.lled '.Colored Americans' "(Bennett, p.100). How Negro 
newspapers came into existence is discussed in depth. Our 
coun tr·>' offered Negroes very 1 it t 1 e opp or tun i ty to exce 1 , 
and in most all instances, Negroes were misrepresented by 
maJor presses. Roland.E. Wolseley has noted, "During most 
of the ~·ihite press' history, in fact, there has been 
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indifference black rni nori ty"'s problems, i f not 
dovJnr i ght oppos.i ti on to that race, giving rise to the 
black press as a corrective force as well a~ a weapon with 
vJhich bl ac~:s been fighting for their 
r i gh ts" ( klo 1 se 1 e ;v, p • I 9) . Obv i ou s 1 ;v, some k i n d of soc i a 1 
in.Justice plag1Jed the t"''egrcr 1:ommuni ties because they often 
r·esented 1_,._1hite media. Erne:.t C. H: .. 'nds has indicated, 
''BlacK newspapers were started in the United States during 
the nineteenth century to oppose the exploitation of black 
persons .:..nd secur·e them equal r-ights and 
opportunities ••• Many blacks say that the white pr-ess has 
been ij·i·:.crimin.:r.tt•r·y in its co•.Jer.:c.ge as I/Jell as in it:. 
edi tor-ial pol icie·:."(Hynds, 1970's, p.104). Thi=· for-m of 
:.Ocial ridicule :.tr-engthened the t-Jegr·oes tension tovJard.s 
v,•h i te pre:.ses. The simple rejection of white presses was 
not ~dequate i?nciui;rh to sat i ·:.fy t·Jegroe·:., they v._1.:r.nte-d to 
ha1 •• 1 e their ot.•,1n nevJs.paper· tci tell their side c•f the story, 
and to ccrnmun i c.:..te their need·::. +or· equal ii:}'. Therefore, 
the need for black newspapers became very apparent durin.g 
these t irnes of er· i -::.es. A r·ather- set of 
the::.- :.hc1u l d h.:i_•.,ie their· c11 ... Jn nev.Jsp2.per·. Mc•s.t ·•.11 tend to 
f2.vor ·:.ocial oppression as the leading pr-oblem(Dann, 
p.47-48). 
newspaper-s were not so much needed for the slaves as they 
were +or the ex-slaves. 1'Antebellum black newspapers were 
. '. 
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not 1.,1ritten for the sla~ie population, b.ut for· ex-slaves 
and free black citizens, largel>' in northern -:.tates, l1Jho 
I.A.Jere be-cc1ming upv .. 1a-.rdly mobile 11 ([>ann, p.16). In that 
instance, 1"1e can se.;r t1_,_1,:i r·easons for the need for l':-legro 
In essence, it \,o.,1as an effective means of 
toward fr·eedom in it is 
significant tc1 t11? able tc1 identif>' a t•legr·o newspaper· a:. 
such. Obi..' i cius l )'', cine t1..1c1u l d think -3. nev .. 1:.p.:i.per· carr:Y i rig 
mainly articles about Negroes is an adequate identity of a 
Negro newspaper. that perhaps the 
11 A black publica.tior1 actuall:Y' i:. cine •1-Jhich 
helps establ i :.h tt-ie black i dent it}' and st-rves the til ack 
ccimrnun i t:-.' 11 (l.J.Jcrl :.e 1 e:;.·, p. 14). lt is. s.ignificant to note 
three er i ter· ion a.s 11.11? ·::.e.:i.r·ch fcrr- a. definition of t,Jegro 
-·· 
I ) Slacks. mus. t Ct11.Jn the 
and rnust be the dc1rn i n arr t r·2.c i a 1 group 
connected ''"-'i th it; 2) The put•l i cation rr1us.t tie intended for 
bl acK cons.urr1ers.; ::i.nd, 3) The pa.per· 
and fight for the black minority(Wolseley, p.19). 
Al though the-=:.e thrf'e er· i ter· ion 1.1 . .1ou1 d prc;ue to tie an 
adequate ident1 f~cation for a black newspaper, " other-s 
would iMsist that for a ne1~spaper to be considered black, 
b1acK 11 (Hynds, 1970's, p.104). This gives a rather diverse 
recognition to black newspapers. 
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5.1.2 ITS PURPOSES 
In an effort to understand some historical strides of 
bl acK nei,,ispapers, obv i ousl >' a purpose for existing t,,ioul d 
ha•Je a great deal of significance. "Perhaps the most 
imp or tan t function of the bl acK pr·ess. ,,,as in bu i 1 ding 
self-confidence and self-respect as a foundation for ~lacK 
self-determination and blacK unity"(Dann, p.293). Such .:i 
pur·pose for existing give·s ar1 over·•.1ie11J of the role black 
newspapers played in the bl acK commun it)•, in terms of 
es.tablishing and redefining the identity; in terms of 
communicating messages of hope and strength for the race; 
in te~~s of providing a general awareness of issues on the 
1oca1 and nation~.1 levels, which affected the black 
ccirnmun i ty; and, i rr ter-ms c1f providing an es.cape veh i c 1 e 
for the black community tcr c•1...1er·corne var· i cru-:. oppressions. 
fr·orn slaver->·, racism, pc•ver·t>· and inequ-8.lit;:.-. "Black 
paper·s, by their ver>' nature, reflected a definite s.ense 
cf irr1mediacy and, at times., .:t tend&nC>' tc• deal 1;.Ji th 
pr·ciblems at an' adhoc levl?l 11 (Daf'1n, p.22). ~.lith a clearer 
pictur·e of black n e1_,js:.p aper· s i 171 this r12spect, -~r1 
• ! j • 
' 
' under·s tand i ng of the significant r·ol e the;· pla>·ed, and are 
sti 11 ~laying today, in tht? bl a.ck community· h.as been 
effectively es.tabl ished. 
The role bl acK nei,1s.papers. pl a>'e•j in the bl acK 
communities in the late 1820':. provides a unique and 
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valuable purppse. "Under th, .editor•hi~,of John Russwurm, , 
Freedom's Journal principle objective~ were to disseminate 
useful· knowledge; to defend the community; and to 
necessitate ·the advan'ta'ge of ;e.ducation .• ·•·"<Dann, p.38), 
It t.•as these kind:. of ob._iec't·i ues t'hat enabled the first 
Negro newspaper to gain the respect of not only the black 
commun it>· but the l1,1h i te comrnun it~-.· as well .. 11 ••• The paper-
(Freedom ... s .Jour-nal] printed a.rticles in .fat.Jor- c1f the 
sc•ciet>' (usuall,- b;' ,,,,hites, notably Johri H. Kenriedy C•f 
Philadelphia) .,.,nd against soc i et>' ( U SIJ a 1 1 >' by black 
men) 11 <Dann , p . 1 6) . Perhaps, the most important element 
that need:. to be noted is the 1 ack of tru:.t the bl acK 
community had for commun i t~v and 
pr·oduced by "Jh i tes. Al though some repc•rt i ng techniques 
did impr·ove in v.,1h i te pres.ses. concerning til ack i -:.·sues, 
II o • o / c:ol Ccred Citizens st i 11 l 1:.ok tc1 the ~·legro pr·ess for· 
their side of the story and for ~-" inter·pr·etation of the 
ne1.1.Js that affects their vital in ter·e·:.t-: .... 11 (1;..lol -:.e 1 e>', 
p. 1 9) • 
For most of the blacK communities, 
newspapers served as a means of identifying who they were. 
stage in developing national identity v.1ithin the bl.;..ck 
comrnun it>·" (Dann, p. 18). 
sorne r.~ther- tr·c1ut1l ed t irr1e-:. dur· i ng the rni d-1 '?th centur~··· 
V..li th the f i r-;;.t black net.is.paper- only in it-;;. 23r·d ;.-·ear of 
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existence, it would still be another 15 years longer 
before President Abraham Lincoln would sign the 
Emancipation Proclamation, '"hi ch would abolish slaver·y in 
this country following the Civil War of 1961. In addition, 
it would be another 3 mor• years after the passage of the 
13th amendment in 1965, befor·e Negroo;os vJould be granted 
citizenship in this countr>' <1968); and, 2 more years 
after the pa:.sage of the 14th amendment in 1968, befor·e 
the passage of the 15th amendment (1870) would extend 
voting rights to Negroes. Un fortunate 1 y, "' i th a 1 1 of 
these fc•rma l efforts toward .justice and equality, 
segregation still existed up until the late 1950's and 
early !960's, Public education, public business services, 
and interstate tr-avel wer-e among the 1 eadi ng concer·n:. of 
black student pr-otestors during the second reconstr-uction 
per·iod, knovm as the Negr·o r-e•Jolution. All of this 1.,.1as 
comm~nicated within the black pr-ess. 
' 
Afr·i·c<>. ·-- to .be a gre-at .. 
de;;o.1 of the "new black community" felt r-aped of their 
cultur.;.1 her·it2:ge.: 
. ' 
strong need for a sour·ce C•f identity, of ,._,hi ch bl .;.ck 
newspapers fulfilled for blacks in this country. Another 
prosposal for· a new black new:.paper· to be cal 1 ed "The 
Anglo-African" r-ead: 
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" ••• l,Je hope to supply a demand too long felt in 
the community. We need a Press -- a press of 
our ot.<Jn. l.Je need to Know something else of 
ourselves through the press than the everyday 
statement made up . to suit the feelings of the 
base or the interests of our .opponents. We need 
something more than the general news or the mere 
gossip of the hour, such as is usually presented 
to us through the press, in general. Our cause 
(for in this country we have a cause) demands 
our own advocacy"CDann, p.55). 
Merely gi•,ing ~.n identit>' to the blacK community is not 
the h i gh 1 i gh t of the blacK newspaper. It t••as the 
methodology used by black newspapers in communicating 
messages. Black newspapers became the voice of the blacK 
c.ommunity, while also ps>-chological1y promoting gr·o•;ith in 
the blacK community. Yet another proposal for a new Negro 
newspaper to be called The American, indicated, 11 Th.e 
primary objects of The American shall be, to convey useful 
and wholesome information to our coloured [sicl bretnren 
and at the same time endeavor· to stimulate them in the 
paths of education and virtures''CDann, p.41). ::lo, in this 
respect we can see a dual-role black newspapers served in 
their· effort:. to communicate me:.:.ages. c:c1mrnunicatir1g, on 
the broader scale, for bl~.cK net.<Jspaper·s meant basically 
proo.Jiding an avJareness of the vJorld arco1Jnd them, locall)' 
and nationally, This was the only way blacks were able to 
combat the various oppres.sions. th~.t existed. 11 •• • The 
bl acK pres:. provided one of the most potent ar·enas in 
t<ihich the battle for self-definition could be fought and 
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won . .• Indeed, black papers were usually the only source 
of information about the repression of the bl acK commun it>' 
since white papers rarely printed such information"(Dann, 
p. 13) • Moreover, one time it was against the 1 aw for 
blacks to· be educated -- and ironically, today's society 
is structured such that economic s.ecur i ty 
educational training. Bl acK net,Jspapers 
is equated with 
i n this i n stance 
served as educ a tors of the black community. "The black 
press. throughout its history brought to it ... readers an 
awar-eness of oppre:.sive condition=·· ~Jhile it emphasized 
the successes of black men and women"(Dann, p. 22) • 
Ob<J i OU s 1 >'' there was a need t 0 h i gh 1 i gh t the many 
accomplishment::. c•f the bl acK community because they t.iere 
constantly r-eassured by white America that they were 
1 .. • .. 1c1r-thl e:.:., and 1,.r.,1oul d never amount to an}'· thing. To the 
cc1n trary, this is hol.AJ the t•·l a.cK ne1 .... _1spaper ser·ved as. an 
e-:.cape l.Jehicle. The bl acl<; community cou 1 d r·ead of the 
achievemer1ts that other· blacks were ma~:ing in their- Ol>Jn 
nev,1spa.per, and feel grea.t a.bciut therr1:.el 1,.1 e"S- .as a race. 
Al though the>' v,ier·e st i 11 oppre":.sed in rri.~ny 1,·~1a)':., it t~1as. 
the jo>' of seeing the success. of another- tol acK, t,1h i ch 
enabl e•j oppr·essed bl acKs. to r· i se above their- misfortune, 
and to find fa.i th and strength to sur-uiue in v ..1hite 
America. Therefc1re, it i -:. important to cite the pur·pc1se 
of another black net,1spaper· called "The Rights of All." It 
reads, "This paper- will mor-e especially be devoted to the 
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rights and interests of the coloured (sic] population. It 
vJi 11 at all times give a correct representation of that 
people, in opposition to pers•cuting, slanderous accounts, 
too often presented to the publ icK (:.icl eye"<Dann, p.40). 
5.1 .3 ITS IMPACT 
As an under:.tanding eof black new:.papers in the 19th 
century is grasped, it is al:.o significant to address the 
impact. that blacK newspapers have had in the black 
commun it>·. Some rather important questions to ask in 
determining this factor is, "Did Negro ne1AJspapers have an 
influence in the black com~unity?" "How did Negr·o 
netJ,1spaper·s inf 1 uence its r·eader·s? And, 11 Ho1J.J :.trong •J.Jas 
the impact of the influence of Negro newspapers? These 
questions are significant because this study was centered 
around this cc•ncept. It was suggested that ·black 
impact in the blacK 
commun it>'. "The black press '''as the focal point of eve<'~' 
con tro1.)ers.y and e~.Jery ccincern cif black people ... The:." 
endeaveor's '"''""" a consistent .~nd <'eal i:.tic attempt tc• put 
black people in a position where they could overcome white 
r·acisrn and develop, in spite of a hc•stile enlJironrr1ent, 
IJ.Jith an awarene:.:. of their capabilities 11 ([>ann, p.14). 
Certainly with continuous effor'ts of this natur'e existing 
thr'ough the black newspaper, obviously ther'e was some kind 
of impact on the developing black community. 
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In an effol"'t to seaJ"'ch fol"' an anst.,el"' to this 
que:.t ion: "Do. Negl"'o nev.1.spapel"'s have an i nfl u1?nce in the 
bl acK. community?'', this ,genel"'·a1 statement was found. 
"Infol"'mat ion is the staple of any good newspapel"'. Mos.t 
hope to influence . the i I"' J"'eadeJ"'s. If J"'ead,, newspapel"'S 
exel"''t ~-ome influenc'? l"'egar·dless of theil"' intentions. Hov..1 
much influence they exel"'t and what kind i =· not easy to 
aE.sess"<H>~nd, 1980's, p.16). It is implied heJ"'e that most 
newspapel"'s '"ant to influence the i I"' l"'eadeJ"'s to take some 
Kind of action, OJ"' bel iev'? ceJ"'tai~ things. It also 
suggests that ther-e is, hcowever-, complication 1,ohen ti'ying 
to assess the amount of influence a newspaper- has had. 
Per-haps if one is not able to assess the pr-ecise influence 
of a newspaper-, then .at I east some fundamental outr-eaches 
of its influence can be obtained. "It ,,,as The Defender-
[Chicago] that advocated a nor· theJ"'n rni gr·at ion arid 
thousands of blacks left the South to settle in Chicago or-
to vJor· k for- HtHtl"'Y For·d in Detr·oi t 11 (La8r i e, p '11). 
Therefcire, gi v.en this massi Ve· r·esponse of re-ader-:. of 11 The 
to rnove nor-tt-1, i t i S- imp 1 i eod that black 
newspapers can and do influence its readers. 
mol"'e of an indir-ect action than a dir-ect one. The 
influence has a 1 ot to do with hov.1 r-eadeor·~. in ter·pr-e t tt-1e 
str-uctur-e of black newspaper-s. 
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"First, it is evident that newspapers e>:ert 
influence through their total presentation:. and 
their image in the community an·d not through 
their advocacies alone... It appears that the 
influence of editorial endorsements in 
newspaper-s is dependent on the amount of 
information that the r-eader- has about the 
candidate or issue being endorsed The 
greatest influence of newspaper-s and other- media 
is of a long-range and cwnlati•Je nature .. , It 
is possible that newspaper-s exer-t influence 
thr-ough a chain reaction pr·oce:.s... News.papers 
exert some influence by pr-miiding an account of 
1,~hat take:. place in socieh', t.<.•hat people think 
about it and how they react to it"CHynds, 
1 980, =·' p • i.;;) • 
It takes a. lot of imagination and conceptual en<Jisioning 
tc1 understand hot1.,1 variou-=· issues become rnore important 
than other-s in the str-uctur-al layout of a newspaper-. 11 The 
direct deletion of var-ious news stories or- specific 
details, pertinent to a 'clea.r- under-standing' of a given 
issue is, yet, another means of influencing reader-s' 
op in i ons 11 (l1..lol g.el y, p .16$'). These are the ways black 
newspapers influence its readers. 
Since the influence of bl.:i.cK ne11Js.paper·s and ho1_..J it i:. 
dc•ne has "be.en established and documented, it is st i 11 
impor-tant to determine the str-ength of the impact of black 
net1.Jspaper·s. It was indicated that measur-ing the str-ength 
of an impact i.s cc•mplicated to do. Obv i OU s 1 y, th i s i s 
true. But, ther-e ar-e cer-tain var-iables that contr-ibute to 
the magnitude of social behavior, and responses to various 
A five year- old National Negr-o Convention, a 
movement establ i :.h.?d in 1830 suggested, "The black pr-es:. 
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' 
v.1as a crucial '.foictor in brin•;iing leaders together and in 
di ssemi nat i ng i nforma ti •:in about these mee- ti ngs 11 (Dann, 
p. 1 7) • Obviously, this c.0<se supports one statement '"'hich 
suggests influences corne 0 1,1er- a period of 'time. On the 
other hand, word-choice and other such variables can 
contribute :.tr·ongl y to the c"Jeral 1 tonality of a forceful 
impact of ne1 ... 1~.paper·s .. Apparent l >', the tone of the 
net1..tspaper- has. the abi 1 it:>' tc1 cor1 tr·1::il the .0<ttitude of the 
peop 1 e .. /r-eader·s. 11 I t 1.• • .1a.sn ·' t un ti 1 The Chicago Defende.r 
change1j its .;i.t1r-.:i.s. i 'Ji? tone that the community became 
calmer. he a.d 1 i n e -:::. had to be redressed wh er· e 
racial'-tension migh·t arise''(Wolseley, p .37-:38). This 
gives. evidence tci the fa.ct that the mere 1.&.1ording of a 
headline -- to <;.ay the least about the actual ar·ticle 
could very 1&1el l the black community to react 
violently to various issues. 
ccintr·itiute tc1 the ur11jer::.ta.nding c•f the impact of black 
net.i..1spaper·s. on its. r·eader-s. 
an indi 1.J'1dual-'-.:. IJJa::1 of r-i:-.:i.ct:ing to ar1 ar·ticle in a t•lacK 
If a pers.on has 
1 imited source·s of reference for facts, i t is 
pos£.ible the p€'r··:.c•n ca.n tie •,Jer·y i:-asi1::.-· rnanipulated. On 
and has other sqUrces of reference for documentation, then 
1:hanct?s are the impact and inf 1 uence 1"1 i 11 not be ha 1 f as 
. ' 
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great. Ernest C. Hynd's -has noted, "The effect of reading 
one article or editorial may be limited unless it is the 
reader's only source of information about the topic. But 
the effect generated by reading a newspaper -over a long 
per i ad of time may be considerable. Such reading can 
cor1tribute to the reader's s.tor·ehouse of informatic•n and 
idea:., and he 1 p shape his perceptions and 
stereotype&"(!970's, p.15>. Considering this fact in 
recalling bla.cK ne1,1spapers during a time when blacKs were 
virtually illiter·ate, then per·haps it can be concluded 
that blacks influenced their own 
nev..ispapers .. Hov..1ever·, .~s bl acKs. became more 11 Amer i can i :zed 11 
or educated and issue-oriented to the affairs of national 
1 oca l concerns, then obviously, the degree of 
influence became lessened. 
5. I • 4 I TS EARLY STRUGGLES 
l.1Jhen rnore t:il ack nel1.,1spaper:. came i ntc1 ex i :.tence tol!Jar·ds 
the mid-19th centur-,·, they were- nc•t ex.'O\ctly v.•elcomed by 
Many l••h i tes condemned bl acK new:.papers 
be c .:tu se they spoKe out against slavery, racism, and 
various ~<ind:. of oppression. Because of it=- abi 1 i ty to 
s.t i r up the bl acK ccimmun it>~, causing 1J i crl ence and r·ac i al 
tension, many black newspapers received direct opposition. 
"The fr·eedom -and i ntegr· it)" of the Negro pre-:.s became an 
ob.J ec t of increasing- at t acK from the Boubon and from 8 i g 
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Business during the earlier years of the twentieth 
century"CApetheker, part 2, p.848). Black editors' homes 
and newspapers were sabbotaged in the earl/ years of the 
black press. Based on the r·eac ti on of white America to 
black newspapers, it became apparent that black newspapers 
were definitely needed. Roland E. Wolseley has noted that 
the black press, " is needed mainly because all of the 
old battles have not yet been won and because there are so 
many ne1>J ones ... '1.,1i th out the black press, the black man 
'"'Ou 1 d not know l/Jho he i ;;. nor what is happening to his 
struggle for the freedom of c i t i z e n·sh i p , ' .•• " C p • 8 > • 
Obviously, direct oppre;;.~.ion clearly indicated a greater 
need for the existence of black newspapers. 11 ••• The 
American Negro 1,1ould be unintelligent indeed if he did 
not, t hr·ough his press, demand greater freedom for 
himself ..• "CWolseley, p.302l. Among the leading struggles 
of black newspapers was dfrect opposition from white 
America. "Despite bl acKs being destroyed when ·efforts 
to press +or an equal i tar· i an -:.)'Stern and ur·ged r-esi s.tance 
to oppression"CDann, p.22l. This supports the theory that 
as b.1 acKs t•ecame more erducated, tht?Y bei:~.me 1 ess 1 i l<t?l y to 
as t"'~egroes __ ar~ in~reasingly educated and culturally 
assimilated, but not given entr-ance t 0 the white 
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world"<Wolseley, p.323). In this instance, '''e can s.ee hot" 
black newspapers have caused blacks to realize their 
disadvantage·-~ the lack o~ educatio~ -- and has used the 
lack of educ;ation to get black~ moifin~ f~rward. 
' ' ' ,. And, in 
so mov i n_g fort.\•al'd in education, blacks have, in turn, 
strengthened the .. 
.. 
bl acK press '"i th i ncreas~d -s.ign if i cance ' . 
and support for its existence. "In such a way, the black 
press was able to instill a positive sense of the progress 
and future of black people which was i rrrpera ti ve to 
resisting per·si stent attempts by v . ih i te racists to 
undermine the black cornrnunit;v 11 ([)arrn, p.23), 
In addition to direct opposition of black newspapers, 
there wa-:. also enormous cr-iticisms. Many of the 
er it i c isms ·address.ed the same concern -- bl.ack ne•.<Jspapers 
carried nothing but violence; hence, pr·omoted violence in 
the bl acK community. Jarnes Baldt.i..1in '-"'r•::ite in 1'7'48,.· and 
i r1ev i tabl y it is st i 11 true today, "Negr·oes l i ve '-' i ol en t 
1 i •.Jes., unavoidably; a l'-Jegro pr· es.:. l"' i thou t 1.) i ol ence is 
therefore not possible ••• "CWolseley, p.306). l.)ar· i ous 
reasons exist as to why blacKs engaged in so much violence 
in their communities. Ot11.) i OU s l y' rnan)' blacks are 
unsatisfied with the American system, which is st i l l 
and discriminatory. I t has rnerel y been 
redressed with a ''new face'' of racisim. ~herefore, racism 
tod<>.;-· has. become a lot more sophisticated. It is. no 
longer direct --- but indirect. 
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With all of the slaps in the face that came fr-om 
ear-ly str-uggles against oppr-ession and s.tr-ong cr-iticisms, 
'this had some effect on the mor-tal ity r-ate of black 
newspaper-s pr-ior- to the 1980's. 
it has had ver-y little impact. 
continued to survive. 11 In 
But, for- the most par-t, 
Thus, bl acK net.•spaper-s 
1950, pr-ess scholar Dr. 
Ar-mis.tead Pr-ide of Lincoln University estimated that the 
average 1 ifespan of a black newspaper- was nine years. In 
spite of being shor-t-staffed, under-funded ~nd untr-ained, 
the black press gained significant suppc1r-t and respect in 
the black community"(LaBrie, p.11). Th<? deter-mination of 
black newpaper·s vJa=· indicati<.ie c•f the black community. 
Black newspaper-s wer-e deter-mined to str-uggle for sur-vival 
unt i 1 the ven' end. 11 ••• They •.1 • .1an ted t·o reach a-:. many 
readers as possible so as to widen their chances of 
influencing them to i rr1pr·ove and ad1.Jance the 
race 11 (l_,Jolsele>', p.308). These t .. ,1ere, indeed, crucial times 
for blacK newspapers prior to the 1980's. 
rnoment .that a-: .. ~11.ac~s ll..t~r·e ·bec.orni ng rr1ore Arner i car1 i zed in 
the twentieth century that the black press experienced its 
most tr-oubled times. 11 Lirnpir1g al:o·ng at fir-:.t, struggling 
to id.en.ti fy nel1J weeKl y angl t?S or1 ~the nt-,1 .. ~.1-:. 1.1.Jh i ch nc11 . .r.J 
appear-ed ''daily' in. th,; press, it "'a=.,·'at l,;.,.,st through 
the lat,; fifti,;s., the most life threatE-ning per-iod the 
moder·n bl acK press;. fr· om 1900-1979 had to fa.ce" ( L.;.Br- i e, 
p. 7). 
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5.2 THE BLACK NEWSPAPER SINCE THE BO'S 
It was necessary to establish the Negro newspapers' 
development prior to the 80's, in order to account for the 
blacK newspapers since the 80's. This vJill serve as a 
basis for· compal' i ng bl acK nevJspapers' r·ol es in their 
ccimmun·itiEo:.; asse:.s.ing their· s.igr1ificanci:? irr de~Jeloping 
their' communities; and, determining their influences on 
black communities. In addition, an account of the 
survival rate of black newspapers can be assessed as 
blacks make :.tride;;. tov.Jard the 21st centur·y. "Substantial 
char1ge;;. in American 1 i fest;>'l es and values dur· i ng the past 
fifteen years require that newspapers give incJ'eased 
emphasis to ::.erv i ng the di verse needs c•f readers in the 
1980":. and be>'Ontj"(H>'nd, 1980":., p.18). Ob\J i OU S 1 ;·, f/J i th 
these Kinds of social change::. in American::.' 1 ifestyles in 
gen er· al, there is def in i tel)' a more cc•nc i se nee-d for bl acK 
net.ispaper:. in the bl acK community. "The ideal bl acK 
a.1 so provides analysis, in ter·pr·e tat ion, and opinion 
materi.al to help them comprehend the rne.~n i ng and 
:.ignificance of events. occurring in their o~Mn society and 
in surrounding white society"(Wolseley, p.300). 
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5.2.1 ITS ROLE 
l.Jh at is the r o 1 e black newspapers of the 80-'s is 
p 1 a>' in g in the black communities? Or, is there a role? 
"Along ~~ i th black r-adi"o, the black press is st i 1 1 the main 
source of the black citizen's information and comments 
about his 1 ife"(vJolseley, p. 14), It, perhaps, coincides 
with the need for black newspapers, which, in essence, is 
their role and purpose in the black community. Al though 
issues regarding black culture of the 80's are rather well 
covered in major dai 1 >' newspapers today, and perhaps we 
have the increased numbers of black employees on _major 
white news staffs to credit with this, many black editors 
will tell you that their newspapers still serve a valuable 
role in the black community. "Undoubtedly most editors 
and publishers affirm that their readers 1 oc.~: to the press 
to find out 'what real l:, ···•ent on'· when a ne1A•s story at0out 
blacks break, even though it may be covered by the white 
media. And unquest i or1abl y, they must turn to their own 
press for details about the vast majorit;.- of events 
occurring in their ranks"(Wolseley, p.166). It seems that 
news in black newspapers are simply more tailored to black 
concerns. Wolseley further noted, "Ed_i torials usually ar·e 
on subjects of concern to black readers: politics, 
government actions or· plans, and white actions aftecting 
black life"(Wolseley, p.167), On the other hand, 1 et it 
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be clarified that black newspapers ser-ving black 
communitiE-s, do not r·eplace the major· daily newspapers. 
", •• Within those households which r·ece i ve newspapers, the 
bl acK newspaper has always been viewed as a supplement 
rather than a substitute for the daily newspapers"CLaBrie, 
p .14), Therefore, it may seem l i Ke_ bl acK newspapers exist 
to supersede major daily newspapers; however, they do not 
serve that purpose from findings. Ful'thermore, it is 
assumed that bl acK newspaper's carry a cultural value, of 
which tne black community feels is significant to their 
identity. This makes for an excellent transition to the 
question, "Has black newspapers' roles changed since prior' 
to the 80's?" It seems the role of the bl acK press has 
not changed much from its original purpose prior to the 
80's. In lookir1g back at the black press, it is i·ndicated 
that, "It was in the sixties, with the dramatic and 
intensity of a well-organized civil rights movement and a 
recognition of credibility and faith in black institutions 
and blackness (and slogans like "black is beautiful"), 
that a resu!'gent black press came to the front and took on 
aga i n a r o 1 e of 1 e ade r sh i p" <La Br i e , p • 7) • I t i s imp 1 i e d 
that black newspapers have played, and a!'e still pla>'ing, 
a leadership role in the black community. 
newspapers are viewed in that same role. 
Today's black 
They Keep the 
black community abl'east of various legislation which 
affect the black community on all levels of government. 
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Therefore, it ,,ooul d not be inaccurate to say that bl acK 
newspapers are st i 11 ser<J i ng the same role in the bl acK 
community, as it has been serving in the past. 
5.2.2 ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
J,J i th a .. justified arg•Jmen t concerning the continuous 
role blacK newspapers are playing in the blacK commun.ity, 
obviously the significance can be equally supported in the 
80 ·• "· as we 1 1 • Resu 1 ts fr· om one 1975 ".tudy st-101-<Jed, "An 
increasing desire and need for· their (bl acK;:.J OVJn 
corr1rr1unity nei1 ... ,1spaper ••• A:. long as black communities e>~ist, 
there would seem to be a need for blacK newspapers''CHynd, 
1';>80's, p.113). Perhaps, this. is. a -;:.ufficient enough 
documentation to make such a rationale. But, in an effort 
to under:.tand t•etter the signific.:i.nce, the questicin 
~why is there a need for black newspapers in the 80's?'1 
should be addressed. 
tur·n~ the significance c1f t:ilacK ne1_1.1:.p.:t.per·:. toda~...- 1..._1i 11 tie 
realized. 11 Although an increase coverage of b~acKs in the 
1960 .~ =· and 70,. :. by many 1A1h i te nt-\1.1spaper·s ciccur-red .:.,-:. a 
res.u 1 t of the hurr1an r i gh t-s. rrn::ivemen t, rriarr>·· pi?op 1 e t:ie 1 i e~.Jed 
that black newspapers sti l 1 were needed to cover the 
everyda>' aff-~i rs of the black cornmun i ty, .:.,nd to s.upport 
causes of i nter·e-st to its citizen-s. .Just as. 
specialized n e1.1.Jsp aper· s -:.er· • ..J e othe-r 
. ·:.pee i a 1, i zed groups" (Hynds, 1970 ···:., p. 104). This r·eason, 
., 
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perhaps; answers all of the questions regarding black 
newspapers' need in the black community. Obviously, there 
is no pressing or required need for black newspapers, per 
se, but because blacks are a specialized group of people, 
t.•ith cultural differences, a net,,.spaper tailored to their 
i r1ter·e·sts can and s·houl d exist, without any questions. 
"The [bl .;..c.KJ net,1spapers give their· audiences news of the 
black c•:immunity a;;. ,,,ell as of national and inter·national 
e•,Jent:. direct)>' affecting black citizens"(\,Jc.Jseley, p.13). 
Yet, another question to be concerned with in a quest 
for t•la.cK newspapers significance in the BO"s i:., 11 Is 
ther·e a di ffer-t?nce corr1pared with major da i 1 >' press.e:.? 11 
One would believe that there would have to be a difference 
of some kind, in C•rder for there to be such a strong 
demand for black net>Jspapers in black communities. The 
ans.1,.._1er- is. 11 )1 es! 11 There ar·e some di ffer-ernc€':. in bl acK 
11 The bl .;i.cK 
pr·E<:.:. differs. fr·om the VJh i te not s.o much in Kind as in 
mess.age and in qua 1 it>· ... Rep or· ts ne1 .. ~.1s ncit covered b>' 
other .journal i s.m ... In terpre t.s. that ne1.1.,1s. d·i ffE<r·en t l )', 
-tr-om .:.-.n uncomrncin standpoint ... ver1tur·es c1pinions atiout 
m.:i.tter·:. nc•t 1jeal t 11Ji th by otr1er· pre-:.ses .:..r11j its opinions 
frequently vary from those of other· put,] i ca.ti ons tr· eating 
the s.ame p • 1 4) • 1 Perha.ps th t? 
interesting finding in the search for differences of black 
1:.ornp_ar-ed da i 1 >' pre-ss.es 1;.Jas 
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discovered in a course offered at Syracuse University in 
1968. "The course called, 'The Black Press in the U.S.,' 
concluded at the end of the term --- there is such a press 
and that a dis.tinction be made between it (the blacK 
and other press aroups"CWolseley, - ' p • 3) • Since 
the findings of this course have confirmed that there is a 
di fferer1ce bet\,1eer1 bl acK net,,.spapers and VJh i te pr·esses, 
then perha.ps .. a logical progres.s.ior1 at thi'E· point l•Jould be 
to begin identifying the Kinds of black ne,.1spapers in 
According to Roland E. i/.Jolseley, national 
bl acK newspa·pers are of four Kinds: 
!) Those 1,iith separate, r·egional editors but 
bearing one name; 2) Tho:.e originating in a 
particular community and sold widely in the 
countr·:>'; 3) Those having a local edition but 
al so one under- the same name and intended for 
l.r..1ider· than local reading; 4) Thc•se Knol1Jn t1,,1idely 
in the nation_ al though the;.' may have few 
:.ut•:.cr i ber-s out:. i de thE- i r l oca 1 it i esn ( p. 86). 
Thi·:. is perh.:c.p:. tht? most :.ystematic method of ictentifying 
the Kinds of blacK newspapers. Of cciurse, th i =· rnethod of 
i dent i f i c .:c, t i cin on the of the 
newspapers' readership audience. To the contrary~ another 
t•ased on the>ir method of circulation. In thi:. in:.tance, 
Henr·y G. LaBr i e, I I I., notes that therE- are four types of 
blacK newspapers in circulation in the United States: 
1) <VAC) Verified Audi t Circulation "Non-Paid" 
newspapers; 2) "Controlled Circulation" 
newspapers; 3) "Pu bl i sher' s Statement Paid" 
ner.ispapers; 4) "Publisher's Statement Paid and 
Free" newspapers"(p.14). 
Furthermore, there is st i 11 a need for bl acK ner.ispapers. 
today because marry white presses still haue not gained the 
confidence of the bl acK community. Some bl acKs toda)' are 
sti 11 1 iving in the "da)'s of old" -- feeling and bel ieuing 
as their ancestors did during slaver)'. "Included in the 
pol ic)' of general and continual protest is the attitude of 
cc·n·:.is.tent s.us.picion [of blacKsl to~rard the r.ihite mar.-'s 
press. There is a corru i ct ion that scarcely any r_,Jh i te 
dai 1 i es can be trusted to tel 1 the truth about the Negro 
and that man)' deliberately place him in an unfa\ior·able 
light" <Det~re i l er, p. 149). This feelirrg of ins.ecur·ity is 
not an unusual t•ehauior patter·rr in the bl.oi.cK commurrit:•'· 
" ••• For man>' )'ears the bl acK people ha<;e mistrusted the 
'"'hite press ••• The white pres:. and new-:. ser·v ice":. e.Ei.r·ned' 
the suspicion of blacK citizens in the first half of this 
century because they could not be tr·usted to tel 1 the 
truth about t•l acl<s .••• Ne1..'.Js. about blacV~s, it also 1 ..t..1as 
ch«.rged, alvJays is rregat i ve and the nevJspapers terrd to 
deal only with conflict stor·ies -3.bciut l~1hat goes. ccn in the 
exi-:.ting in the b1acK ccimrnunity to1J.Jar·d:. the 1. . Jhite pres.s, 
the only obvious resolut.ion to the problem was· to 
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establish a black newspaper, 
for black newspapers. 
This is what created a need 
5.2.S ITS INFLUENCES 
Black ne~Jspapers si nee the 80's ha\ie had a 1 esser· 
inf 1 uence on the bl acK community today than it has had 
pr·ior· to th& 80's. klhat is alt"ays inter·esting to note 
about the influences of blacK newspapers is the degree to 
•A•h i ch the>' influence their reader·: .• Wh.at has been found 
by some rese•rch studies is newspapers have indirect 
influences on people, who may not have read the newspaper 
as >'et. It seems that the influence of new~papers can be 
exchanged thr·ough ,,,1or·d of mouth, if . the in it i a 1 reader· 
te 11 s sorr1e one 
/ 
e 1 st? .;..n d a ·chain reaction ciccur: .. 
" ••• Newspaper·s exert influence through a chain r"action 
proce:.s. Influential per·:.on·s. in 'JB.rious grc1ups. rel>' on 
the mass rnedi a, and espec i ~11 y ner.J.Jspapers -:i.~1d rr1agaz i nes, 
f cir i n .f cir·ma t i on=·. The:.e person-:=. rece i lJe· dat.~. frorn th'e 
ne1; .. 1spaper·s, sturcture it tee :.ui t tr1e i r c1v...1n ni?o?ds, then 
share it 1J.Jith c1ther-:. 11 <H>'r1ds, 1970/:., p.16). Thi:. i:. the-
same Kind of "influence that existed during the early years 
of bl .:tel< newspapers. A:. a resu 1 t, th i -::. i :. hor,i.J the ne1AJs 
was able to spread through the bl.ack community so rapidly. 
iJn·ce bla·:K nev .. 1:.p~pers. have in.fluenced· 'its. re.:r.ders., it 
is always impor·tant to note the impact C•f the in"fluence. 
l.Jhat action tA.•ill the newspaper· reader· take now? Roland E. 
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Wolseley has written, "The degree to which any reader of a 
newspaper is influenced ha:. a great deal to do 1,.ii th the 
word-choices used in the news story ••• 
writing is to be expected in the 
Such angled 
ultra-militant 
publications, for they maKe nc• pretense of tell i rig it 1 i Ke 
it is but only of tellir1g it liKe the •. ~ay they think it is 
<or t.iant it to be or· to be seeri)"(p.169). This. type C•f 
ir1fluence 1,1.Jas. prominent in the early >~ears of the l'Jegr·c1 
ne1A1spapers. Man:>' of the members. of the white commun it;' 
and their i<•h i te pr-esse:. wer·e agai n:.t bl ac~: newspaper;;., 
because of its abi 1 i ty to influence the bl.acK community 
s.uct-1 that they 1;;ould eventualb' taKe action. 
edi tor-s felt that bl acKs s.houl d not have access to t.hat 
Kind of 11 power of the press. 11 8ut, a question to address 
is, "Do blacK nev"spaper·:. really contrc•l the attitudes, 
opini•:ins, and actions. of the black corrirnunit:· . .-·? 11 It is 
believed that compar-ed ,,,;th bl ac:k nevJspaper--:. pr· i or· to the 
black newspapers of the 
attitudes, cipinions, and .:i.cti1:1n··:. of the bl.;..cK comrnunii:>' .;.s 
much a.s the1·· C•nce did. 
influential in the 1:ommunit::-~. 
are some other kinds of influer1ces existi'ng, 1,.._1hich deal 
with thi? str·uc tu re of the nel1Jspaper· and the c•r·der· cit 
importance of ar-ticles included in the publ ic:~.tion. 
"Still yet another· method of influencing opinions. cf tt"1e 
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readers can be found in the ·'position and dress' of net1,.1s 
articles throughout 
influence of what 
an 
is 
issue. Priority definitely is an 
most important, according to the 
papers' layout"<Wolsele>·, p.170). This, in i t se l f , c ou l d 
be the start of a long discussion of the media as 
trend-setters. Since ar·e different Kinds of 
influences b)' ne1-'1spaper·s., it is important to understand 
how bl."'.cK ne".Jsp«.pers are influencing the blacK community. 
Holsele;· has. this recommenda.tion for politicians gauging 
i n pub 1 i c op i n i ccn " ••• Be aware of what the blacK press is 
urging upon its readers, or even exposing them to, by way 
This recommer1dat ion sugges.ts. 
that blacK newspapers have the power to control Just how 
black newspapers really do control 
actibns of their readers. 
5. 2. 4 I T:3 SURV !')AL 
Therefor·e, 
the attitudes and 
Looking «.t black ne«1,;.paper·s in this dec.;..de, in an 
effor·t tc1 ccimpar-e them 1.1.Ji th l::il .;r.ck ne1 .... 1s.paper·s of ear·l i er· 
)'ears, it is import.ant to note the di fference.i;:. and changEts 
in its s.ur-~Jival rate. A ne1~r..1 kind of blacK ne1,o.J-:.p.;r.per is. 
being sought in the t:•lack corr1rnunity 1A1ith an incre.:i.se in 
demands .. This., indeed, h.:i.:. r·edirected sur·vival factors. of 
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survive j ne"'•spapers must per-for-m their- tradition al Fir-st 
Amendment r-ol e mor-e effect i 1.ie l y than in the past, and they 
must pr-ovide other- ser-vices for- an incr-easingly 
self-or-iented society bent on self-fulfillment and finding 
the full r-ich life"(Hynds, 1980's, p.11). At one time, 
black n.;.v .. 1spapers 1 ..... 1ere s.ur-t1iving mer-ely on their cultur.:i.1 
affiliation v .. 1ith the t<lacK r<>.ce. Of course, this 1,...,1a:. 
during a time when black newspapers were sc.arce. Hov..1ever, 
abundant; ne1.<1spaper·s ar-e more 
therefor·e, thi? competition factor- is rnuch more -:.eve re. 
Not al l of the black newspapers can be effectively 
:.upper te•j t•Y the bl .;<.ck community. Ther-efor-e, the bl acK 
newspaper-s of today must meet their Journalist obl igatlons 
to the community, or suffer· the consequences. "No longer 
v~ii 11 r·e.~ders buy the paper because it i =· ,. 01. .. Jned by a 
t•r other· ... t-Jo lc1nger 1JJill advertis.ers. take s.pace in ar1 
effc1r·t tc1 r-el a::< organized social and ecc•nomi c pre':.sures. 
Rather, the blacK newspaper will be supported based on its 
abi 1 it:;.' to r·eport the ne1,o.J-:., add a ne~1..1 perspect i •Je to ke}' 
issues and supply solutions for the problems which plague 
the cc•rnrnunit)111 (Labrie, p.7). This cornpetition •:.•a:. not 
on 1 >1 ~.mong t 1 1 acl-'~ press.es, but l1.J i th ,,...,hi te press.es as 1.i •. 1e 11 • 
It s.eems that bl acK nel!,,•·spape·r:. \.~.1.:-n t thr·ough a r·a th er· 
trying time to compete with white presses on both the 
pr·ofessional and financial levels. On the pr·ofessi onal 
l e •.J e l , n e•,o.J s.p .~per s f e 1 t de pr· i •.ied of 
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professional involvement tie ca.use critics appeared to 
compare them with major white presses. Obviously, most of 
the standard-;;. in ..iour·na.1 ism evolved around white 
nei<•spapers. This is ,,,h.at many of the black ne•,•spapers 
argued. They fe 1 t that perhaps a different kind of 
standard should exist for blacK newspapers. Furthermore, 
bl acK ne1 .... 1spaper·~. questioned the val i di t>-', as 1;.,1el 1, c•f 
thdse persons who established the criteria, charging them 
t.•,1ith neglecting black .journ;..Jists and their· method of 
rep cir ti rig. "f.,Jhether blac~~ .jc_iur·n.:i.1 i-s.rr1 is ,.,~ood ... ._iour·nal i:.m 
depends on questions of what standards have been used and 
who sets up the criteria!'C~lolseley, p.298). This i '=· '·"hat 
tilac~~ ne1_...,1:.paper··=· tieliet.Je has bei?n their· biggest pitfall in 
being c c1m p e t i t i u e 1/,1 i th the v ..•hite n e1,.\1sp ape r·'s in 
adv.ert i-::.ement outr-~ach .• T t appear·s that np rn.;..tter IJJhat 
stride·!::· 1.1..1er2 ma.de by bl .:i.c~:· ne1.1..1sp.~per·s to irnpr·oved their 
ccrrr1petitiuit)' v .. 1ith i..•,1hite pr·esses, the cr·itic:. t1 .. 1ere alt.'.Jays 
h ... r· sh. Henr-:-.· 13. l_.~E:r·ie, III. h.3:.s proven c1ni:e ar;rain that 
11 nothlng the black press seems to do jn the v.1ay of 
j 1:iu r· n a 1 l s.rn s.e ems t Ci s.a. ti -;:.f:·.- -;:.1:im e of i ts IJ..lhite 
critics ••. 11 (p.3). i..~.lith tt-1is ~~ind c1f oppo·:.ition~ it seems 
the s.ur-viva.1 cif blacK ne11,1s.paper· 1_,._1a:. vir·tuall)' i·rrrpo:.sible. 
This ill-fee1ing 1 .... 1a.·:. erncition.~11~~·· felt b::o-· :.c1me black 
._iour·n.~l i s.t:s. tci1;.1.::i-.r·cl bl acl< nev,1:.p.:i.per·s, -;.orne c1f 1.i..1hc•m dee i ded 
not to r-epcirt_, writt-, cir pr·c1•._;idt- their .jc11Jr·n.:i.1i:.ti·c t1Jorks 
to black presses. In tur·n, these bl acK J•:iurnal i :.t ·1 ooKed 
·, 
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newspapers for their professional 
development .• NovJ, th.is i =· not to say that there were a 
lot of black Journalists to begin with. This was one o4 
the reasons why black newspapers, obviously, were not 
competitive, and their survi•.ial rate became incr·easir1gly 
threatened. "One reason for the problem in reporting and 
writing l••as a :.horta.ge of talented young t•lacks in the 
business 11 (Hynds, 1980's, p.112). What perhaps needs to be 
rnentioned is the under·e:.t imated po1 ... 1er· that bl acl< 
r1e•,.J<a.papers. had to offer its pc•tent i al advertisers. 119j g 
bu:.i ne-ss ignored the black pr·ess, unavJare of the buying 
power of the black consumer ••• The buying po1.<Jer of black 
Arr1erica exceeds ·$70 billior1. 11 (La8rie, p.11-13). As. a 
result of economic ignorance to black 
ne1,...1spapers, man:--· of the bl a.ck nt?w-=;paj:o?r·s_... :.upport came 
from t<Jithin the black communit;•' and locally-ov.med •Alhite 
businesses< H>·nds, 1970 ,. s, p. 107). No1,1, a 1 thougt-1 the bl acl< 
newspapers were still in existe-nce, there were some 
difficulties that threatened their· continued existence. 
11 Some i ridi vi dual black ne1 ..... 1spapers and ne•,• .. 1-:.paper gr·ciups 
.:i.ppeet.red to be doing ~ .... 1ell fin-~.r1cia.11y in the 1970"s., t:iut 
the black press •;iener·a 11 :>' t1..1as facing econ orn i c 
problems"CHynds, 1980's, p.111). 
Although monetary reasons perhaps hav·e always been 
the 1 eadi ng re as.on ''Jhy black newspaper·s ha,.ie had 
difficulty surviving, there are other reas.ons "''h>" black 
newspapers have fallen short as well. Contr'ibuting to the 
pitfall of black newspapers ar'e also stereo-types and 
criticisms from the whites, and e1Jen the blacks. 
Fur'thermor'e, black newspaper's have far lesser exposur'e on 
newsstandsCWolseley, p.9>. On the other hand, one of the 
major pitfalls of black newspapers was r'epor'ted to be the 
direct fault of black newspapers. "Efforts to start an 
active black press news ser'vice for' members of the 
National f'.Jewspapers Publishers Association CNNPA) failed 
becau;;.e of the 1 acK of i nter'est by member's and 1 acK of 
financial supp_or't" (Hynds, 1980 ,. s' p.112). Certainly 
ster'eo-types have been a major pitfall of black 
nevJspaper's. "It was charged that many black newspaper:. 
-
filled their' front pages with crime and violence and their 
inside pages with publicity handouts and trivia. It was 
said that much of their advertising appealed to 
super'stition or was preoccupied with sex"(Hynds, 197o··s, 
p.107). In addition to the stereotypes that exist, ther'e 
are a 1 so a number of er it i c ism from the community about 
black newspapers. Roland E. Wolseley has noted the belief 
of t.larr'en H. Brol>-•n of the Negro Re 1 at ions Counc i 1 for 
Democracy, "The black press presented a dishonest pictur'e 
of the U.S.A. and of the opportunity of the black 
man"(p.302). This statement was made in support of 
Br'own's fur'ther belief that most Negr'o newspapers put the 
race befor'e the country. This was Brown's way of 
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suggest rng black net.<•spaper·s deli ber-atel >' caused tension in 
the community. This 
newspaper- er- i tic isms, 
led to a lar-ger- pool of 
que-;;.t i oned the ent i r-e 
black 
black 
newspaper-s' pur-pose in the community. "Black newspaper-s 
wer-e caught up t.<•ith their- obligation to blacks ••• The 
effectiveness of black newspaper-s became a questionCHynds, 
1970·'s, p.107). Cer-tainl:,•, the 1 ist goes. on and on 
r-egar-ding other- pitfalls, but s.ome of the mor-e pr-evailing 
ones in this account have been noted. With these Kinds of 
cibstacl es, i t is amazing bl acK nei.<Jspaper-s ar-e st i 11 
sur-viuing in this decade. 
5. 3 THE BLACK NEvJSPAPER IN CH I CAGO 
Bl a.cK nE'l.._1spapers in the 
1 i ·=· t ·in itself. 11 An es.t ima.ted 
U.S. L:., i nde.ed., a task to 
3,000 black newspapers have 
been publ i shed in the United Ste. tes s i nee the fir-st one, 
11 Freedom's Journal 11 (Hynds, 19?0's, p.105). The reason wh~ 
it is so difficult to compr·i-:.e .;. list is t•ecau:.e black 
nel1J:.pa.pers. t-1ave such a short life-span. 11 Black pr·ess is 
changing in number- so r·apidly the.t figur-es on hot~.1 many 
publications e:~isting ar·e incor-r-ect tr1e day they .;..r-e 
published. It is the r-e-;;.ul t of fr-ee access to the 
printing pres:. in the IJ.S.A.~ and the quick turnover of 
put1l i cations, for· sorne- ar·e , bor·n and die wi tho1;t ever 
getting into anybod>''s 1 isting"O,Jol-:.ele;.•, p.10). This. is 
i mpor-te.n t to note because the c i r· cul at i on of some-
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newspaper·s in the ear 1 y 70 ,. s are among those st i 11 in 
existence today. Muhammed Speaks, the Islam "''eekly, 
la~gest circulation published in Chicago, had by far 
of any black newspaper in the 
600,000+"(Hynds, 1970's, p.105). 
the 
early 1970's cir. 
According to a report by Henry LaBrie ir1 1973, 208 
black newspapers existed throughout the United States. In 
terms of the number of black newspapers leading in various 
states, reported 25 bl acK newspapers in 
circulation, Texas reported 20, Florida reported 14, 
Illinois reported 13, New York reported 11, Alabama 
reported 9, and North Carolina reported 9 al so. 
5.3.1 ITS CIRCULATION 
Out of the 13 black newspapers reported to be in 
c:;irculation in the State of Illinois, eleven appeared to 
have served t.he greater metropolitan area of Chicago. A 
1 ist of these Chicago blacK newspapers can be found in the 
appendix <See appendix A). Four of these black newspapers 
serving Chicago, are no lor19er in existence. These four 
newspapers are: The Chicago Courier, The Chicago Gazette, 
The Woodlawn Observer, and The South Suburban News. This 
information is based on LaBries' 1972 study of "Black 
newspapers in the United States." 
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5.3.2 A COMMUNITY STUDY 
In an effort to secure an understanding of black 
newspapers and th~ affects they have on public opinion in 
the black community, this study was conducted in the city 
of Ch i c ago, I l l i no i s. Again., the community selected was 
the Morgan Park-Beverly area. The total population for 
Morgan Park is 29,315 for a total of 8,866 households, 
according to the 1980 U.S. Census Bureau Report for 
Chicago. The Beverly area population was repdrted to be 
23,360 for a total of 7,750 households in that area. The 
total population of blacks in Mor·gar1 Park, based on this 
same report, 
bl-acks. The 
is 18,226 for a total 
total population of 
of 4,997 household of 
blacks in Beverly is 
3,151 for a total of 895 households of blacks. In both 
instances, the percentage of blacks in Morgan Park is 
62.17%, while the percentage of 
13.5%. - The Morgan Park-Beverly 
blacks in Beverly is 
community area postal 
delivery population for the zip code 60643 is 23",249. 
Therefore, the 317 mai 1 surveys sent represented 1 .36% of 
the total postal delivery or household population in the 
Morgan Park community area. The addresses of these 317 
re:. i den ts were randomly created, based on their zip code 
number of 60643. The study was done by mail, and 
contained a 3-page questionnaire of 20 numbered research 
questions. After a period of 7 weeks had elapsed in 
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awaiting the return of survey responses, the results of the 
findings have been reported in chapter 4, based solely on 
those respondents participating in this study. 
5.3.3 FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 
Based on the data analysis, it appears a majority of 
respondents participating in this study were black or at 
least lived in a black community. This was a significant 
question to ask because ''The black community,'' in this 
study, could refer to a preponderance of black residents in 
an area as well, without requiring a respondent to actual 
belong to the ethnic race of blacks. Many of the 
respondents felt that black newspapers served a significant 
purpose in the blacb: community and, in tui-n, SLtpport2ri tne11-
local black newspaper as readers or subscribers. It also 
appears that along with the support offered to their local 
black newspaoers, there was a solid foundation of· readers 
who had been reading black newspapers for greater than five 
years. 
In order to direct this research study in the proper 
direction, bit was necessary to ask respondents why they 
read black newspapers. The leading reason was because it 
addressed more black-related issues. Many of 
respondents not only read one local black newspapers, 
the 
but 
often consulted several other black newspapers as well. The 
feeling of being less informed about black-related 
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issues and being una~~ar-e of how cur-r-ent issues affected 
the blacK community, together·, seemed to dominate their-
feelings had bl acK ne~Jspaper-s not existed in their-
community. A substantial number- felt the news cover-age in 
blacK newspaper-s was r-ather- informative, and most did not . . 
feel that their- 1 ocal black newspaper-s had. a negat i ue 
influence on their opinions. Many, however-, did feel that 
major daily newspapers lacked adequate coverage of blacKs 
and their- inter-ests. A number- of respondents did say, on 
the other hand, that their opinions had changed about a 
few issues after- hau i ng r-ead a news stor-y in their bl acK 
newspaper-s. Compar-ed with major- white dailes, most 
r-espondents agreed that blacK newspaper-s served their 
cultur-al and social needs. In measuring the intensib' of 
blacK newspaper-s impact on given issues, the intensity was 
found to vary on the nature of the subject. It appears 
that black newspapers greatest influences, hm~l?ver·, fel 1 
under economic, 1 oc a 1 educational, drugs and 
er i me-r-e 1 a ted issues. On the other hand, a majority of 
the respondents did not feel that blacK newspapers had 
inf1uenced them enough to cause them to r-eact differ-ently 
to others in various social environments. Most 
respondents agreed that if the>' had moued out of their 
community, they would, indeed, continue to subscr-ibe to 
their local black newspapers. Aparthied was selected as a 
pr·ac ti ca 1 issue from which to measure the inf 1 uence of 
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black newspapers. Most respondents said that their local 
black newspapers covered stories on apartheid in South· 
Africa. However, most said their 1 ocal black newspapers 
did not suggest how they shou 1 d react to bus i nesse:. v ..1 i th 
ties in South Africa. In mo:.t instances, it appears that 
.:t_ ma.jc1r-i t>' •:if rt?spon.jents had alternative sour-ce:. fri:'m 
v ..•hich tc• get valid fact:. about the cc•nditions existing in 
Sciuth Africa. A substantial number of respondent:. ~.gree•j 
that black n ew':.p aper- s k e.p t them abreast of 
government's position on apartheid. Unfortunately, a 
major·ity of the respondents did not feel :.atisfied •••ith 
go'.Jer·nrnen t,. s. position on a.par th~ id, and their 
reasonings subsequently supported their discontentments. 
CHAPTER VI. 
SUMMARY 
In concluding, black newspapers in Amel"'ica are quite 
significant in their roles as leaders in the black 
communities. "f'lewspapers must 1 ead in the search for 
truth .•• Newspapers in a democratic society have a 
responsibility to help make democracy work •.• Newspapers 
have a responsibility to help individuals and communities 
adjust to change and impl"'ove themselves... Newspaper's 
have a responsibility to l"'emain fl"'ee, ir1dependent, and 
solvent"(Hynds, 1970's, p. 27-37). This does not mean 
that black ne~Jspapers should put themselves up and a.bove 
the black community, in an effol"'t to seek joul"'nalistic 
pel"'fec ti on. 
fulfilling 
Obviously, 
the needs of 
if 
the 
black newspaper's al"'e 
community they serve, 
not 
then 
they will become extinct. David L. Bowens, vice-pl"'esident 
and director' of communications of Associated Pr·ess said 
du!' i ng a newspaper' seminar that, "future reader's might 
well look onlY for the news that is relevant to their 
personal needs" (Hynds, 1980's p .15). Therefore, it is an 
ever pressing demand that black newspapers maintain their 
pul"'pose in the black corn.rnun i ty, as initial 1 y established 
VJ~1en Freedom's Journa 1 emerged in the 19th century. Of 
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course various kinds of advance.men ts in technol cigy have 
forced some changes, to a degree, upor1 black newspaper·s' 
function but, for the most part, they are still 
serving their original purpose. "In retrospect, the black 
press is doing toda;.• what it set out to do in 1827, onl>' 
it is doing it differer1tl>·· Ho1,J far· we ~1a'.Je come in these 
United State's =· i nee 1827 might be measured best b>' the 
content:. of a 11 tho:.e papers" ( LaBr· i e, p. 12>. 
Thi:. :.tud>·, "Blad'. Ne1.,_1spapers Effect on Public 
1Jp i r1 ion in the 81 acK Commun it>', 11 g i 11es reassurance to thi? 
vital role black net•,1:.paper ha'.Je played, and ar·e st i 11 
pla:ring in de'.Jeloping the black community of the 1980's. 
Perhap:. an unproductive black communit~· in this day and 
time~ might tu? the mE'asur·i? of no cc1rr1mun i t:Y neiJJs.paper, or 
an i n-:. i gn i f i cant and purpos.e 1 es:. 
newspaper. This strongly suggests that wherever there are 
black people, there wil 1 always be a need for black 
ne1J . 1spapers. 11 The black pres-:. is:. ir1deed her·e to s.ta>'· .. 
a t•l .'O\ck pr·ess in 1972 and the ye.'l.r:. ahe.'l.d .•• 
pre:.s has been the t.J ack :.ur·burban/urban nev.Jspaper· and 
wi 11 in the twent.ieth 
century and on into the twenty-first"CLaBrie, Black Press, 
p. 6). Ther·efQre, 1 et th er r·esu 1 ts of r-espondents. in this. 
stud>', thc1ugh f~l"' in nurnber·,. ser·ve a:. an indication tha.t 
the bl acl< ne1,1.J·::.paper· doe--:. h.:r.• . .Je an i r1f 1 uen ti .:r. l r·c1l e in the 
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blacK community. However, the degree of influence var-i ous-
upon the individual and his or- her· per-sonal needs. 
Fur-thermor-e, let this study ser-ve, if for- no other-
wor-thwhile r-eason, as a contr-ibution to the number- of 
available 
gener·al. 
research studies on blacK ne~Jspapers, in 
6. 1 F:ECOMMEi'lDAT I Oi'JS. 
Given this area of research interest, j t J s 
blacK r-ecommended cc•nt i nued study be done on 
ne1,.ispapers and their- affect on public opinion in the black 
cornmun it>'· This ,;.tudy •lJas conducted Hor·ough -3. ramdoml y 
selected mail -:.urvey; hc•t.iJever, this :.ame study could be 
r·epl i C-3.ted, u,;.i ng a different sur<Jey technique (i.e .. , by 
telephone, field study, etc.). Furthermore, thi·:- study 
could also be conducted usjng a different area other than 
Chicagc•, 1 ..\.1here a. sub:.tantial number· C•f black;-:. re:.ide, ..:i.nd 
consequently, a substantial number of black newspapers are 
i n c i r cu l -~ t i on .as:. t1..1e 1 l • 
studies on black newspapers would contribute vastly to an 
area Jn need of research. 
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BLACK NEWSPAPERS IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
*Based on LaBrie' s 1972 study 
Chicago Daily Defender 
2400 So. Michigan Avenue 
312-225-2400 
John Sengstacke 
Chicago Bilalian News (Weekly) 
Cottage Grove Avenue 
312..:651-7600 
Nation of Islam 
Ghayth Nur'Kashif 
1905 
Chicago Metro News (Weekly) 1972 
2600 S. Michigan Avenue 60616 
312-842-5950 
Chicago Citizen (Weekly) 
412 E. 87TH Street 60619 
312-487-7700 
66,309 cir. (controlled) 
Chicago Independent Bulletin (Weekly) 1958 
728 W. 65TH Street 60621 
312-783-1040 
Hurley Green, Sr. 
35,000 cir. (controlled) 
Chicago New Crusader (Weekly) 1940 
6429 S. Martin L. King.Drive 60637 
312-752-2500 
Mrs. Dorothy R. Leavell 
21,000 cir. (controlled) 
Chicago Sentinel (Weekly) 1977 








South Suburban News 
*~"''Newspapers no longer in circulation 
r\ f.i f lnH.,. 
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I 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 STEUBEN ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
4 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 STEUBEN ST W 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
7 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 WASECA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
I 0 *** 
RESIDENTS 
9940 ABERDEEN ST S 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
13 
RESIDENTS OF 
12221 ADA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
16 
RESIDENTS OF 
13041 ASHLAND AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
19 
RESIDENTS OF 
11221 BELL AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
22 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 BISHOP ST S 







OAK AVE W 
IL 60643 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 CARPENTER ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
2 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 STEUBEN ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
5 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 l,JASECA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
8 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 WASECA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
I I 
RESIDENTS OF 
11221 ABERDEEN ST 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
14 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 ASHLAND AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
17 
RESIDENTS OF 
13097 ASHLAND AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
20 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 BEVERLY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 ..• 
23 
RESIDENTS OF 
12221 BISHOP ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
26 
RESIDENTS OF 
1940 BURR OAK AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
29 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
10221 CARPENTER ST 
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3 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 STEUBEN ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
6 
RESDIENTS OF 
9951 WASECA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
9 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 WASECA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
12 
. , RJ=SI DENTS OF 
• 11440 ADA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
.15 
RESIDENTS OF 
12221 ASHLAND AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
18 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 BELL AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
21 
RESIDENTS OF 
10221 BEVERLY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
24 
RESIDENTS OF 
1740 BURR OAK AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
27 
RESIDENTS OF 
1720 BURR OAK AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
30 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 CHARLES ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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31 
RESIDENTS OF 
10221 CHARLES ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
34 
RESIDENTS OF 
10140 ELIZABETH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
37 
RESIDENTS OF 
9621 GENOA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
40 
RESIDENTS OF 
12440 HALSTED ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
43 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
12421 HONORE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
46 
RESIDENTS OF' 
11640 JUSTINE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
49 
RESIDENTS OF 
12721 LAFLIN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
52 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 LONGWOOD DR S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
55 
RESIDENTS OF 
12621 LOOMIS ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
58 
RESIDENTS OF 
10040 MAY ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
32 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 CLAREMONT AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
35 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
12621 ELIZABETH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
38 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 GREEN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
41 
RESIDENTS OF 
12580 HALSTED ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
44 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 HOYNE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
47 
RESIDENTS OF 
12721 JUSTINE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
50 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 LEAVITT ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
53 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
11621 LONGWOOD DRS 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
56 
RESIDENTS OF 
11240 MARSHFIELD AVES 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
59 
RESIDENTS OF 
12621 MAY ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-
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9640 GENOA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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10221 GREEN ST S 
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RESIDENTS OF 
11940 HONORE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
45 
RESIDENTS OF 
10921 HOYNE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
11340 LAFLIN ST S 





10421 LEAVITT ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
54 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 LOOMIS ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
12421 MARSHFIELD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
9746 MORGAN ST S 




12721 MORGAN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
12040 PAULINA ST S 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
67 
RESIDENTS OF 
12721 PEORIA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
70 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 SANGAMON ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
73 
RESIDENTS OF 
10521 SEELEY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
76 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 VANDERPOEL AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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1321 VERMONT AVE W 
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RESIDENTS OF 
9641 WESTERN AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
85 
RESIDENTS OF 
11621 WESTERN AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
88 
RESIDENTS OF 
I 1 940 ~JOLCOTT AVE S 
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RESIDENTS OF 
9640 OAKLEY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
65 
RESIDENTS OF 
12721 PAULINA ST S 
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68 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 RACINE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
71 
RESIDENTS OF 
12721 SANGAMON ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
74 
RESIDENTS OF 
9640 THROOP ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
77 
RESIDENTS OF 
9721 VANDERPOEL AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
9964 VINCENNES AVE S 
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83 
RESIDENTS OF 
9741 WESTERN AVE S 
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86 
RESIDENTS OF 
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RESIDENTS OF 
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RESIDENTS OF 
1521 95TH PL I.I 
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96 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 96TH ST W 
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1121 97TH PL W 
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1320 98TH PL W 
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2121 102ND ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
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RESIDENTS OF 
940 103RD ST W 
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CHICAGO, IL 60643 
129 
RESIDENTS OF 
1821 105TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
132 
RESIDENTS OF 
1740 106TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
135 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 106TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL. 60643 
138 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 107TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
141 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 108TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
144 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
1040 109TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
147 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 109TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
150 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 110TH ST W 















2121 I IOTH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
154 
RESIDENTS OF 
960 111 TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
157 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 112TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
160 
RESIDENTS OF 
1140 I I 3TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
163 
RESIDENTS OF 
1921 114TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
166 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 115TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
169 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
2341 115TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
172 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 116TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
175 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
2141 117TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
178 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 11 8TH ST l.J 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
152 
RESIDENTS OF 
11 40 I 1 I TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
155 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 111 TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
158 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 11 2TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
161 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 I 13TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
164 
RESIDENTS OF 
2340 114TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
167 
RESIDENTS OF 
971 I 15TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
170 
RESIDENTS OF 
1040 116TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
173 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 116TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
176 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 11 7TH ST l,J 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
179 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 118TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-
DECEMBER 1 , 1 99, 
153 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 111TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
156 
RESIDENTS OF 
11 40 11 2TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
159 
RESIDENTS OF 
21 21 11 2TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
162 
RESIDENTS OF 
1040 114TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
165 
RESIDENTS OF 
2371 114TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
168 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 1 I 5TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
I 71 
RESIDENTS OF 
2121 I 16TH PL l<l 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
174 
RESIDENTS OF 
I 940 11 7TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
177 
RESIDENTS OF 
1821 117TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
180 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 119TH ST W 












1 621 11 9TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
184 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 1 20TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
187 
RESIDENTS OF 
1621 121ST ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
190 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 123RD ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
193 
RESIDENTS OF 
I 721 124TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
196 
RESIDENTS OF 
1340 126TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
199 
RESIDENTS OF 
11 70 1 27TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
202 
RESIDENTS OF 
1940 127TH ST W 
CH! CAGO, IL 60643 
205 
RESIDENTS OF 
152! 128TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
208 
RESIDENTS OF 
1521 104TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
182 
RESIDENTS OF 
2040 119TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
185 
RESIDENTS OF 
1621 I 20TH ST ~J 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
188 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 122ND ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
191 
RESIDENTS OF 
1521 123RD ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
194 
RESIDENTS OF 
I I 40 1 25TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
197 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
1 721 I 26TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL. 60643 
200 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 127TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
203 
RESIDENTS OF 
1950 127TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
206 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 129TH PL W 
CHCIAGO, IL 60643 
209 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 104TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-DECEMBER 1 , 1 98 
183 
RESIDENTS OF 
2120 119TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
186 
RESIDENTS OF 
1540 121ST ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
189 
RESIDENTS OF 
1521 122ND ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
192 
RESIDENTS OF 
940 I 24TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
195 
RESIDENTS OF 
1721 125TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
198 
RESIDENTS OF 
11 40 1 27TH PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
201 
RESIDENTS OF 
1521 127TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
204 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
1340 128TH ST IAI 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
207 
RESIDENTS OF 
1021 129TH PL W 




9740 BEVERLY GLEN PKY W 




9951 BEVERLY GLEN PKY W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
214 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 BEVERLY GLEN PKY W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
217 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 CHELSEA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
220 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 CHURCH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
223 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 CHURCH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
226 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 DAVOL ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
229 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 DAVOL ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
232 
RESIDENTS OF 
1 0 1 60 DREW ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
235 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 EDMAIRE ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
238 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 EDMAI RE ST ~J 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
212 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 BEVERLY GLEN 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
215 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 CHELSEA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60648 
218 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 CHELSEA PL l,J 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
221 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 CHURCH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
224 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 CHURCH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
227 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 DAVOL ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
230 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 DREW ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
233 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 DREW ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
236 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 EDMAIRE ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
239 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 EDMAIRE ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
DECEMBER 1 , 1 93, 
213 
RESIDENTS OF 
PKY W 10373 BEVERLY GLEN PKY I 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
216 
RESIDENTS 
9951 CHELSEA PL W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
219 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 CHELSEA PL ~J 
CHICAGO, IL 60648 
222 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 CHURCH ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
225 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 DAVOL ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
228 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 DAVOL ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
231 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 DREW ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
234 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 DREW ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
237 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 EDMAIRE ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
240 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 ESMOND ST S 





9951 ESMOND ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
244 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 ESMOND ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
247 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 GLENROY AVE S 










10373 HALE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
256 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 HAMLET AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
259 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
12580 HAMLET AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
262 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 HERMOSA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
265 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 HOMEWOOD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
268 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 HOMEWOOD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
242 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 ESMOND ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
245 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 GLENROY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
248 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 GLENROY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
251 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 HALE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
254 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 HALE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
257 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 HAMLET AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
260 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 HERMOSA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-263 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 HERMOSA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
266 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 HOMEWOOD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
269 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 HOMEWOOD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-
DECEMBER I , I 98 
243 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 ESMOND ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
246 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 GLENROY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
249 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 GLENROY AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
252 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 HALE AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
255 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 HAMLET AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
258 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 HAMLET AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
261 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 HERMOSA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
264 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 HERMOSA AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
267 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 HOMEWOOD AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
270 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
12740 LINCOLN ST S 





9951 LINCOLN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
274 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 LINCOLN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
277 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 MALTA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
280 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 MONTEREY AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
283 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 MOMTEREY AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
286 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 PAGE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
289 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 PAGE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
292 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 PROSPECT AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
295 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 PRYOR AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
298 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 PRYOR A~JE vJ 
CH I GAGO, IL 60643 
272 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 LINCOLN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
275 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
10143 MALTA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
278 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 MALTA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
281 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 MONTEREY AVE W 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
284 
RESIDENTS OF 
I 0580 MONTEREY AVE vJ 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
287 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 PAGE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
290 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 PROSPECT AVE S 
CHI GAGO, IL 60643 
293 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 PROSPECT AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
296 
RES! DENTS .OF 
9951 PRYOR AVE W 
CHI GAGO, IL. 60643 
299 
RESIDENTS OF 
I 0580 PRYOR AVE 1,J 
CHICAGO, IL. 60643 
-
DECEMBER 1 , 19~ 
273 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 LINCOLN ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
276 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 MAL TA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
279 
RESIDEMTS OF 
10580 MALTA ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
282 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 MONTEREY AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
285 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 PAGE ST S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
288 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 PAGE ST S 
CH I GAGO, IL 60643 
291 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 PROSPECT AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
294 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 PROSPECT AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
297 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 PRYOR AVE W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
300 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 STEUBEN ST W 





9740 WATKINS AVE S 
CHICAGO, ll 60643 
304 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 WATKINS AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
307 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 WINSTON AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
310 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 WINSTON AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
313 
RESIDENTS OF 
10740 WALDEN PKY S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
316 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
12373 WALDEN PKY S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
-
DECEMBER 1 , 1 9: 
302 
RESIDENTS OF 
9951 vJATKINS AVE S 
CHICAGO IL 60643 
305 
RESIDENTS OF 
10580 WATKINS AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
308 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 vJ!NSTON AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
311 
RESIDENTS OF 
1 750 11 3TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
314 
RESIDENTS OF 
10951 WALDEN PKY S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
317 NSA 
RESIDENTS OF 
12580 WALDEN PKY S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
303 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 WATKINS AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
306 
RESIDENTS OF 
9740 WINSTON AVE S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
309 
RESIDENTS OF 
10373 WINSTON AVE 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
312 
RESIDENTS OF 
1951 113TH ST W 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
315 *** 
RESIDENTS OF 
10160 WALDEN PKY S 
CHICAGO, IL 60643 
**1' denotes participating respondants 
s 
s 
NSA denotes No Such Address (return to sender) 
:> 















MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DEAR SURVEY PARTICIPANT: 
WHAT IS THIS? 
., 
This is a ma i 1 survey of randomly se 1 ec ted members of the 81 acK 
Community in the Southside Chicago, 111 inois area. 
1,.JHO IS GIVING THIS SURVEY? 
My name - is- Eugene Maxwe 11-,- -Jr .--and -I-am-a 24-year· ol-d-n-a-t-i ve--of- - -
Savannah, Georgia. Currently, I am enrolled as a full time graduate 
st11dent at Morehead State University in Kentucky, where I am pursuing 
the master of arts degree in journal ism. 1 recently earned my 
bachelor of arts degr·ee, also in journalism, at Morehouse College in 
Atlanta, Georgia. 1 expect to complete requirements for my master's 
degree by May of 1987. 
t.IHY DID YOU CHOOSE THIS AREA? 
The Chicago area was chosen because it has the largest number of 
black newspapers in circulation, and at the same time, has a very 
large number of black residents. Your address was selected from the 
1986 U.S. Postal directory for the Chicago, Illinois area, based on 
your zip code. Your name is unknown to me becaus.e it is insignificant 
i n th i s study. 
~JHY ARE YOU GI~!ING THIS SURVEY? 
I have chosen the academic program leading to the 
'''i th thesis in journalism; therefor-e, I am required to 
defend a master's thesis (before earning the degree). 
attention and participation in this survey will assist 
major par-t of this assignment. Of course, the r-esults 




i n comp 1 et i n g a 
of this survey 
actual thesis. 
Enclosed is a sur-vey sheet related to this study. Please take a 
moment to comp 1 e te and re turn the survey in the enc 1 osed SE· 1 f-
addressed stamped envelope at your earliest cpnvenience. Please 
accept the enclosed "Biblical" book-mar·Ker as a token of appreciation 
fbr your time and Kind par-ticipation in this study. 
Thank you 
to Keep >'OU. 
in advance for your cooperation, and may God continue 
Oi:cer~~f\1·_ u&_~ 
ath~- Maxwll~ ~. Ma~~1~'s Degree Candidate 
May 1987 
1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU 
Morehe~r1, Kentucky 40351 
DPc:ember 17, 1986 SURVE'r'. QUESTIONS: 
.MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 










BELOkl H.S. H.S. H.S.+ ADVANCED DEGREE<S> 
INCOME: BEL.Oki $8 1 000 
EMPLOYED 
$8,001-$15,DOO $15,DOl-$25,00D $25,0DO+ 
STATUS: UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl..F.ASE CI RCL.E ONE ANSklER ONLY 1 
IA. ARE YOU Bl.ACK? 
YES NO 
CYOU MAY SKIP Q, lBl 
18. DO YOU LJ~,iE JN A Bl.ACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
(STOP HERE AND RETURN> 
' 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERVE A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR. LOCAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPF.R? 
4. 
'(ES 







<ANSWER Q, 7, 9 & 11 ONLYl 
YOU BEEN READING YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
1-3 Yi;'ARS 
3-5 YEARS 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5. vJHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEvJSPAPER? 
A IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABO\,iE 








DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEt·ISPAPERS? .---~\:. 
'.~::_.;,~~. 
··rES NO 
H(ll,J IJJOl IL D YOU FEFL IF YOU DID NOT HA~·'E A LOCAL. BLACK NEl,ISPAPER? 
A LESS INFORMED ABOUT Al.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
B DFPR!l.JED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
C Ut·-JAl1JARE OF HOl,,1 C:URRENT I SSUFS EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
D AL.I. OF THE ABOVE 
F.. NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
F. OTHFR ANSklER '------------------
DO YOU FEEL THE NEklS CO'v'FRAGE IN YOlJR I. OCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
, YES NO DCIN·'T KNOW 
9. DO .YOU FEFI.. YCJl.IR 1...or::AL. ALACK i·-JEl,.JSPAPER NEGAT I ')ELY I NFL..l.IFl·JCES YOl.IR 
OPINION ON ISSUE'S OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF.? 
)'ES DON·'T KNOl.·.J 
1 0 • DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NEl,.JSPAPEF:S LACK ADEGilJATF. CO~!ERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
11 • HA~!E YOU EVER CHANGED YOl .IR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF U)CAI., 
NATIONAL OR INTERl,IATIONAl. ~;COPE AFTER HAVING READ A NE~IS STORY IN. 
YOlJR l.OCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER·:> " 
YES NO DON ' T Kl'WW 
12. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl.JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR 1. •. 0CAL. BLACK 
NEWSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL Al·lD/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
"YF:S NO DON'T KNOl,J 
.13. HOW l1JOULD YOU E1JALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEvJSPAPER 
HAS CN YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLl..OvHNG ISSUES? 
<5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A PQLJTICS ~ ,, 4 3 2 
B ECONOMICS ~ 4 -· -· 1 ... ,-, £. 
c NAT I Dl'>lAL 5 4 -· ~ .., L. 1 
C> INTERNATIONAL 5 4 3 ?. 1 
E LOCAL 5 4 3 2 1 
F STATE 5 4 3 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 4 3 2 1 
H SPORTS 5 4 ~ ,-, .., " 1 
I RELi GI ON ~ 4 -· .., 1 ·-' _, L. 
J DRUGS 5 4 3 2 1 
K 8EJ~ 5 4 -· ,-, 2 I 
L MARRIAGF. 5 4 3 2 1 
M· CF; I ME 5 4 3 2 1 
N NUCLEAR WAR 5 4 3 2 1 
J 4. DO you FEEL. THE I i'IFLUENCEf.: FROM NEWS STOR I Es·':1 N YOUR LOCAL. BLACK 
1'1El,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DI FFERENTl..Y TOWARDS DTHERS 
IN VARI OLIS EN\)! RONMENTS? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
I 5. IF YOU MOVED, WfJIJL.D YOU GONT!NlJE TO SUBSCRIBF. TO YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPER? 
YES 1'10 f>nl'·J·'T KNOkl 
16. DOES YOUR LOGAL BL.ACK l'JE!.ISPAPER COVEF: ISSUES ll·Jt)OL~!JNG APARTHEI fl 
IN SOUTH AFF:J CA·;· 
YES NO DON'T KNOt.I 
1 7A. DOES YOUR LOr;AL BLACK NE~.ISPAPER SIJGGEST HOl,J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFR1CA? 
YE'S NO DON·'T KNOW 
(GO TO GI. J8) 
1 78. IF YES, DO YOIJ? 
YES NCI DON'T KNOW 
17C. klHY? Al·-JSl_,_JER '--------
18. [>0 YOU HA<.)E ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHEF: THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLACK !-IEl•JSPAPF.R, FOR VALi D FACT:".: ABOUT APA~:THFI D? 
YES NO 
1 r;•. Dt1F.S YOUR LOCAL_ BLACK t-JEl;.ISPAPF.R KEEP YOIJ It ... JFORMED Ot..J OUR 
GOVERNMENTS< POSIT I ON CN APARTHEID? 1.,. 
YFS NO 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR GOVEF:l,IMENTf.:, F·os IT I ON ON AF'AF:THF ID? 
YES NO DON.- T KNOl,J 
208. l<JHY? ANSl,.JER: ______ _ 
THANK YOIJ '.!ER"{ MIJCH FOR YOUR TIME. Pi.F::ASE RF.TURN THIS SIJR<.)EY IN THF. , 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 




















' Eugene Maxwell, Jr. 
Home: 
1709 ·E. 341h Sfreet 





1405 Carfmell Hall/~U 








1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
21, January 1987 




MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
<THIS IS A LETTER TO REMIND YOU TO COMPLETE AND RETURN YOUR 
SURVEY SHEET I MMED I ATEL Y' ! ' ) 
Just before the Christmas holidays, You should have received a 
surve:-.· sheet in the ma i 1 • Enc 1 osed v,1 i th th_e suryey shee_t _was_ a 
sel f-addr·e".sed ":.famped" envelop~ -fo( ,;our convenient return, along 
with a token of appreciation for your time and Kind participation in 
mY study. Although a majority of you have already responded to this 
study, it is still importa.nt to r·~mind.those of' you t.<Jho have not 
responded to complete and return your sur·vey "-heet". immediately' 
Due to the extreme cost of this project, I am unable to send you 
a ".ecpnd sel f-addre".sed "stamped" envelope; however, a plain 
se 1 f-addressed enve 1 ope is enc 1 o:.ed for your convenience, I am 
trusting that :>'ou ,,_,; 11 complete and r·eturn your :.urvey "-he et 
immediately. (Jn case you have mis-placed your original survey sheet, 
I have enclosed another one for your convenience.) 
Once again, your time and Kind participation in this study is 
deeplY appreciated. Thank you in advance for your cooperation, and 
may God continue to be with you throughout the new year. 
DEADLINE: JANUARY 31 , 1 987 
Sincerely >'Ccurs~ 
I am ,- -
:-"\ ·11 ' j \. .. ' ' .. l ; . Cr..u'.'-_~ r l\(~r \ ~'-l;/_ \_ 'l::__O Q__ . . ) 
Eu g~n e Maxv.•e 1 1 , clr. 
Master's Degree Candidate· 
M<>,y 1987 
1405 Cartmell Hal.l/MSU 
Morehe~rl, K&ntucky 40351 
DPcernber- 1 7, 1986 
-~-· 




MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. l DENT I TY ONLY, PLF.ASE COMPLETE THE . INFORMATION BEL.Oki 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 "(la) 21-30 '(lb) 31-40(lc) 4!-50(ld) 50+(le) 
SEX·: MALE(2a) FF.MALE(2b) . 
EDLICATJON: BEL.Oki H.S.(3a) H.S.(3b) H.S.+(3i::) AD\..'A~ICED DEGREE(Sl(3d) 
INCOME: BEL.Oki $8, 000 ( 4ajl;8, 001-$15, 000( 4b115, 001-$25, 000( 4c) $25, 000+( 4d) 
STATUS: EMPLOYED( Sa) UNEMPLOYED (Sb) OTHER (I • E. , STUDENT •(Sc) 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED> 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl..F.ASE CI RCL.E ONE ANSl>JER ONLY 1 
JA. ARE YOU Bl.ACK? 
YES (6a) NO (6b) 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, 18) 
18. DO YOU LIVE JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES'(7a) NO ( 7b) 
(STOP HERE AND RETURN> 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl<ISPAPERS SER~JE A Sl GNI Fl CANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES (Sa) NO (Sb) 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE\,JSPAPF.R? 
YES ( 9a) NO ( 9b) 
<ANSWE~ Q. 7, 9 & 11 ONLYl 
4. HO~J LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RF.AD!NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NE~JSPAPER? 
(10a) A LESS THAN l YEAR 
(lOb) 8 1-3 Yf.ARS 
(10c) c 8-5 YEARS 
(10d) D MORE THAN 5·YEARS 
5. IJJHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE~JSPAPER? 






(·l 2bcd )'. 
'j - .'· 
IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE ARO•JE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE 





DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NE~.ISPAPERS'? ' .~ .... , 
YE::; (13a) NO (13b) 
HCll•J WOl 11.. D YOU FF.F.L. IF YOU DID NOT HAVE A l.OCAL. BLACK NE~,ISPAPER? 
(14a) A 
(14b) B 
( 14c) C 
LESS INFORMED ABOUT AL.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPR I ')ED OF SOC I AL l NFORMAT I ON. 
UNAtJARE OF HOl..o .. 1 C:URRENT I SSIJES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
(14d) D . AJ..I. OF THE ABOVF. 
(14e) F.. NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
(lSabc) F. OTHF.:F: ANSl-JEI':: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
a/better b/worse c/unclear 
DO YOU FEEL. THE NEt.,1:=; COl.!FRAGE l N YOlJR LOCAL BLACK NElJSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
. YES (16a) NO (16b) DCIN·'T KNOW (16c) 
9. DO YOU FEFI.. YOl.IR L or;AI., BLACK NEl.ISPAPER NEGAT J'.JEl..Y I NFLUF.J•JCES YOl.IR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOF'F.? 
YES (17a) NO ( l 7b) DON'T KNOl.•J (17c) 
I 0. DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NEl.<ISPAF'ERS LACK ADEOUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNITY? 
YES (18a) NO (18b) DON'T KNOkl (18c) 
11 • HA\)E YOU Elv'ER CHANGED YOI JR OP I r·l I ON ABOUT AN ISSUE OF UKAI., 
NATI CINAL OR INTERNATIONAL. SCOF'F. AFTER HA\)JNG READ. A NE~.JS STORY IN . 
YOIJR LOCAL. BLACK NEl,ISPAPER? . 
YES (19a) NO (19b) [!CN'T KNOW (19c) 
I 2. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NElJSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAi.. 81 .. ACK 
NEl.JSF'AF'ER BEST MEETS YOUR CLIL.TURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
YF.S (20a) NO (20b) DON'T KNOl,J ( 20c) 
.t3. HOW 11-.IOULD YOU EVALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER 
HAS· CN YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLl..Ol•.1 I t~G ISSUES? 
( 5~STF~ONGEST IMPACT:> 
21 A POLJTJCS 5 (a) 4(b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
22 B ECONOt:ll CS 5 (a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
23 c .. NATIONAL 5 (a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I (e) 
24 D INTERNATIONAL. 5 (a) 4 (b) :=: (c) 7. ( d) I ( e) 
25 E LOCAL 5 (a) 4(b) 3(c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
26 F STATE 5 (a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) 1 (e) 
27 r; EDUCATION 5 (a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
28 H SPORTS 5 (a) 4(b) 3 (c) 7. ( d) 1 (e) 
29 I RELIGION 5 (a) 4(b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
30 LT DRUGS 5 (a) 4(b) 3(c) 2 (d) 1 (e) 
31 K SEX 5 (a) 4 (b) 3(c) 2(d) ! ( e) 
32 I.. MARRIAGF. 5 (a) 4 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) I ( e) 
33 M CRIME 5 (a) 4(b) 3(c) 2 (d) I (e) 
34 N NUCl..EAR klAR 5(a) 4(b) 3(c) 2(d) 1 ( e) 
1 4. DO y_ou FEEL THE I NFLUE~lCEf: FROM NE41:3 STDR I ES'"! N YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
NEl,ISPAPERS HAVE 'CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS Ol'HERS 
IN VAF.: I DUS ENV I RDNMENTS'? 
YF.S (35a) t'lO ( 35b) DON'T KNOW( 3Sc) 
I 5. IF YOU MOVED, l<l(")I 11..D YOU C:Dl-H I NlJE TO SUBS CR I BF TO YOUR, 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES(36a) ND ( 36b) (l(lN'T Kt~(ll,,.I (36c) 
1.5. r)OF.S YOUR 1..0CAL BLACK t··JEl,JBPAPER COVEF: ISSUES 1N')0L\!ING APARTHEir> 
JN.SOUTH AFF.:ICA'? 
YES(37a) NO (37b) DON'T KNOW (37c) 
I 7A. DOF.S YOUR LOl';AL BLACK NEbJSPAPER SIJGGEST HOVI YOU SHOULD RF.ACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YEs(38a) 





DCN·'T KNOL<J (38c) 
DON'T ~:NOW ( 39c) 
I 7C. 1,_IHY'? ANSl,JER: ( 40abc) a/better b/worse c/unclear 
' 
18. [JO YOU HAtJF. ANOTHEF.: SOURCE OF F.:EFERENCE, OTHEF.: THAN YCll.JF: LOCAL 
BLA1.;k NEl,ISPAPEF.:, FOR ')ALI D FACTS ABOUT APAl':THEI D'? 
YES (4la) NO (4lb) 
1 9. l)Of.'.S YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK NE41SPAPF.R KEEP YOU lt~FORMED ON OUR 
GO'.'EF.:NMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHEID'? 
YES (42a) NO (42b) 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABDI.IT OUR GO\-'EF:l,JMENTS' POSITICN ON AF'AF:THFID'? 
20 8. t.JHY'? 
YES ( 43a) 
ANS~..IEF:: ( 44abc) 
NO (43b) 
a/better 
DON" T KNOl,J( 43c) 
b/worse c/unclear 
THAt·H< "(f!l I t)F.RY MIJCH FDR YOIJR TI ME. Pl .EASE RF.TURI" TH IS SURVEY 1 N THF. 
SELF-AflDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 










1 =A - S - C - :: O: c E -
2 A - - S - r C - -o, - E -
3 A- S · C - - 0 - - E 
4 =A - S : c C - - 0 " - E -
5 :: A :i c S - c c :: - 0 : - E J 
6 c: A - - S - c C : - 0 = c E -
7 c A :: 8 - c: C ::: :: O: c E -
8 c A ::i c S - :: C : :: O::: c E -
9 c A ::i ~ s - c C ::: :: O: : E :: 
10 :: A :: c 8 ::: :: C .::: c: O : :: E -
11 - A - =S - =C - :: O ::: =E -
12 c A : - 0 ~ c C - - 0 = =E -
13 A - - S - :: C - - 0 = :: E 
14 - A = 8 c: C : :: o : :: E 
15 A :: <- S - - C : c O : =E · 
16 A = S : c: C - c O : c E 
17 A::. -s ::: c C : c O :: :: E -
18 c: A ::: c S : =C = :: O :: =E -
19 A :: S - =C - :: O: :: E J 
20 A : :: 8 :: C : - 0 ::: c: E ::: 
21 c A - - 8 : : C : c: O : : E : 
22 -:. A -:-. - S ::: - C - :: 0 = c E 
23 '= A ::: - 8 - :: C : :: 0 ::: :: E -
24 c A - - S - =C - =0 - : E -
25 : A : :: 8 ::: c c : :: O :: :: E -
26 - A ::: c 8 - c C - : 0 ~ :: E -
27 c: A ::i :: S ::: :: C ::: :: O :: =E -
28 - A :: c S - c C = c 0 = :: E : 
Z9 c A -:-. c S : c C ::: c O ::i c E ~ 
m c: A :i c 8 ::i cc :: c O .J c E ::i 
Jl c A :i c 8 .J :: C ::: c O :: c: E ::: 
!2 =A :: c: S ::i c C : c: O :i :: E -
!3 c A :i :: 8 : cC ::: :: o :i :: E • 
14 :: A :i c: 8 - c C ::: c: 0 :i :: E :: 
15 c: A = c 8 ::: c C ::: c 0 ::: c: E : 
16 c A :i :: 8 ::: :: C ::: c O :: c E ::: 
17 c A :i c S ::: c C ::: c O:i c E :i 
18 c A ::: c s :: c C :: c O :> c: E .::: 
19 c A :i c 8 :i c C : c o :: c E :i 
~0 c A ::i c 8 - c C :: c 0 :: c E , 
. ) c A :i :: 9 :: :: C : c o :i :: E :i 
.2 c A :: c 8 : c C ::: c O :: c E : 
.3 c A ::i c S " c C :: c O :i :: E ::i 
4 c A ::: c 8 :: c C ::: c O :J c E -
.5 c A :: c: 8 ::i c C :: c 0 :i c E :i 
6 c A ::i c 8 :: c C :i c O :i c E :: 
7 c: A : c 8 :: c C :: :: O:i c: E :i 
8 c: A :i c: S .J c c ~ c: O ::i c: E -
9 c: A :i c: 8 ::: cc :: c O:i c: E :i 




=j ,,, .. 




























































c 3 - a - o _a • '1 _ nn 1 
- 3 -a - 0 -a 
- 3 -a 0 -a 
c 3 :i c a :: c: O :> c a - c: 
:: 3 :: c a : c: O ::i =a - :: 
C3 - c a - c: O : c a :: :: 
c 3 :: c a - co - c a - c 
c 3 ::: c a :: - 0 - c: a :i -
c 3 _ c a :i co. c a - c 
• • - ;:JO 
c 3 = :: a = co - :: a _ 'fl ::: gg I 
c 3 .J c: a = c: o - = a _ - 'fl = ~B I 
:: 3 c a " c o = _a - ='fl _ EB 
:: 3 :: c a :J c O J c a : ';/ :: ZS 
:: 3 : =a = co : =a - - 'fl = IS 
:: 3 :: c a :: =0 - c a - c ';/ ::: OB 
:: 3 . c a :: - 0 - c a :: c: 'fl :: 6L 
:: 3 ::: t: a :i c O :: =a- - 'fl = BL 
c 3 c a .: c O ::i =a= - 'fl = LL 
c 3 :: :: a = co - c a : :: ';/ ::: 9L 
C3 - =a = cO : c a - C'f/ J gL 
c 3 • c a . c: O : c a - c: 'fl = fJL 
c 3 :: c a ::i c O ::i c a :i c: v ::: EL 
c 3 ::i c a " cO : c: a ::i c: 'f/ : ZL 
c 3 ::i c a ::i c O :i c a ::i c: 'f/ :: IL 
c 3 .J c a :: c O:i c: a - c 'fl = OL 
c 3 ::: =a = c :) :i c a :i c 'f/ :: 69 
c 3 ::i : O :i c: O :: c a :i c 'f/ ::: 99 
c 3 ::i c a ::i cO :: c: a ::i c 'f/ ::: l9 
c 3 - :: a :: c O ::i :: a -> c 'f/ :: 99 
c: 3 J cO ::i c O ::i c: S ::i c 'f/ ::i g9 
c: 3 ::i c a ::i cO:i c: S ::i c 'f/ :: t/9 
c 3 ::i c: a ::i :: O :J c a ::i c 'fl = E9 
:: 3 J c a ::i c: O ::i c: a :i c ';/ ::: zg 
:: 3 J :: O ::i c O ::i c S - c ';/ :: 19 
c 3 ::i c: a ::i c: O:i c a :i c 'f/ :: 09 
c: 3 J c Q::i c: O ::i c S :i c 'f/ :: 5g 
c 3 ::i :: a ::i c: OJ c a :: c 'f/ : gg 
c 3 ::i c: a :i c o :: c s ::i c: 'fl ::i Lg 
c 3 .i c: Q:J c O:i c a :J c ';/ :: 9g 
c 3 c: a ::i- c O= c a ~ C';/ :J gg 
c 3 ~ c a ::i cO ::i c 8 - c 'f/ :i ~g 
t: 3 ..:; c: a ::i c: O J c a c ';/ :: Eg 
c 3 ~ c a ~ c O :> C8 :J c v ~ zg 
C3 J c a ~ c o ~ c a ~ c 'f/ ::. lg 




1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentu cky 4035 1 
D~cember 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
JAN 0 9 REC'D 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. T DENT I TY ONLY, PLF.ASE CClMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOl1.J 
ABOUT YOURSE LF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 
SEX: MALF. 
2 1-3 0-..._ 
~· 
( ~ 1-40 41-50 ~O+ 
H. S. + EDllf:AT J tlN: BEL 0~1 H. S. 
INCOME: BE~O $8, 001-$15,000 $15,001-$25,000 000+~ 
STATUS: ~~ UNEMPLOYED OTHER < I . E. , STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED > 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl. FASE CIRCLE=" ONE ANSW ER ONL Y' 
IA. ARF YO U BLACK ? 
~ <YOU MA Y SK IP Q . 18 ) NO 
1 8 . DO YOU LI t) f. JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUN I TY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN ) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl..JSPAPERS SERVF. A S I GN IFI CANT PIJRPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
(_Y~ / NO 
:'I. DO YOlJ READ YOLIR LOCAL. BL.ACK NEklSPAPF.R '? 
hl("J 
<ANSWER Q . 7 , 9 & 11 ONLY> 
<t . HOvJ LONG HAlJE YOU BEEN RF.AD t NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NF.vJSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
8 1-3 YEARS 
( ~-5 YEARS 
~~MORE THAN 5 YF.ARS 






IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED I SSUE S. 




AL L OF THE ABOl) E 
NONE OF THE ABOVE 
OTHER ANSWER: 
6 . DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEl.A.ISPAPERS? 
{ Y ES _) NCl 
~







l.ESS INFORMEr> ABOUT Al.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPRTVED ClF SOCIAL JNFORMATTON. 
UNAWARE OF HOW CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY . 
Al..I . OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSVJER : ________________ _ 
8 . DO Y OU FEFI THE NEl,JS Cf)UFRAGE l N Y ntJR I. ncAL BLAr::K NEWSPAPER ls 
I NFnRMAT I '-''E ? 
9. 
1 0. 
1 1 • 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
IJO Y OU FEFI Y i)lJR I nr;Al . BL.ACK t·-JFl..JSPAPER NEGAT I 1,.,) (;l.Y I NFLUFl-.JCES 
OPIN ION ON~t;LJES OF LOCAL, NAT I ONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCClPF.? 
YES r NO l)QN ' T KNOl1.J 
=' 
00 Y OU FEEL GENERAL NFl1JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATF. COVERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNTTY? 
YIJ lJR 
Y~ NO (>ON ' T KNOV.J 
HAVF YOU~ CHANGED YOIJR OPIN ION ABOUT AN I SSUE OF I.Or.AL , 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATI8NAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
Yl'JlJR l.OCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER ? 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
1 2 . l.OMPARFD Tn MA.JOR NEl.JSPAPFRS, DO YOl I FEEL Y OUR l fJCAL BL.ACK 
NF.l.1-ISPAPER BEST MFETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/ OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
/ YF S ) N O DON / T KNOW ....._____.. 
HOW l,JOUl_D YOU E'JALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER 
HAS ON ynuR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSIJES? 
C5=STRONGEST IMPACT ) 
A Pnt . J TI CS 5 4 ~ 2 B F.COl·Jf)M I CS ~ 4 2 
c NATIONAL C' 4 (::t) ":I 1 ,• ··' L. 
D INTERNATIONAL 5 4 (::[:" '2 1 
E LOCAL 5 4 (~ 2 l 
F STATE 5 4 ,• 2 l 
G EDUCATION 5 4 ~ ......... 2 1 
H SPGRTS 5 4 (3./ ":I 1 ,_ 
I RELIGION 5 4 3 · CV 1 
,J DRUGS c 4 
~ 
2 1 d 
K SE>< 5 4 2 1 
MARRIAGF. 5 4 13 2 
M CRIME C' 4 ~ 2 1 ·-· 
N NUCLEAR V.JAR C' 4 ~ 2 1 ~· 
















J4. DO YOU FEFL THE INFLUENCES FROM NEWS STORIES IN YOUR 1.nrAL BLACK 
Nf t,,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSE D YOU T n REACT D I FFERF.NT l.Y TOWARD S flTHER S 
IN VA RI OUS ENVI RONMENTS~ 
( NIJ DON " T KNOW 
1 5. IF Yllll MmJE[> l 1.1n1 IL D YOU (.llNT I NlJE TO sus s r .R l BF TCl YOUR 
GLIF<'F: FNT LOCAL BLACK NEWS PAPER? 
1 6 . 
17A . 
NO 
noi:::s "( f)lJR l..O~AL BLACK NEl1J SPAPER COV ER I SSUES I Nl)QL') I NG APART HE l f) 
JN SOUT H HFRJ CA::O .. , 
l YES ) NO DON " T KNOW 
onF.s YOUR l.111-.AL BLACK NF:l. ISPAPF.R SI IGGE ST HOl..J Y OU SHOULD RF.ACT TO 
BUS INESSES WI TH TIES IN SOUTH A F R I CA? 
/v~  
c s .// NO 
<GO TO Q. 
DON -' T KNOW 
18 ) 
1 78 . IF y ES , on YOl 1 ::· 
I-.-....._ 













1 7C. li..IHY? At·-ist,JER: "5 '-\\ ) r'-· ,-- {._ 1 r\ c \ ""1j- 0 r.t~ - \ . .. - c ~ '(, lA, '\"-I C "-• ;> t-'- C~  l:; ~ • 
£1,, 7· r~ 
[>II Y OU HAl.) F ANOT HER SOURCE OF REF ERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL. · ·1 "" 1 8 . 
BLA L.t-: !' IE\A.ISPAPFR, FOR 'JAL ID FACT S ABllUT A PA RTHF l D? 
19. 
--...... L s ) 
n nFS Y OUR LOC:AL Bl .ACK 
GOV ERNMENTS " POSI TION 
e 
NC"l 
NEIAISPAPF.R KEEP Y OIJ l NF ORMED ON OUR 
ON APARTHEJ [>? 
NO DON " T KN OlAI 
2\IA. r1n YOU FEEL GOll D ABril IT (11.IR GO,) EF;t·,JMFNT S / F'OS IT I llN ON APART HF ID? 
l ES KNOW 
?O 8. 1-JHY'? ANSvJFF: : 
TH~l.J t- 1 f)l I l)FF.' 1 MIJCH F nR YOUR TT ME . P l .F:ASE RF.:T URhl TH I S SlJRl)EY 1 N THF 
SFLF-ADDRE SSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PROV I DED . 
BEST [I.I I SHES FOR A ',t FRY HAPP·, HO!. I DA"r :3EAS0t'.J ' 
.. 
Jfl. N t1 9 1987 . 
JAN 0 9 REcn M 1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU' Morehead, Kentucky 40351 December 17, 1986 MOREHEAD ) 
SfAJE lNIVERSITY > 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST! CAL. T DEt~TITY ONLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATI.ON BEL.Oki 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: Ut-iDER 20 
SEX: MALE 
~~?? 31-40 41-50 50+ 
EDllCATJON: BELOW H.S. 
INCOME:. BELOW $~0 
STATUS: @'!PLOY_ 
H • S • H • S • ~+~-!:":"""':":~~~ 
$8,001-$15,000 
UNEMPLOYED 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl.FA SE CI RCL.E ONE ANSl,JER ONLY' 
IA. ARE YOU BLACK? 
@ NO 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, !Bl 
18. [>0 YOU LIVE IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY?. 
YES ,NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEklSPAPERS SER~!E A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
DON'T KNOW 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl.,ISPAPF.R? 
·~ 
~ NO <ANSWER .• Q. 7, 9 & 1~ ONLY) 
4. HOl,J LONG HAlJE YOU BEEN RFAD!NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
t~EoJSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
B 1-3 YEARS 
<£) 3-5 YEARS 
D MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5. oJHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE"JSPAPER? 
@. IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




E, ALL OF THE ABOlJE 
F NONE OF THE ABOlJE 











6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK f'lE~JSPAPERS? 
NO 






LES$ INFORMED ABOUT BLACK-RELATED !$SUES. 
DFPRIVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE OF HOl,1 CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
ALL. OF THE ABm!F.: 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
F. OTHER ANSl,JER =-----------------
8. DO YOU FEEL THE NEklS CO\)FRAGE IN YOUR LOCAL BLACI<'. NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
NO -- DOf,f' T KN Oki 
9. DO YOU FEFL YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEklSPAPER NEGATl\JELY INFLUF.NCES 
OPINION ON JSSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
I 0. 
YES ~ DON'T KNOkl 
DO YOU FEEL GENERAL 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
@ 
NE'l1.JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATF. CO~!ERAGE OF THE 
NO DON'T KNOJ,.J 
YOIJR 
11. HA~!E YOU E~!ER CHANGED YOUR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
~ NO DOM' T KNOW 
1 2. COMPARFD TO MA.JOR NEl,JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK 
NEIAISPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
NO DON·'T KM[ll,J 
.1 :i. HOl.,J WOULD_ YOU _ EtJALUATE THE--! MPACT THAT YOUR-LOCAL BLACK--NH,ISPAPER -
HAS ON YOUR OP I NI ON ABOUT THE FOLLOkl!NG I SSIJES? 
<5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLITICS a> 4 3 2 1 
B ECOl~OMICS 5 © 3 2 I 
c NATIONAL 5 4' @ 2 I 
D l~HERNATI ONAL 5 4 ® 2 1 
E LOCAL 5 (]) 3 2 1 
F STATE 5 4 ® 2 1 
(; EDUCATION <:::D 4 3 2 I 
H SPORTS 5 4 O> ,., 1 ,_ 
I RELIGION 5 ® 3 2 1 
J DRUGS 5 4 :§ 2 1 K SEX 5 
~ 
2 I 
L MARRIAGE 5 ® 2 1 
M CRIME 5 ® ::.< 2 1 












l 4 . DO YOU FEEL THE: INFLUENCES FROM NEvrn STORIES IN YOUR I. ClCAL BLACK 
NEV..ISPAPERS HAV f CAUSED Y OU T() REACT DI FFERF.NTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
Y F.S DON ' T KNOW 
15. IF Y OU MOVED, V.Jnl JL.D YOU f:ONT l NlJE TO SUBSf:R t BF Tfl YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
NO 
16. OOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPER COVER ISSUES t t·-J'v'OU.J I NG APART HE I() 
JN SOUTH AFRICA? 
NO 
t ?A . DOES Y OUR LOr;AL BLACK NEl..JSPAPER SIJGGEST HOL.J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
Y ES ~ DON ' T KNOW 
<GO T O Q . 18) 
17 8. IF Y ES, on Y OU? 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
1 7C. l..JHY? ANSl.JER: --------
1 8 . DO YOU HA'v'F. ANOTHER SOLIRCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLA~t\ NEl..JSPAPFR , FOR ~JALI D FACTS A BOUT APARTHFT D? 
NCl 
1 9 . rio i::s YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER KEEP YOIJ INFORMED ON OUR 
GOVERNMENTS ' POSITION ON APARTHEID? 
NO DON ' T KNQl,.J 
20A. ~n YOU FEEL Gono ABOLIT OUR GOVERl'-JMENTS ' POSITinN ON APARTHFIO? 
~ DON ' T KNOW 
20 8. l;.JHY'? 
SUR'v'EY IN THF 











1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, KPntucK y 40351 
JAN 0 9 REC'tl 
December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS : 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STATIST I CAL. TDENTITY ONLY, PLF.ASE cnMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOl.J 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 
SEX: MALE 
EDllt.AT J llN : BEL 01.-J H. S . 
INCOME : BELOW -$13 , 0 0 0 
STATUS: ~~ 
41-50 50 + 
.~. H. S .+ ADVANCED DEGREE ( S) 
(is 00 1-$1 5 o o , $15,00l-$25,ooo $25, ooo+ 
UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED> 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl. FASE CI RCLE=: ONE ANSWER ONLY' 





<YOU MAY SKIP Q. 18 ) 
18. DO YOU LIVE=: JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
(STOP HERE Af\JD RETURN > 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERVF. A SlGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YE S NO DON ' T KNOW 
"-._ 
3. DO YOU READ YOLIR LOCAL Bl.ACK NHJSPAPF.R? 
Nn 
<ANSWER Q, 7, 9 & 11 ONLY> 
4. HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RFADlNG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPER ? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
R 1-3 YEARS 
C :?l -5 YEARS 
D MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5. WHY DO YOU READ YOUR LnCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A IT ADDRE SSES MORE Bl.ACK-RELATEr> ISSUES. 
8 IT PRESENTS ISSUES BASED ON HOW IT EFFECTS THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY. 
C ENTERTAINMENT. 
D. COST . 
F. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 
G. OTHER ANSWER: 
6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLArK NEWSPAPERS? 
YFS NCi 
7. HOl,J WClllLD Y OU FFF.L IF Y OU DID NOT HAVE A LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A LFSS INFORMEn ABOUT Al .ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
8 DFPRTVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
C UNAWARE OF HOl-.1 CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNJTY . 
D AL.I . OF THE ABOV E 
F. NONE OF THE ABOVE . 
F. OTHER ANSvJER: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8 . DO Y OU FEF.1 THE NEl"IS Cf1l.JFRAGE l N Y CllJR I. ncAL BLACK NEWSPAPER ts 
I NFnRMAT I l)E? 
9. 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
[10 YOU FEFI y nuR I n r;AI. BL.ACK l'JFl-.ISPAPER NEGATI V ELY I NFLUFl'.JCES Y OUR 
rJPINION ON JSSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF. ? 
Y F.S NO ( DON "' T KNOl..J 
1 0. on Y OU FEEL GENERAL l'ffl1.JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATF CO,JERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNTTY ? 
Y ES NO DON "' T KNOW ) 
1 1 • HA,JF YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL , 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAV ING READ A NEWS STORY TN 
Y QlJR l .OCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES NO 
1 2 . COMPARF.D Tn MA.JOR NEl..JSPAPFRS, DO Y Ol I FEEL YOUR UJCAL. BL.ACK 
NEv.JSPAPE~· BEST MFETS Y'Cll IR CULTURAL At··ID/ OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
Y F S NO r>ON _, T KNOW ) 
~ . HOW l1JOULD Y OU P JALUATE THE I MPACT THAT YOUR L Of.AL BLACK NEL-.ISPAPER 
HAS ON Y r:tlJR OP I N ION A BOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
< 5=:; TRONGEST IMPAl.T ) 
A p n1 . J T I r:s 5 4 3 2 
8 ECOl•JOM I CS ~ 4 3 2 
c NATIONAL !"j 4 r , ~ .. 2 1 
D INTERNATIONAL 5 4 ~ ?. 1 
E LOCAL 5 4 3 2 
F STATE: 5 4 3 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 4 3 2 1 
H SPORTS 5 4 3 ?. 1 
I RELIGION 5 4 .-. ~ .. ? 
J r RUGS 5 4 3 2 1 
K SEX C" ~· 4 3 2 1 
I MARRIAGE 5 4 3 2 1 
M CRIME 5 4 3 2 1 







J 4 . DO YOU FEEL THE" INFLUENCE~: FF:OM NEV.I S STCIR I ES IN YOUR I. \!CAL BLACK 
~~ fl,,ISPAPERS HAV f CAUSED YOU T() REACT DI FFERF.NTl .Y TOWAROS nTHERS 
JN \.)ARI CIUS EN\.Jl RONMENTf.? 
Y F. S 
1 5. IF y nu MO\.JEO' V.Jnl IL D Y OU r:.ntn I NlJE TO sus s r .R l BF T(l Y OUR 
CURRfNT L.nrAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES NO 
1 ,!, • r'lOF:~ "( 01.JR LOCAL BLACK NEIAl : ;PAPER r.ovER I SSUES H~UOLV I NG APARTHElf) 
JN SOLITH AFR Jr:,..:;-::• 
Y ES NO DON'T KNOW 
17A. DQF.S YOUR L.nr.AL BLACK NJ:J,.ISPAPf:R SI IGGEST HOl..J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUS INESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
<GO TO Q. 18) 
178. IF YJ::S , on Y fllJ? 
YF.S DON ' T KNOW 
1 7(.. lA.IHY? ANSklER: --------
1 8. [>0 Y OU HAl.)F ANOTHER SCl llRCE OF REFERENCE, OTHEF: THAN Y OUR LOCAL. 
BLAL~ ~'l fli..ISPAPFR, FOR \JAL ID FACT S ABOUT APART HF TD? 
Y ES NCI 
1 9 . nni=s YOUR LOCAL Bl.ACK NEV.ISPAPER KEEP YOIJ INFORMED ON OUR 
GOVERNMENTS ' POSITION ON APARTHEID? 
NO 
::·n A . f1n YOU FEEL GO rt[l ABrtl IT OLIR GQl,) ERl-JMFNTS , POSIT I nN ON APART HF ID? 
T HAl·Jf-- ) f)I I l)FF.' I 
SFL F-ADDRE 'SSED 
f ES f NO DON " T KNOW 
ANSklFR : l"'1_,l\_,C_, (\.,'LL 0. ~l «l(', !\ 0..C c~t._ 
P~j(~ tZA. ~ ~~f-~ "' 
MIJCH FnR YOIJR TIME. P l. F:ASE RF:TURhl THIS SlJRl)EY IN TH~ 
STAMPED ENVE L OPE PROVIDED. 










1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, KentucKy 40351 
DPcember 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
JAN 0 9 RE.CO 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. T DEt•JT I TY ONLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELQl.1 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
2 1-30 ~ 1-40 ~ 50+ 
~
E 
H. S H. S .+ ADVANCED DEGRE ' ) 
$ 8 ' 0 1 -$1 5 ' 0 0 0 $ 1 5 ' 0 0 1 -$ 2 5 ' 0 I) 0 ~! 600? 
UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HQUSEWIFE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl. FASE CI RCL.F ONE ANSWER ONL Y 1 
JA. ARF YOU RIACK? 
<YOU M~IP Q. 1B ) NO 
18. DO YOU LH)E JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
~ 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERl..ff A SI GNI Fl CANT PIJRPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
NO 
"=I. DO YOU READ YOllR LOCA L. BLACK NEkl SPAPF.R? 
NCI 
<ANSWER Q, 7 , 9 & 11 ONLY> 
4 . HOl!J LONG HAVE YO U BEEN RFAD l NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPER ? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
R 1-3 YEARS 
r. 8-5 YEARS 
{!!;> MORE THAN 5 YF.AR S 






IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE ABOVE 






6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEl.<.ISPAPERS? e NO 
7. HC1l...J WOlll .. D YOLI FEEL. IF '(Ol.I DID t-JOT HAVE A LOCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
8. 
9. 
I 0 • 






LESS INFORMED ABOUT ALACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DF.PRlVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAl,JARE OF HOkl CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY • 
ALL OF THE ABOVF. 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHF.R ANSWER: ________________ _ 
DO YOU FEF.I. THE NEWS 
INFORMATIVE? 
COVFRAGE IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
~ NO DON'T KNOW 
DO YOU FEFL YrJlJR 1 ... 0r:AL BLACK NEl,ISPAPER NEGAT !\.!ELY I NFLUEl'>JCES YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF.? 
YES @ DON'T KNOl,J 
DO YOU FEEL GEl,JERAL 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
·@ 
NEl1JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE CO~JERAGE OF THE 
NO DON'T KNOl.<J 
I 
HAVE YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR JNTERNATI ONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEl.<JS STORY IN 
. YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
1 2. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl.JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NE~JSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOC! AL NEEDS? 
YFS .. ~ DON'T Kt~Ol.~ 
r -, • HOW WOUl_D YOU E'JALLIATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER 
HAS DN YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
( 5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A POL!TICS 5 @ 
1 
2 I 
B ECONOMICS 5 4 2 I 
c NATIONAL 5 4 2 1 
D INTERNATIONAL 
~ 
'4 ?. 1 
E LOCAL 4 3 2 1 
F STATE 4 3 2 1 
G EDUCATION 
~ ® 
3 2 I 
H SPORTS @ 3 2· 1 I RELi GI ON 
~ 
3 2 1 
J DRUGS 4 3 2 I K SE)( 5 3 2 I L MARRIAGE ·~ 3 2 I M CRIME 
&> 
3 2 I 
N NUCLEAR klAR ~ 3 2 1 ·-' 
Cl 
14. DO YOU FEEL THIO INFLUENCES FROM NEklS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
MEklSPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DI FFEREMTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 




'r'ES DOM'T KNOW 
IF YOU MO\!ED, kJnlJL.D YOU COl'1T!NlJE TO SUBSCR!BF TO YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? /e NO 
(>OES YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK NEl"ISPAPER COVER ISSUES Ir-l\!OLVING APARTHE! D 
IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
/~ 
DOES YOUR LOCAL 
BUSINESSES WITH 
/@ 
NO DON'T KNOW 
BLACK NEl,,ISPAPER SUGGEST HOkl YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
NO DON'T KNOl.J 
(GO TO Q. 18) 
1 78. IF YES, DD YOU? 
.@ 
ANSldER: 
NO DON'T KNO~ .# 
bfd.e~~~ 4_/M~ 1 7C. [,_IHY? 
18. DD YOU HAt.)E ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLACi>: !'IEl.JSPAPER, FDR \!ALI D FACTS ABOUT APARTHEID? ,,SJ· NO 
19. (>OES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER KEEP YOIJ INFORMED ON OUR 
GOt.)ERNMENT~S IT I OM ON APARTHEID? 
t:V t-lO DOM' T' KMQl,I 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GO\ID ~BOl.IT OU~ GO~:-JTS' POSl-Tlllt:l.ON APARTHFID? 
(ES ~ DON'T KNOW 
208. 1,JHY? ANSL-IER:~ ~ ?zd ;z:;-~ a_?~. 
THAt•W YOIJ \!ERY MIJCH FOR YOIJR TIME. Pl.EASE RF.:TURt'-l THIS SlJRt)EY IM THE 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 




1405 Car-tmell Hall/MSU 
Mor-ehe•d, KentucKy 40351 
December- 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
JAN 0 9 RECD 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STATISTICAL. IDENTITY ONLY, PLF.ASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BEL.Ol•J 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 
SEX: MALE 






OTHER ( I • E. , STUDENT, 
HOUSEl.J I FE, .RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl..F.ASE CI RCL.F. ONE AN Ski ER ONLY 1 
IA. ARE YOU BLACK? 
@) NO 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, lB) 
! 8. DO YOU L!~)E IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl.JSPAPERS SERVE A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
DON'T KNOW 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL. BL.ACK NEl,ISPAPER? 






-- lf:'.iE)- . 
<ANS~JER GL 7, 9 & 11 ONLY> 
YOU BEEN RF.AD!NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
1-3 YEARS 
3-5 YEARS 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5. klHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE~JSPAPER? 
A IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
B IT PRESENTS ISSUES BASED ON HOW IT EFFECTS THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY. 
C ENTERTAINMENT. 
D. COST • 
E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 
G. OTHER ANSWER: 
... '. 
6, DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NE!.ISPAPERS? 
YES NO 
7. HO\,J WOHLD YOU FF.EL IF YOU DID NOT HAl.JE A LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A LESS INFORMED ABOUT ALACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
8 . DFPRTVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
~ UNAWARE OF HOl.J CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
D ALL OF THE ABOVF.: 
E. NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
F. OTHER ANSvJER =-----------------
8. DO YOU FEEL THE NEl.JS COVERAGE IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
9. 
NO ---- DON'T KNOW--
DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPER NEGATI\!ELY INFLUENCF.:S YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
NO 
1 0. DO YOU FEEL GENERAL tffl1JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
NO DON' T KNOl,J 
11 • HAVE YOU EVER CHANGED YOUR OP I NI ON ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, ' 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEl>.JS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES DON'T KNO!.I 
1 2. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl,JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL. BLACK 
NEIAISPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
NO DON'T KNOvJ 
....:. -, . HOW 11 •. IOLJLD YOU EVALUATE THE IMF'ACT -THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEV.ISPAPER 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOvJI NG ISSUES? 
( 5=STR.ONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLITICS 67 4 3 2 1 
B ECOt,JOM I CS a;, 4 3 2 1 
c NATIONAL 5/ 4 3 2 1 
D It·JTERNATI ONAL 6? 4 8 2 1 
E LOCAL 5 g:; 3 2 I 
F STATE 5 4 @ 2 1 
G EDUCATION eY 4 3 2 I 
H SPORTS 5 15) 3 2 I 
I RELIGION @ 4 3 2 1 
J DRUGS 
~ 
4 3 2 I 
K SEX 4 3 2 1 
L MARR!AGF.: 4 3 2 I 
M CRIME 5 @ 3 2 1 




l 4. DO YOU FEEL THIO INFLUENCES FROM NEklS STORIES IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
~~El,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOl.JARDS OTHERS 
JN \JAPJOUS ENVIRONMENTS?' 
YES DON'T KNOW 
I 5. IF YOU MO~!ED, L.JOI JLD YOU GONT I NlJE TO SUBS CR l BF. TO YOUR 
CURREt~T LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
NO riON'T KNOkl 
16. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK ~lEklSPAPER COVER ISSUES IN')OL~!JNG APARTHEID 
IN SOUTH AF.PICA? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
I 7A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,ISPAPER SUGGEST HOl.J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH Tj~i JN s6uT~ ~FRICA? 
NO DDr'YT KNOl.J 
(GO TO Gi. 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
1 7C. f,JHY? ANSklER : _______ _ 
18. DO YOU HAt)E ANOTHEF.'. SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLACK NEl"'ISPAPF:R, FOR ~!AL ID FACTS ABOUT APARTHEID? 
YES 
1 9. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
ClOVERNMENTS' POSIT! ON ON APARTHEID? 
NO 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABDI.IT OUR GO\)ERl-JMENTS' POSJTlnN ON APARTHFID? 
- - - NO - DON"f- KNOW --
208. 1,JHY? ANSv,IEF.'.: _______ _ 
THAl~K YIJIJ \!EF;'Y MIJCl:I FOP YOUR TIME. Pl_EASE RF:TURM THIS SUR~!EY IN THE 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PPO\JIDED. 
BEST IA! SHES FOR A \_!ERY HAPPY HOLi DAY SEASON' 
, 'JAN 0 9 RECD M 1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU Morehe~rl, Kentucky 40351 December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: MOREHEAD ~ 
srATE lJlllVERSITY " 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT! ST! CAL. 1 DENT I TY ONLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE !NFORMATI ON BELOkl 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 
SEX: {MALE) 
21-30 31-40 41-50 ('50!) 
EDUCATJON: BELO~.) H.S. 
FEMALE "-
H. S. H. S. + cAbVANCED DEGREE< SJ> 
INCOME: BELOl,J $8,000 $8,001-$15,000 $15,001-$25,000 $25,000+ 
STATUS: EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEl,J I FE, (Rf¥T I RED)) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
PLFASE Cl RCL.E ONE ANSklER ONLY! 
JA. ARE YOU Bl.ACK? 
YES 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, lB) 
!B. DO YOU LIVE IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERVE A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMLltcll TY? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEl"ISPAPER? 
NO 
<ANSl>JER Q. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4. HOkl LONG HA'JE YOU BEEN RF.ADI NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPER? 
A L.ESS THAN l YEAR 
B 1-3 YEARS 
C 3-5 YEARS 
@ MORE THAN 5 YEARS 







IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABO~~E 
/,,,. _ _A___,._ /• -:I'=- -· ; 







. fi. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEIAISPAPERS? 
NO 






LESS INFORMED ABOUT BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPR!VED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
Ut~AWARE OF HOhJ CURRENT I SSUF.S EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
AU. OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSWER: ________________ _ 
DO YOU FEEL THE NEWS COVERAGE IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
NO DON·'T KNOW 
00 YOU FEEi.. Yt1lJR L.11CAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPER NEGATIVELY INFLUENCES YOl.IR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF.? 
YES DON'T KNOl,,J 
1 0 . DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NE'V.JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE CO\)ERAGE OF THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
11. HAVE YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
12. COMPARED TD MA.JOR NEIAJSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK 
NEl<.ISPAPER BEST MF.ETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
NO DON'T KNOt<.I 
. -, 
l - •• HOW 1,,JOULD YOU EVALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL Bl.ACK NEh,ISPAPER 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
<S=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
5 CD ~ A POLITICS 3· 2 I L. --
B ECOl,Jl)M I CS CD 4 3 2 1 
c NATIONAL 5 ~ 3 2 1 D INTERNATIONAL 5 3 2 1 
E LOCAL ® 4 3 2 1 
F STATE 5 ® 3 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 ® 3 2 1 
H SPORTS ® 4 ~ 2 1 ,, 
I RELIGION 5 4 ID 2 1 
J DRUGS ® 4 3 2 1 
K SE>< 5 ® 3 2 1 
L MARRIAGE 5 @ 3 2 1 
M CRIME ® 4 3 2 I N NUCLEAR V.JAR 4 3 2 1 
c 
14. DO YOU FEEL THE INFLUENCES FF:OM NHJS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
NEklSPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
IN VAPIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
15. IF YOU MO~!ED' t.Jnl JL.D YOU r::or~T INlJE TO SUBS CR! BF TO YOUR 
CUPRENT LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES NO 
16. QOES YOUR l..OGAL BLACK NE~JSPAPER COVER ISSUES IN<)OLVING APARTHEl D 
IN SOUTH AFRICA:> 
NO DON'T KNOt.I 
I ?A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEbJSPAf"ER SUGGEST HOI.~ YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES (@) DON'T KNOW 
(GO TO G'J. 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
"YES NO DON'T KNOW 
1 7C. l>JHY? ANSl,JER: _______ _ 
I 8. [>0 YOU HA\..'E ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLAL:t; NEWSPAPER, FOR \!ALI D FACTS ABOUT APARTHEID? 
NO 
1 9. QOF.S YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
t>Ot,'ERNMENTS' POSITION Ot-·l APARTHEIO? 
~ NO 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOLIT OUR GOVERNMENTS' 
YES 
DON, T KNQl,J . 
POSITlflt··l ON APARTHEID? 
\DOt-·J'T KNOW) 
20B. 1,JHY? ANS~..IER: Iw Tl-IE' Et.Jo Jut;rtcG s11oul.'D PREvAiL. Jllsiie..& 
Ct:>MPLGx l!rND 1:'£PFNbS t>N .,-1-1i; Fi'C'.J.i't:~ll!HJ$ 1 St>t::lllL. 1 ,!r::e.~/c-r-,/G 1 tli'J-M .b 
fl'oLTicAL C.1:.i-1b,,.10..i;. IHoi'E. A..,~ f'RA'f ~ e A PeAc:.t: l=IJL Sol. u'i'a o 1-J, 
THANK '(QIJ \,tER'i MIJCH FQR YOUR TI ME. Pl .EASE RETURN TH IS SUR<v'EY 1 N THF. 
SELF-AODRESSED STAMPED ENl...'ELOPE PROt,,1 I DED. 
BEST !,,IJBHES FOR A \JF.R"t HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON' 









1405Cartmel1 Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, K~ntucKy 4035 1 
DPcember 17, 1986 
JAN 0 9 Rttil 
SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. T DENT I TY ONLY, PLF:ASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BEL.QI.I 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 
SE="X : MA LE 
2 1-30 
FEMALE 
8 1-4(1 41-50 
EDlll.AT JON: BEL OW H. S. H.S . H. S .+ ADVANCED DEGREE <S > 
INCOME: BELOW $8 1 000 $8,001-$15 , 000 $15,00 1-$25,000 $25,000+ 
STATUS : EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I . E. , STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED> 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl FASE CI RCL.f ONE ANSl1JER ONLY 1 
JA. ARF YOU RIACK? 
YES 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q. 18 ) 
18 . 00 YOU LilJE JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
B NO <STOP HERE AND 
2 . DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEW SPAPERS SERl.)F A S IGNIFICANT PIJRPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUN I T r'? 
YE S NO 
., 00 YOU READ YOl.IR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPF.R? 
NCI 
<ANSWER Q . 7 , 9 & 11 ONLY ) 
4 , HOl1J LONG HAl.JE YOU BEEN RFAD l NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NF.v.JSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
R 1-3 Y17.ARS 
C ~-5 YEARS 
D MORE THAN 5 YF.ARS 
5. WHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A If ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
RETURN ) 




F. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 




1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentucky 40351 
D~cember 17, 1986 SURVEY ' QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. T DEt·-JT I TY ONLY, PLF.ASE r.nMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOl.t 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 2 1-30 ~ 1-40 41-50 50+ 
SEX: MALE FF.MALE 
EDllC:AT JON: BEL OV.J H. S . H.S. H.S. + ADVANCED DEGREE (S) 
INCOME : BF.:L 01,J $8, 0 0 0 $8, 00 1- $15,000 $ 15 ,001-$25,000 $25,000+ 
STATUS: EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED > 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl. FASE CI RCL.I? ONE ANSl,JER ONLY 1 
JA. ARF YOU 81ACK? 
Y ES 
<Y OU MAY SK IP Q. 18 ) 
l 8 . DO YOU LI tJ f Jt,J A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUN I TY ? 
Y ES NO 
CSTOP HERE AND RETURN > 
'2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK t·,JEWSPAPERS SER\,)F A S l GN IF I CANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITr'? 
YES NO 
1 . DO YOl.I READ YOllR LOCAL BL.ACK NEl1JSPAPF.R? 
t-Jli 
<ANSWER Q . 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4 . HOvJ L. ON G HAVE YOU BEEN RFAD l NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEvJSPAF'ER ? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
R 1 - 3 YF:ARS 
r. 8 -5 YEARS 
D MO RE THAN 5 YF.ARS 
5. WHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES . 
B IT PRfSENTS I SSUE S BASED ON HOW IT EFFECTS THE 
BLACK COMM UNITY. 
C ENTERTAINMENT. 
0 . COST. 
F. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 
G. OTHER ANSWER : 
ex 
JAN 1 4 llEL1 Ill 140 5 Car trrre 1 1 Ha 1 1 /MSU Morehea~, Kentucky 40351 December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: MOREHEAD ~ 
SfATE l.NVERS/TY " 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST! CAL. l DENT I TY ONLY, PLF.ASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOl•.1 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UN ER 20 




EDLICAT JON: Oki H. S. 
INCOME: BEL.Oki $8 1 000 
~.,.;;.H;·~s7.-:;7;;-;::~~~~+-:-:; ADVANCED DEGREE(S) 
'-.:!:~::":':'.":'-:-~$~1~5~0~0~. ~15,001-$25,000 $25,000+ 
STATUS: EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED iifi RiLD OTHER < I • E. , STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED> 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * 
Pl.F.ASE Cl RCL.E. ONE ANSl,JER ONLY 1 
IA. ARE YOU BL.ACK? 
·~ 
<YOU M~P Q. lB) 
NO 
1 B. DO YOU LI VE IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUN I TY? 
NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN> 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK t··lEl,JSPAPERS SERVE A SI GNI Fl CANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
3, DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE!.ISPAPER? 
'(ES @> 
<ANSl-JER cl. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4. HOl,J LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RF.ADTNG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEf,JSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
B 1-3 YEARS 
C 3-5 YEARS 
<T:LJ MORE THAN 5 YEARS 








IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES.-




ALL OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABO~,IE 
OTHER ANSWER: 
.} 







6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEIAISPAPERS? 
YES NO 









LESS INFORMED ABOUT ALACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DF.PRH!ED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE Of HOIAI CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
ALL OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSWER=-----------------
DO YOU FEEL THE NEIAIS COVE'RAGE ·tN YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER rs 
INFORMATIVE? 
YES NO DON·'T KNOW , 
DO YOU FEEL Yf11JR LOCAL. Bl.ACK NEl,ISPAPER NEGATl')ELY INFLUENCES YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
YES NO c§°'T ~~ 
I 0 • DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NE~JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES .NO 
11. HAVE YOU EVER CHANGED YOUR OPIN~ON i;tBOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL. SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
12. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl,JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL At,JD/OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
YF.S DON'T KNOkl 
1 '<. HOW 11.IOUL.D YOU E'JALUATE THE• IHPACT THAT .YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOl.IING ISSUES? 
(5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLITICS 5 4 @ 2 l 
B ECOl..JOMI CS 5 4 ~ 2 1 
c NATIONAL 5 4 
~ 
2 1 
D INTERNATIONAL 5 4 2 1 
E LOCAL ·5 4 
~ 
2 1 
F STATE 5 4 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 4 
~ 
2 1 
H SPORTS 5 4 ., 1 ,_ 
I RELIGION 5 4 2 l 
J DRUGS 5 4 
I 
2 I 
K SEX ;; 4 2 I 
L MARRIAGE !:i 4 2 I 
M CRIME 5 4 2 l 
N NUCLEAR HAR 5 4 © 2 l 
c 
c 





on YOU FEfl THE INFLUENCES 
NEl1,ISPAPERS HAVf CAUSE D Y OU 
JN VARIOUS ENV IRONMENTS? 
~ 
FROM NH.JS STORIES IN Y OUR I. llCAL BLACK 
T() REACT D IFFERFNTI~ TOWAROS OTHERS 
Dl!N ' T KNOW 
IF Yrlll 1-10'-.JEO' Wnl IL. D Y()ll r~ntH I NlJE TO s ussr.R T BF T n Y OUR 
CURRfNT LnCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
Y f S 
noES Y8UR I O~AL BLACK 
JN SOUTH A F RJ CA-::· 
@) 
----~ Q> nf'l " T KN r1vJ ___, NO 
NEWSPAPER COVER ISSUES INVOLVING APARTHEin 
NO DON " T KNOW 
\ 7A. onF.s Y OUR t.nr.AL BLACK NF:l1.ISPAPER SIJGGEST H()l,J Y OU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WI TH TIES TN SOUTH AFRI CA? 
NO DDr,r T KNOW 
<GO TO C! . 18) 
178. IF ) ES, on Y ()lJ? 
NCI DON " T KNOW 
1 7C. l...JHY? ANSlJER : 13 ~fr kTt TUt ~ 
18 . [>() YOU HAUF At.JOT HER SCll.IRCE OF REFERENCE, OTHEF: THAN Y OUR LOCAL 
BLA L.t.: NfWSPAPF R , FOR 1,JAU D FACT S ABnUT APARTHF l D? 
@ NO 
1 9 . fJrt t=S YOUR LOCAL Bl.ACK 
GOVERNMENTS ' POSITION 
Nflt-ISPAPER KEEP Y OIJ T NFORMED ON OUR 
ON APARTHEI D? 
~ DON " T KNQl,_I 
.20A . f>li YOU FEEL GOCID ABnl IT OllR GO\JEF:f\JMFNTS ; POS IT I nN ON APART HF ID? 
i'ES ~ DON ' T KNOW 
ANst..iFR : tJ o i:: Tiu rt. D /J ?Of; . IJJHY? IM F'o. 
TH~l.Jf-. , ill I VFP ·, MIJCH FCIR YOUR TT ME . Pl .F:ASE RETURl\l TH I S SlJR'-,,i Ey IN THF 
SFLF-ADDRE ·;SED STAMPEC1 ENUELOPE PRQl) I DED . 
BEST l,Jl SHES FOR A ~)FRY HAPP·, HOLIDAY SEASOt'J' 
> 
JAN 1 7 RftD 
1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentucky 40351 
DP c ember I 7, 1 986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 






0. .dQ FEMALD 81-40 
EDlll.ATJrlN: BELOW H.S. fi. S. H. S . + 
INCOME: 00 $ 8,001-$15 ,000 
UNEMPLOYED STATUS : 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl. FASE CIRCL.f ONE: ANSWER ONLY' 




<Y OU Q. 18 ) 
1 8 . DO YOU Lllv1E JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
G NO <STOP HERE AND RETURN ) 
2 . DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SF.:RVF. A SIGNI FI CANT PIJRPOSE 




@ NO DON ' T KNOW 
DO YOlJ LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPF.R? 
t..J[I 
<ANSWER Q , 7, 9 & 11 ONLY> 
HOV-I L.ONGr;. H V YOU BEEN RF.AD l NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPE 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
1- 3 Yl::ARS 
r. 8-5 YEARS (9 MORE THAN 5 YF.ARS 





IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATE() ISSUES. 
IT PRESENTS I SSUES BASED ON HOW IT EFFECTS THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY . 
ENTERTAINMENT. 
COST. 
ALL OF THE ABQl)E 
NONE OF THE ABOVE 






DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEWSPAPERS? 
<:;;;;; NO 




LfSS INFORMEn ABOUT Al .ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPRTVED ClF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE OF HOl,J CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
AU . OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSvJER =-----------------
8. [>0 YOU FEF.: I THE NEl.JS CrJ~)FRAGE IN YOUR I. ncAL BLACK NEWSPAPER I s 
INFllRMATJ VF? ® NO DON'T KNOW 
9. uO YOU FEFI YlllJR I nr;AL BL.ACK Nfl,JSPAPER NEGATI VELY INFLUFNCES Yl1l.IR 
IJPINION ON JSSUES OF LO~ATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCClPF.? 
Y F. S ~ DON ' T KNOIAI 
1 0 • GENERAL NEWSPAPERS LA CK ADEQUAT F. COVERAGE OF THE 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
11. HAUF YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOC:AL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
YOl.IR l .OCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
~ NO DON'T KNOW 
1 2 . COM PARF.r> Tn MA.JOR NEl.JSPAPFRS, DO YOll FEEL Y OUR UJCAL. BL.ACK 
NEvJSPAPE~ MEETS '(fHIR CLILTLIRAL Al,JD/ OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
((3 NQ r>ON ' T KNOIAI 
HOW l1J OULD YOU ElJALUATE THE I MPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER 
HAS ON YlllJR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 















PC!l J TI CS 5 (;) 
ECON QM I CS ~ 4 
NATIONAL ('.5:) 3....._ 
INTERNATIONAL 5 (.9/' 
LOCAL ~~. 4 
STATE , 4 
EDUCATION 4 
SPORTS 5 4 
RELIGION ~ 4 

































l 4. DO YOU FEEL THE INFLUENCES FF~OM NEV.IS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
NEl,,ISPAPERS HAVF CAUSED YOU Tr:J REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
15. 
IN l)ARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
YES 
IF YOU MO~!ED, klnlJLD 
CURRENT ~CK 
/'NO) DON'T KNOl~ 
YOU Cnt-.JT~ SUBSr.RtBF. TO YOUR 
NEWSPAPER? 
16. DOES YOUR l..OCAL BLACK NHJSPAPER COVER ISSUES JNl}QLVING APARTHEID 
IN SOUT~ 
( ~ NO DON'T KNOW 
I 7A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NF.l,,ISPAPf-R S_l)GGEST Hr:JI.~ YOU SHOULD RF.ACT TO 
BUSINESSES ~JITH TIES IN SO~TH , A? 
YES NO Dot-YT KNQl,_I 
<G -i. 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 




ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
FOR ~!AL ID FACTS ABOUT APARTHF. ID? 
riOF.S YD JR LOCAL BLACK 
GOt,'ERNMENT~ IT I ON 
~ 
NO 
NEWSPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
ON APARTHEID? 
NO 
20A. DO YEtU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR GO~!EF~l··JMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHFID? 




20 8. 1,JHY? ANSV.IER !d?Jo .c~ o - c_Q__. -'<!r-1::....><-X-"-' '--"--'<---' 
~  ~~~ 
THANK l FOR YOUR TIME. Pl.EASE RETURN THIS SlJRt)EY !hi THF 
ENt)ELOPE PRO\} I DED. 
BF.ST 1,,IISHES FOR A ~}FRY HAPPY HOLIDAY 3EASOl,J! 
1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU 
Morehe~d, Kentucky 40351 
December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL 1 DENT I TY ONLY, PL.EASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELOh.J 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
AGE: UNDER 20 ~ 31-40 41-50 ~ 
SEX: MALE ~ ~ AD~EGREE(S) EDllCAT 1 ON: BEL lJl,J H. S. 
INCOME: BELOW $8,000 $8,001-$15,000 $15,001~ $25,000+ 
STATUS: CfMPLOYEQ/· UNEMPLOYED OTHER (I • E. , STUDENT, 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl.. FA SE CIRCLE ONE ANSl,,IER ONLY 1 
IA. ARE YOU BL.ACK? 
<YOU M~KIP Q, 18) NO 
1 8. DO YOU LI ~!E IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUN I TY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl.JSPAPERS SERVE A SI GNI FI CANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
. 3. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEklSPAPF.R? 
4. 
NO 
(ANSl.JER Q, 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
HQl,J LONG HAVE 
NEWSPAPER? 





C 3-5 YEARS 
YEAR 
D <:fiORE THAN 5 YEARS-.....__, 
5. ~JHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
~IT ADDRESSES MORE.BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 
G. OTHER ANSWER: 
6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEIAISPAPERS? 
NO 
7. HOl<.I WOULD YOU FF.EL IF YOU DID NOT HA~!E A LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
@ LESS INFORMED ABOUT BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
B DFPRlVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
C UNAWARE OF HOl-" CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE , Bl~ACK 
COMMUNITY. 
D AL.I.. OF THE ABO~!E 
F.. NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
F. OTHER ANSWER: ________________ _ 
8. DO YOU FEEL THE NEl-"S COVF.RAGE TN YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
NO - DON''T KNOW 
9. DO YOU FEEL Yf1UR L 08AL BLACK NEl--iSPAPER NEGATIVELY INFLUENCES YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
1 0 • 
YES 




NEl,JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
NO 
11. HA~!E YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OP I NI ON ABOUT AN I SSL.IE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL. SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS'STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES DON'T KNQW 
12. COMPARED TO MA 0JOR NEl.iSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR l.OCAL BLACK 
NEIAISPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
YF.S DON'T KNOl.J 
• :: • HOW IAIOULD YOU EVALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEIAISPAP~R 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
<5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLITICS 5 4 6J 2 1 
B ECONOMICS 5 @ 3 2 I 
c NATIONAL 5 & 3 2 I 
D INTERNATIONAL 5 4 G) 2 I 
E LOCAL 5 4 3 2 CJ) 
F STATE 5 4 ([) 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 ~ & 2 I H SPORTS 5 2 I 
I RELi GI ON .5 4 0 2 I 
J DRUGS 5 4 ¢ © I K SEX 5 4 2 I 
L MARRIAGE 5 CV 2 I 
M CRIME 5 
~ 
3 CP I 
N NUCLEAR !.<JAR 5 3 2 1 
14. DO YOU FEEL THE INFLUENCES FROM NE\,JS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
NHJSPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOl,JARDS OTHERS 
IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
15. IF YOU MOVED, f,.JnlJL.D YOU r:flNTINlJE TO SUBSCR!BF TO YOUR 
CURRENT U1CAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
l'ES NO 
16. DOES YOUR LDC.AL BLACK NHJSPAPER COVER ISSUES lNlJOLVIl'>!G APARTHEID 
IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
I 7A. DOES YOUR LOl;AL BLACK NE~,ISPARER SUGGEST HOl,I YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES NO 
(GO TO 0. 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
1 7C. (,JHY? ANSV.IER '--------
18. DD YOU HA\-'E ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLAU'. !'IE\,ISPAPER, FOR \!AL ID FACTS ABOUT APARTHEID? 
1 9. DOF.S YOUR LOCAL' BL.ACK NE!.ISPAPER KEEP YOU I NFDRMED ON OUR 
GOtJERNMENTS' POSIT I ON ON APARTHEID? 
YES B DON·'T KNOl,I 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR G0\,1ERNMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHFID? 
YES DON'T KNOW 
208. l,.IHY? ANSVJER: --------
THANK ''(QI.I t.)ER\' MUCH FOR YOUR TIME. Pl.EASE RETURl·-J THIS SUR\,IEY IN THE 
'.3ELF-ADDRFSSED STAMPED EN\,IELOPE PF~0\-1 I DED • 
• 






1405 Car tmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentucky 4 0351 
JAN 2 3 REC'D 
December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STATI STI CAL. TDENTITY ONLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BELO[,..I 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 








H. S . H. S .+ (,ADVANCED DEGREE ( S) , · /, 1; 
$ 8 ' 0 0 1 -$ 1 5 ' 0 0 0 $ 1 5 ' 0 0~1 -$ 2 5 ' 0 0 0 . 5 CiC:i(f+--- ./ 
SEX: 
UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I . E . , STUDENT, ~ 
INCOME: 
STATUS: 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED> ~ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl.FASE CIRCLE ONE ANSWER ONLY' 
JA. ARF YOU BIACK? 
YES 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, 18) 
18. [>(I YOU LI 1.)E JN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES ~ <STOP HERE AND RETURN ) 
'2 • DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SE RVF. A SlGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO DON ' T KNOW 
1 . DO Y OU READ YOllR LOCAL. BLACK NEklSPAPFR? 
·L 
ffS 







<ANSWER Q, 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
YOU BEEN RFADlNG YOUR L.O CAL BLACK 
LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
1-3 YEARS 
8 -5 YEARS 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5 . l1JHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A Ir ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
8 IT PRESENTS I SSUES BASED ON Hnw IT EFFECTS THE 
BLACK COMM UNITY. 
C ENTERTAINMENT. 
D. COST. 
E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABOVE 




1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU 
Morehe•rl, Kentucky 40351 
December 17, 1986 SURVEY QUEST~ONS: Ill MOREHEAD 
~lNVERSIJY 
FOR STATISTICAL. IDENTITY 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
ONLY, PLF.ASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATION BEL.Oki 
AGE: ~20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+ 
SEX: ~~ 
EDUCAT JON: . H. S. 
FEMALE ~ -
H.S. H.S.+ ADVANCED DEGREE(S) 
$8,001-$1.5,0 ~001-$25,000 $25,000+ INCOME: BELO~J $8-;-000 
STATUS: EMPLOYED 
UNEMPLOYED <:::!A: :~~E~. RE~~~~~~T' 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl.F.ASE CIRCL.F. ONE ANSl>JER ONLY' 




<YOU Q. 1B) 
18. DO YOU LI•.!E IN A BL.ACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERVE A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
JN THE BLACK COMMUN(TY? 
YES NO 
1. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL. BLACK NEklSPAPF.R? 
r:w 
( ANSl.JER 0. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4. HQl,,I LONG HA'.!E YOU BEEN RF.ADI NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEWSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
8 1-3 Yl::ARS 
C 3-5 YEARS 
D MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
5. ~.IHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK NEWSPAPER? 
A. IT ADDRESSES MORE BL.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F NONE OF THE ABO\!E 
G. OTHER ANSWER: 
' ' . 
6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEv .. ISPAPERS·? 
YES NO 






LESS INFORMED ABOUT BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DF.PR PJED OF SOC I AL l NFORMAT l ON. 
UNAWARE OF HQl,1 CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
ALL. OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. •\, 
OT HER ANSvJER 1 S;e:Thkit ¢'f' t" 10)°\ c?:f\ cf)(?\'fN!'!i t ~ 
DO YOU FEEL THE NEV..IS CO\)FRAGE IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK t-.JEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
DO YOU FEFL YOUR L fJCAl. BLACK NF.V.ISPAPER NEGAT!l.!ELY INFLUENCES YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
YES g DON'T KNOV.1 
1 0. DO 'r"OU FEEL GENERAL N!'"l,JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO DON'T KNOV.J 
11. HAVE YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
~(ES NO 
12. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl,JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL. BLACK 
NEl,JSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOCIAL NEEDS? 
.Y .. F.S NO DON'T KNOH 
-, HOW l,IOULD YOU E'.'ALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEV.ISPAPER r -, • 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
( 5=STF::ONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLJTJCS 5 4 3 2 1 
B ECONOMICS 5 4 3 2 1 
c NATIONAL 5 4 ~. ,, 2 1 
D INTERNATIONAL. 5 4 8 2 1 
E LOCAL 5 4 3 2 1 
F STATE 5 4 3 2 1 
G EDUCATION 5 4 3 2 1 
H SPORTS 5 4 3 ,, ,_ 1 
I RELIGION 5 4 3 2 I 
J DRUGS 5 4 3 2 1 
K SEX 5 4 3 2 1 
L MARRIAGE 5 4 3 2 1 
M CRIME ~ , .. 4 3 2 1 











' ' ' ' ' t 
t 
' 
J 4. DO YOU FEEL. THE INFLUENCES FROM NEWS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
NEl,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
IN VAR I OLIS ENt)! RONMENTS? 
YES NO Dt.IN 'T KNOhJ 
15. IF YOU MOVED, 1,JOIJL.D YOU CONTINU.E TO SUBSCRIBE TO YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES NO 
16. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK t•lEl,JSPAPER COVEF: ISSUES INtJOLVING APARTHEID 
JN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
1 7A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEf,.JSPAPER SUGGEST HOl.J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES IJJITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
<GO TO Q, 18) 
17B. IF YES, DO YOU? 
YES NO DON'T KNOW 
17C. t.IHY? ANSl,JER : _______ _ 
I 8. flO YOU HA\)E ANOTHER ~;OUF:CE OF REFERENCE, OTHEF.: THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLACK t-IEklSPAPER, FOR ~JAL ID FACTS ABOUT APARTHF. ID? 
YES NO 
19. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
GOVERNMENTS' POSIT! ON Ot-·l APARTHEID? 
YF.S NO DON'T KNOl,I 
2flA. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT DUR GOVERt··JMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHFID? 
YES ~ DON··T KNOW 
20 8. 1,JHY? ANSv.JER '--------
THANK YOIJ VERY MIJCH FOR YOIJR TIME. Pl.EASE RF.TURI~ THIS SURt,.'EY IN Tf;IF. 
:3ELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENt.)ELOPE PF:Ot,.1 I DED. 





JAN 2 4RB:IJ 
M JAM ' ,. RECTI 1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU Morehe•d, Kentucky 40351 
December 17, 1986 SURVEY Q~EST~ONS: MOREHEAD~ 
SrATE LNlVERSIJY ' 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. 1 DENT I TY ONL. Y, PLEASE COMPLETE THE I NFORMAT 1'0N BEL.Ol,I 
ABOUT YOURSELF. , 
AGE: ~20 ~ 81-40 41-50 50+ 
SEX: 
EDU CAT JON: BELOl,J H. S. 
INCOME: BEL.Ol,J 00 
FEMALE 
~. s. H. s. + GDVANCED DEGREEi.S:'Y 
d~OOl-$15,0[D7 $15,001-$25 1 000 $25 1 000+ 
STATUS: PLOYE UNEMPLOYED OTHER <I.E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEl.J I FE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
+. * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl.FA SE CIRCLE ONE At·lSklER ONLY! 
J A• ARE YOU Bl.ACK? 
.G;/ NO 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q, 18) 
!B. DO YOU LIVE IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl,ISPAPERS SERVE A SIGN l'F I CANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
c5? NO DON'T KNOW 
' i. DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,,ISPAPF.R? 
NO 
(ANSl.JER Q. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4. HOl,J LONG HAVE YOU BEEN READING YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEl,JSPAPER? 
A 





MORE THAN 5 YEARS 







IT ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABO•_!E 
OTHER ANSWER: 





~ ' . 
•!:& • DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEIAISPAPERS? 
7. 
. e NO 
HQ[,) wrn ILD YOU FEEL IF YOU DID NOT HA\!E A LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
A LESS INFORMED ABOUT Bl.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
(]'.) DFPRTVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
C UNAWARE OF HOH CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
D ALL. OF THE ABOVE 
E. NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
F. OTHER ANSvJER =-----------------
8. DO YOl,1 FEEL THE NEWS COl)FRAGE IN YOlJR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
YES DON·'T KNOIAI 
9. DO YOU FEFI .. Yl1l.IR L Of":AL BL.ACK NEl,JSPAPER NEGAT I \!ELY I NFLUFNCES YOUR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
10. 
YES GI DON'T KNOl,I 
DO YOU FEEL GENERAL 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
~ 
NEl,JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
NO DON'T KNOH 
11 • HA\.'E YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEIAIS STORY IN 
YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER"? 
G NO DON'T KNOW 
12. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NEl,JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEl,JSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AND/OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
' ~. HOl,J IAIOULD YOU E'.'ALLIATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEv,ISPAPER 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOl,Jlt~G ISSUES? 
( 5=STRONGEST IMPACT) 
A POLITICS 5 4 Q 2 
~ B ECONOMICS ~ 4 3 2 c NATIONAL 5 4 3 2 D INTERNATIONAL 5 4 & 2 E LOCAL 5 4 2 1 
F STATt: 5 4 3 2 & G EDUCATION 5 4 3 2 
H SPORTS 5 4 3 ,, CD ,_ 
I RELIGION c 4 3 l2) 1 ·-' 
J DRUGS 5 4 3 2 
& K SE>: 5 4 3 2 L MARRIAGE 5 4 3 2 
M CRIME 5 4 6J 2 I 
N NUCLEAR WAR c 4 3 2 (}) '·' 
l 4. DO YOU FEEL. THE INFLUENCES FROM NEklS STORIES IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
NEh,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
YES @ DON'T KNOW 
15 •. IF YOU MOVED, WOl .ll.D 
CURRENT LCICAL BLACK 
YOU CONTINUE TO 
NEWSPAPER? 
SUBSCR!BF TO YOUR 
l'ES tD DON'T KNOh,I 
.16. DOES YOUR LOCAL 81..ACK 
IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
NEklSPAPER COVER ISSUES INVOLVING APARTHEID 
60 NO 
I 7A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE~JSPAPER SUGGEST 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES JN SOUTH AFRICA? 
YES ~ 
(GO TO LL 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
YES NO 
1 7C. 1,JHY? ANSl,JER : _______ _ 
DON'T KNOW 
HO!.~ YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
DON'T KNOW 
DON'T KNOW 
1 8. DO YOU HAl.)E ANOTHER SOURCE OF REf·ERENCE 1 OTHER THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLA(K NEl,ISPAF'ER, FOR VALID FACTS ABOUT APARTHEID? 
~- NO 
19. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEklSPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
GOVERNMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHEID? 
t~O DON'T KNOkl 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR GO\,'ERl>lMENTS' POSIT! ON ON APARTHFI D? 
YES . ®, , DON'T "KNOW ' 
20 B. l.<JHY? ANS~.JER: ~ ( .6- .,{H cw,._/, /,,, j.,._, /,hL>'-7- . ,,._ ~ / / ,l 
,f ; . -1) r•·0/"'·"-7 L '(Uhl?/ :r.1, 
""-v/oV ,,._;v ""'";? . . ~ 
THAt·H< YOIJ t.}ERY MIJCH FOR YOUR TIME. Pl.EASE RETURN THIS SUR\-1EY IN Tl;E 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 
BEST IAI l SHES FOR A \,'ERY HAPPY HOL. I DAY SEASON' 
1405 Cartmell Hal l / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentuck y 4035\ 
DPcember 1 7 , 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT I ST I CAL. T DENT I TY ONL y ' PLF.ASE cnMPI ETE THE INFORMATION BELOl·I 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
8 1-40 41-50 ~O+ 
H.S.+ ADVANCED DEGREE < S )~ 
$ 15, 0 01-$25, 00 0 $25,000+ 
OTHER <I.E., ~<JT:j) 
HOUSEWIFE, RETIRED ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pl FASE CIRCLE=" ONE ANSWER ONLY' 
IA. ARF YOU BI ACK? 
GE> 
<YOU MAY SKIP Q. 18 l 
NO 
l B. DO YOU LI '-.JE yt,J A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES ~ 
( STOP HERE AND RETURN> 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEWSPAPERS SERVF A S I GNIFI CANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMM UN IT Y? 
NO DON ' T l<NOW 
":l . DO YOU READ YOllR LOCA L BL.ACK NEl1JSPAPF.R? 
N("I 
<ANSWER Q , ?, 9 & 11 ONLY> 
4 . HOvJ LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RFAD I NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
5. 
NEWSPAPER? 
A LESS THAN 1 YEAR 
8 1-3 Y F=A RS 
C 8 -5 YEARS 
(!!) MORE THAN 5 YF.ARS 








IT ADDRESSFS MORE BL.ACK-RELATEO ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE ABOlJE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE 
1 
_.,_ n 
OTHER ANSWER : (1 )..__/... (Lx £L1 ')- /) 0 f) 1 )..{} /\ n ~ ..Vl .. tl_,OQ_ 
6 . DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEWSPAPERS? 
NO 




I. E="S~ INFORMEr> ABOUT Al.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPRTVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE OF HOl,,t CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
AU. OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
D 
F. • 
F . OTHER ANSWER:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8 . DO YOU FEF.1 THE NEt.JS CrJl../FRAGE l N YnlJR I. ncAL BLACK NEWSPAPER l s 
INFllRMATIVE? e NO DON'T l<NOW 
9 . uO YOU FEFI YlllJR I nr;AL BL.ACK NFl.JSPAPER NEGATI VELY INFLUFNCES 
OPINI ON O~lJES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF.? 
~ NO DON ' T KNOW 
10. DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NFWSPAPERS LA CK ADEQUATF. COVERAGE OF THE 
BL.ACK COMMUNTTY? 
YES DON'T KNOV.J 
YrJlJR 
l l . HA~,!f YOU EVER CHANGED YOIJR OPINION ABOUT AN I SSUE OF LOCAL, 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATI ONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEWS STORY IN 
Y!Jl.IR l .OCAL. BLACK NEWSPAPER ? 
~ NO DON'T KNOW 
1 2 . COM PARF. r> Trt MA.JOR NEl..JSPAPFRS, DO YOl 1 FEEL YOUR U JCAL. BL.ACK 
NEV..ISPAPER BEST MF.ETS Ylll IR CLILTl.IRAL AND / OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
' ... . 
DON' T KNQl..,I ~ NO 
HOW WO ULD ?oef EVALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL 
HAS ON Yf') IJR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ISSUES? 
<5=STRONGEST IMPACT ) 




c NATIONAL . • I 4 "\ 2 
D INTERNATIONAL. © ~ 2 E LOCAL 3 2 
F STATE 5 ~ 3 2 G EDUCATION ~ 3 2 H SPORTS 4 
~ 
?. 




K SEX 4 3 2 





























DO YOU FEEL THE INFLUENCE~; FF:OM NHJS STORIES IN YOUR I. llCAL BLACK 
NFklSPAPERS HAVF CAUSED Y OU T() REACT DI FFERFNTI _y TOWARDS llTHERS 
JN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENT S? 
Y F. S DON ' T KNCll.v 
IF Yllll MOVED, 
CURRFNT LOCAL 
1~1n1 IL r> YrJU fJtNT l NlJE TO SUBSf.R l BF Tfl YOUR 
BLACf< l.JEVJSPAPER? 
<9 
noi=:s '{fHJR I or::AL Bl .. ACK 
JN SOUTH A FR J C:A':=· 
@ 
NO 
NFIAISPAPER COVER T SSUES I NU OLJ.)JNG APARTHEI f) 
NO DON ' T KNOW 
t 7A. DnEs YOUR l flf.AL BLACK NEl1.ISPAPER SI IGGEST HOl1J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
~ DON ' T KNOW 
<GO T 0 Q • 1 8 '> 
1 78 . IF Y F.:S' on Y (")lJ ? 
YES DON ' T KNOW 
1 7C. l.JHY'? 
1 8 . f>O YOU HAUF At.JOTHER SOLIRCE OF REFERENCE, OTHEF: THAN YOUR LOCAL 
BLALi·.: !'IEIAISPAPFR ~ FOR ~JAL ID FACTS A 8i)UT APART HF 1 O? 
~ NO 
1 9. n nFS YOUR LOCAL Bl.ACK Nf!AISPAPF.R KEEP Y OIJ INFORMED ON OUR 
f'.;Qt,,1ERNMENTS ' POSIT I ON ON APARTHEI [ >? s NO DON'T KN Ol<I 










~ ~ -II-{) ~ON ~- Kfu )J()-f)UV!Y' 
~nB .;:'? ~~ b eQeuAAJ?. ci ~(_ 
T H<'.l;k , 01~ MIJCH FnR Y OIJR TTME. Pl.EASE RF.TURN THIS SURVEY JN THF 
SFLF -ADDRE SSED STAMPED E~NELOPE PROV IDED . 
BEST 1,JI :=. HES F OR A \) FRY HAPP·, HOl.I DA\ :::.EASON' 
1405 Cartmell Hall/MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentucky 40351 
December 1 7, 1 986 SURVEY Q!.JESTf ONS: 
FEB 0 5 RECD 
' 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STAT! ST! CAL l DENT I TY ONLY, PLEASE COMPLETE THE INFORMATI,ON BELOt.J 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 




EDllCATJON: BELOW H.S. H.8. '---tl-.l:i...:J;_.,,L----.a!L!1.!l~J.E~DL_LlDEGREE(S) 
INCOME: BE 8 000 $8,001-$15,000 $15,001-$25,00 $25,000+ 
STATUS: EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED OTH .E., STUDENT, 
HOUSEl,J I FE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* • • * • • • • * • * • * * * * * * * • * • • * • * * • * * * * * * * 
Pl.FASE CIRCLE ONE At~SIAIER ONLY 1 







!B. DO YOU LIVE IN A BLACK OR PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN> 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl,JSPAPERS SERVE A SIGNIFICANT PURPOSE 
IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY? 
5. 
NO DON'T KNOW 
DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,JSPAPF.R? 
NO © ( ANSl,JER 0. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 






YOU BEEN RF.AD!NG YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
L.ESS THAN 1 YEAR 
1-3 YEARS 
3-5 YEARS 
MORE THAN 5 YEARS 
l-..IHY DO YOU READ YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
c 
I r ADDRESSES MORE BLACK-RELATED I·SSUES. 




E. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
F \ NONE OF THE ABOVE 









DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NEl.<JSPAPERS? 
YES ~ 




LESS INFORMED ABOUT Bl.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPR!l.JED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE OF HOl•I CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
AU. OF THE ABOlJE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSIJER : ________________ _ 
DO YOU FEEL THE NEl.18 CO\}FRAGE l N YOUR LOCAL BL.ACK NE!.ISPAPER IS 
INFORMATIVE? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
DO YOU FEFI .. YOIJR L OCAl. Fll.ACK NEklSPAPER NEGATJ'...!ELY INFLUENCES YOIJR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPF.? 
YES ® DON'T KNOL,I 
DO YOU FEEL GENERAL 
BL.ACK COMMUNITY? 
~ 
t·ffl1.JSPAPERS LACK ADEOUATF. COVERAGE OF THE 
NO DON'T KNOl.<J 
11. HA~JF. YOU EVER CHANGED YOUR OP I NI ON ABOIJT AN ISSUE OF LOCAL., 
NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NEL-.JS STORY IN 
YOIJR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? e NO DON'T KNOW 
1 2. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NElJSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAL. BLACK 
NHJSPAPER BEST MEETS YOUR CULTURAL AHD/OR SOCIAL HEEDS? 
NO DON'T KNOIJ 
i :: • HOW !.IOULD YOU E')ALUATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR L()CAL BLACK t,JEklSPAPER 

















































































14. DO YOU FEEL THE INFLUENCES 
NEl,ISPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU 
IN VARIOUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
FROM NEWS STORIES IN YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
. ' 
YF.S DON'T KNOW 
15. IF YOU MOVED, V.JOIJL.D YOU CONTINUE TO SUBSCRlBF. TO YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NEvJSPAPER? 
'(ES NO DON'T KNOvJ 
16. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEvJSPAPER COVER ISSUES INVOLVING APARTHEID 
IN SOUTH AFR! CA? 
NO DON'T KNOW 
17A. DOF.S YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE!.ISPAPER SUGGEST HO!.I YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSINESSES WITH TIES IN ·s·ouTH AFR"ICA? 
' 
YES NO . DON'T KNOW 
<GO TO O. 18) 
178. IF YES, DO YOU? 
''(ES NO DON'T KNOW 
I 7C. t,JHY? ANSl.JER '--------
18. [>0 YOU HAVE ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAN -YOUR LOCAL 
BLACK NEWSPAPER, FOR ~JAL ID FACTS ABOUT APARTHF. l D? 
GD NO 
1 9. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NE!.ISPAPER KEEP YOU INFORMED ON OUR 
GOl,.'ERNMENTS' POSIT I ON ON APARTHEID? 
NO DON'T KNOkl 
20A. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR GOl,.1ERNMENTS' POSITION ON APARTHEID? 
YES NO GON"~K~ 
208. 1,JHY? A~JSv.IER: --------
THAt·H< Y111J VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME. Pl.EASE RETURt>J THIS SURl,.'EY JN Tl;IF. 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENt)ELOPE PROVIDED. 
BEST l/H SHES FOR A VF.RY HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON' 
1405 Cartmell Hall / MSU 
Morehe~rl, Kentuck y 40351 
D~rember 17, 1986 SURVEY QUESTIONS: 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
FOR STATISTICAL. TDF.NTITY ONLY, PLF.ASE (':(1MPI ETE THE INFORMATION BELOl•J 
ABOUT YOURSELF. 
~~~~ ~20 21-30 8 1-40 41-50 FF.MALE 
EDUl.AT r ON: BEL Ov,1 H. s. H.S. H. S.+ 
INCOME: BF." rn.1 $8 000 $8, 001-$15,000 $15,001- ~ ' 
STATUS: EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED OTHER ( J.E., S 
Hl)USEl,,J I FE, RETIRED) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Pt FASE CI RCL.F ONE ANSl1JER ONLY 1 
JA. ARF YOU BIArK? 
YES 
<YOU MAY SK IP 0. 18 ) 
t 8. DO YOl.I LIVE JN A 8LACI< OR PF:EDOMINANT LY BLACK COMMUNITY? 
YES NO 
<STOP HERE AND RETURN ) 
2. DO YOU FEEL BLACK NEl,,JSPAPERS SF:Rl..JF A S 1 GN IF I CANT Pl .IRPOSE 
IN THE BLACK CC~MUNITY? 
NO DON / T k'.N OL.J 
3. DO YOU READ YOUR L.OCAL. BL.ACK NEl1,ISPAPF.R'? 
Nn 
<ANSWER Q. 7, 9 & 11 ONLY) 
4. HOvJ LONG HAVE YOU BEEN RF.ADH·.JG YOUR l.OCAL BL.Ar.K 
NE~JSPAPER ':°' 
A LESS THAN l YEAR 
R 1-3 YFARS 
C 8-5 YEARS 
CD MORE THAN 5 YF.ARS 








IT ADDRESSFS MORE BLACK-RELATED ISSUES. 




ALL OF THE AR(lt)E 
NONE OF THE ABOVE 
OTHER ANSWER:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6. DO YOU READ OTHER BLACK NE!t.ISPAPERS? 
YES @ 





LESS INFORMED ABOUT Al.ACK-RELATED ISSUES. 
DFPRJVED OF SOCIAL INFORMATION. 
UNAWARE OF HOl.,1 CURRENT ISSUES EFFECT THE BLACK 
COMMUNITY. 
Al..l. OF THE ABOVE 
NONE OF THE ABOVE. 
OTHER ANSl.JER : ________________ _ 
8. DO YOU FEEi. THE NEl,JS CO\JFRAGE IN YOlJR LOCAL BLACI< t'>IEWSPAPER IS 
INFORMATllv'E? 
9. 
NO DON·'T KNOW 
DO YOU FEFI .. YOlJR LOGAl. AL.ACK NF.l,ISPAPER NEGATIVELY INFLUENCES YOlJR 
OPINION ON ISSUES OF LOCAL, NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE? 
YES @ DON·'T KNQt,1 
l 0. DO YOU FEEL GENERAL NEl!.JSPAPERS LACK ADEQUATE COVERAGE OF THE 
BLACK COMMUNITY? 
~ NO DON'T KNOW 
11. HA~.'F. YOU EVER CHAt\JGED YOIJR OP!Nl ON ABOUT AN ISSUE OF LfJCAI., 
NAT I ONAL OR INTERNATIONAL SCOPE AFTER HAVING READ A NE~JS STORY IN 
YOl.IR I .OCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER? 
YES DON'T KNOV..1 
I 2. COMPARED TO MA.JOR NF.l.JSPAPERS, DO YOU FEEL YOUR LOCAi.. BL.ACK 
NEIAISPAPEF: BEST MEETS YClllR CULTURAL AND/OR SOC I AL NEEDS? 
"YF.:S NO 
.! 3. HOW ~mULD YOU EVAl..::UATE THE IMPACT THAT YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEWSPAPER 
HAS ON YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE FOLL.Oki! NG ISSUES? 
( 5;STRONGEST IMPAC.T) 
A POLJTJCS 5 4 3 2 1 
B ECONOMICS !=) 4 3 2 1 
c NATIONAL ~ 4 -· _, 2 1 
D INTERNATIONAL. 5 4 8 2 l 
E LOCAL 5 4 3 2 l 
F STATE 5 4 3 2 l 
G EDUCATION 5 4 3 2 l 
H SPORTS 5 4 3 ,., ,_ 1 
I RELIGION 5 4 3 ,., L. 1 
cl DRUGS .5 4 3 2 l 
K SE)-< 5 4 3 2 l 
L MARR!AGF. 5 4 3 2 l 
M CRIME 5 4 3 2 1 
N NUCLEAR t.JAR e ·-' 4 3 2 1 
h 
h 
l 4. DO YOU FEEL. THE INFLUENCES FF:OM NE~JS STORIES IN YOUR I. OCAL BLACK 
l>JEl.·JSPAPERS HAVE CAUSED YOU TO REACT DIFFERENTLY TOWARDS OTHERS 
IN \!ARI OUS ENVIRONMENTS? 
DON'T KNOW 
15. IF YOU MOVED, WfJIH.D YOU CfJhlT!NlJE TO SUBSCRIBF. TO YOUR 
CURRENT LOCAL BLACK NE~JSPAPER? 
'(ES NO DON'T KNOI.' 
1 6. DOES YQUR LOCAL Bl_ACK 
IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
NEWSPAPER COVER ISSUES IHUOLVING APARTHEID 
@ NO DOH'T KNOW 
I 7A. DOES YOUR LOCAL BLACK NEl,,ISPAPER SUGGEST HQl,J YOU SHOULD REACT TO 
BUSJHESSES WITH TIES IN SOUT~ AFRICA? 
NO DON'T KNOl,J 
<GO TO D. 18) 
1 78. IF YES, DO YOIJ? 
CiY DOH'T KNOW 
1 7C. klHY? ANSl,JER : _______ _ 
18. C>O YOU HA\!F ANOTHER SOURCE OF REFERENCE, OTHER THAl>J YOUR LOCAL 
BLAC~: t--!El,ISPAPER, FOR VAL! D FACTS .ABOUT APARTHEID? 
e NO 
1 9. l)OES YOUR LOCAL BLACK 
GOl,.1ERNMENTS' POSIT I ON 
NEklSPAPER KEEP YOIJ INFORMED ON OUR 
ON APARTHEID? 
~ NO DON'T KNQl,,I 
2flA. DO YOU FEEL GOOD ABOUT OUR GOVEF;NMENTS' POSIT I ON ON APART HF ID? 
€J NO. DotT· T KNOl,J 
208. l,..IHY? ANSL<.IER : ______ _ 
THANK Ylll I \!ERY MIJCH FOR YOIJR TI ME. Pl .F:ASE RF:TURl'l TH IS SIJR\JEY IN THF 
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED EN'-)ELOPE PROV! DED. 
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Auchmutey, Jim. "Marketing to Blacks -- Regional 
Newspaper ~xamines Achlevements. 11 Advertising Age. 
v . 55, n . 79, p. 52-53, r-.tov • 1 9, 1 S:'84. 
-----The 8atc1n _Rouge Exarr1i ner ( tci be renamed the 
Gre~. ter 8.a ton Rouge Me tr-c1 ·1 n .Januar-::r' l '7'85), i =· a fr·&e 
man th 1 y nel1 . .1s_pr int tabl •:ii .j aimed at bl ac.K:. l1,1 i th rnone:~'. The 
Examiner was founded in August 1983 by Xermit Thomas. His 
formula for ~uccess is t·o portray attractive black role 
models, not poverty and street crime, to create a positive 
publication. T-homas ha-:. been able tc• capitalize c1n his. 
paper's appeal to businesses trying to target the black 
market and trying to maintain an image in the black 
community. Thomas' Baton Rouge paper ls the flrst ~fa 
chain of monthlies v,iith similar philosophies. that he pl.,,.ns 
to star-t across the South. Thomas helped to assure 
financial success for his publications when he flew to 
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Ch.icago·in October· 1984 to sell the black ad<iertising 
establishment on hi=· paper·. The Examiner is now included 
in agency recommendation=· tc• such clients as Coca-Col a, 
McDonald's, Jos, Sehl itz Brewing Co., and Stroh Brewery.• 
Ber 1 i ng, Lynn. "Mar· Ket i ng to Bl acKs -- Ne•.>Jspapers Try 
to Fi 11 Gap Left by Major Dai 1 ies." Ad<Jertising 
Age. v. 52, n. 21, p. :."""".?, s-16, May 18, 1981. 
----- 11 App·ar~ntlY, black people do not relate to white 
newspapers. White newspap.ers do not seem to sert>e 
minority readers' needs. Furthermore., many of the stories 
that make up '1 8lacK'1 metro news are negative ones. There 
i:i.re 2 ne1.1.Ji::.paper·:. th.Ei. t .:i.re tr·> .. in·~ to fill in the gap 1 ef t 
b:.~' the rna._icir dailies .• One i:.The Post, in OaV~land, 
Cal ifcirnia, and the oi:her is the Atl.:i.nta .[)ail-:.' l.r..lorld. 
Both publication:. try to pr·es.ent a rni >~ of l oca1, national, 
an·d international news. The Post has prospered in -recent 
year·:., as. a.d•.)ert i ser·s t-1a 1 . Je corne tc• realize th'e importanc.e-
of minority consumers. The Post aims to inspire, a~d its 
editor·ial pc~l·ic::-' is cciuntr··)'· first, r·ace secc1n.j, .:i.nd party 
thir.d. A stron~ professional marK~ting approach has been 
the K.e}' to the p.3.per·"s succes:.. The Pos·t al so ha-s a 
heavily rel·Jgio1Js Saturday/Sunday edition. Both The Rost 
and The Dailv have strong food sections, and they have 
tie en profitable, ·='.S .:..r·e bcith paper··:." r·e l i g i ous ·:.ec ti ons. 
Both papers ar·e looking forward to a mor.e 
mi nor· i ty-c1r i.en'ted mar·ke tp l .;,ce. 11 
11 The Black Caucus Votes No. 11 
1 •::;•7? '' ...... 
11 8lacK Newspapers: Overlooked Barorneters. 11 Bureau of 
ElementarY and Secondarv Education, Washington, 
D. c. ' 1 '?70 I 
8l.31.ck1,1..1ell, Ed. 11 C:hallen1;sing the Est.:i.bl is.hrrrent: A Black'. 
Repcir·ter Lcioks .:i.t tht? Pr·ess. 11 .Journ.31.l i~.rr1 Educaticin 
T.od<o.Y, :3, 10-11, F." 1 I , 1 "?74. 
Bolct?, Lc1ui·:. Ht?nri, III., and Susan 
l.1~lh i tes., .:c.nd ... F.'..:..ce -Perl It i c·;;:."'. 11 
54 Winter, 1979: 61-75. 
H. Gr·a::-". 11 81 acks., 
The ·F'ubl ic Intt?·res.t, 
Franklyn, .Joseph W. 11 Indentity Crisis Hurts Mihority 
'Pre·ss. 11 Advertising Age. v. 55, n. 79, p. 55, 19, 
r-..1C1 1.) o ' 1 '7'84 • 
-----
11 Advertfsers are looking to black newspapers as 
a way to reach the nation's largest minority consumer 
market, but black newspapers ~uffer from a triple identity 
crisis - they are not ex.actly certain who they are and 
whom they are serving, an.d they continue to have problems 
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conveying their role to advertisers. For example, black 
newspapers do not have the circulation or penetration 
needed to make them primary advertising vehicles. Of the 
162 black weeklies. 1 isted in the Edi tor & Publisher 1'?85 
vearbook, only 12 are audited by the Audit Bureau of, 
Circulation, a fact that Keeps many advertisers away. 
Tobacco and 1 i quor companies he«.ded the 1984 1 i st of 
advertisers in black newspapers, with Philip Morris as the 
leading spende-r a.t ·:=-2 rni 11 i c1n. Tei impro~)e and sustain 
this type of advertising support and for greater marKet 
penetr·ation, editorial qua! i ty must t•e improved. The 
newspapers must also target their audience within the 
increasingl>' segrr1ented bl;..cK comrnun1 t}'. Essenti.:..l ly, 
black newspapers have entered an era of great growth 
potenti.:tl, but cine in t1-1hicl-1 the::.· mu-:.t le.:r.rn tcr cornpete. 11 
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Tele•.) is i c1n t.) i et1Jer·-: .• 11 1968 • 
. Jones~ t·1arquit.:r.. 11 Raci·:.m .;r.nd the t-1edia: Racism in 
Telev~sion. 11 Black World, 20, 5, 72-78, March, 
l '?71 • 
Lee, Hi 11 i ar·d S. "Pres.sing for· Po~;er·." Black En terpr i s..e 
v. 15, n. 9, p • 42-50 ., Apr • , 1 985. 
-----
11 Pam McAlllster Johnson ls the US' most 
influential l:1lB.ck v ..1orr1an in nel1Jspa.per publishing tc•da::.'. As 
pr·es.i dent and publ is.her cif the I th.:i.ca .Journal, .3. s.JT1al 1 
college-town paper in upstate New York, Johnson is the 
f i r·s.t bl acl{ v.1ornan in the US tc1 ccintrol a gener;.-.1-rnar·k:et 
d~. i l y. Hc11 ... Je~.Jer·, it is ncit cin 1 y her v .. 1orK a. t The .Journa 1 
that has kept Johnson in the news for the past 3 years, 
tiu t the fact that sht- i =" put•l is.her· of a Gannett ne1,Js.paper. 
13annett Co. Inc. is the 1.:i.r·ges.t .;r.n1j ~.rncing trie mos.t 
prestigious newspaper groups ln the US. ~lhen Gannett 
announced Johnson's appolntment in November 1981, most of 
the newspaper industry was taken by surprise. Johnson was 
r-ecruited frcrm her teachin1;i po-::.i ti on at i',Jc1rfolK St.3.te 
!Jn i ver-::.i t1'; rnc1-::.t publ i -:.hers. tend tc1 corne up thr·ciug~1 the 
ranks. Moreover, a black woman is not often put in charge 
of an award-wi·nning paper in a vjri:ual ly al 1-whl te 
ccrmrnun it>~. 11 
O't,Jea l, Deni -;:.e I. nrv1arke ting tci Bi .3.ck·:. -- . Chi ca-.gci [)ail)' 
Defends Community's Interest. 11 Advertising Age. 
q • 55, n • 79, p . 4:3+ , ~,Jo•.,i • 1 ·;·, 1 '?E.:4 • 
-----
1'Lack of advert~sing is a problem that plagues 
the entir·e black pr·ess., incluijing the c:hica.c1C1 Defender·, 
the oldest black dally ln the US. Pos~tioned as a 
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community paper, its goal is to competently co•,•er' and 
report what goes on in Chicago's black community, It has 
an unaudited daily cir'culation of 30,000, but it has 
st,-.ug~led with financial problems since its inception._ in 
1905. Its goal, then and no1,,1, is to assist ir1 eliminating 
all traces of discrimination and unjust pr·actices. in 
America. Continuing that dr'eam is the paper''s main 
purpose, according to John H. SengstacVe, chairman of 
publ ish~r Sengstacke Enterpr.ises. Although advertisers 
us.ually prefer' national I>' cir·culated ma9«.zines that allow 
them to re.~ch the most people. For this re&.son, The 
Defender ... s ad•.)e·rti:.in.g is. 70% loc.:r.1. It does, h•:it1Jever·, 
t-1ave a small list c1f n.:i.t i onac.1 ad~'ert i s.er·s, i nc1 udi ng· 
General Foods, Pillsbury, and R. J. Reynolds CRJR). 
According to Dan Pearson, media director 'of ~JR, black 
da i l i es are .:..s i?ffec ti ve at re.~.ch i ng th.e i r tar gt? t audience 
as their mainstream counterparts, and they have an 
irnmediacy imp-~ct similar- to most genera·l m.:t.rket dai 1 ies. 11 
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n , 79, p • 55, No" , 1 9, 1 984. 
----- 0·ur·b2.n Focus <C:h i cagc1, I 11 i n1:ri ·:.) is a fr·i?e 
monthly newspaper distributed in offlces, stores, and 
restaurants. Urban Focus targets black career women and 
fe.:i.tur·es a local sl ar1t on the issues. It meet::. l ts 
audience's need for a positive, supportive forum to 
communicate about careers and related subjects. Urban 
Focus began in 1982 as a ne~1sl2tter for a group of black 
professional 1.J,1omen; it became~- ne11Jspaper: in 1983. It h.:..s 
an audited circulation of 20,000 and has been successful 
at attracting advertise~s, especiallv for recruitment ads. 
About half of the advertisers are corporations or 
educ.::i.tional instituticins seeKing tcr r·ecr·uit black 
professionals. Other advertisers - national as well as 
local - include Lorillard U.S.A., Anheuser-Busch, ford 
t·1otor· C:o., arid Easter·n Air· 1 i ni?-:.. Llr·tian Fc1cus. @)~pee ts. to 
expand circulation to 100,000 and to euol~'e into a weekly 
by the end of 1$'85. It:. rnarket r·es.earch indica:.te::. th.:..t 
the more than 646 1000 black women in Chicago are part of 
the fastest grol1..1ing mot1E-)~ income segment c1f the ar·ea 
marKet. 11 
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